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Preface

@ About Magic Cap
Why Me?

 

I don’t love technology. I don’t hate it either, but I
don't welcomeit into mylife unless I can figure out how
it will make me happier or moreefficient. I think of this as
being very practical, but sinceIlive in Silicon Valley,
somepeople consider me almost primitive for having this
attitude. .

WhenI first heard about General Magic’s dream of

creating a personal communicator, I was impressed by
the team of programming anduserinterface legends who
had been assembled to build this portable box that kept
you in touchall the time. At the sametime, I wondered
why most people would wantoneof these things. These
communicators were going to let you send messagesto
anyone from anywhere, and they were going to be as
easy to use as a telephone. Well, I already had a tele-
phone, and I sometimes foundit more intrusive than in-
dispensable.

A personal communicator would also be an electronic
datebook and notepad. There were plenty of electronic
organizers already; would this one be just another expen-
sive toy? I seemed to have notroubleatall being skepti-
cal, wondering whether this idea of “reinventing tele-
phony” would have much of an impactin the real world
outside Silicon Valley, even with the impressive track
record of the wizards at General Magic.
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Of course, the list of companies that helped get
General Magic rolling (Sony, Motorola, and Apple) and
the others whojoined along the way (AT&T,Philips, and
Matsushita) addeda lot to this tiny start-up company’s
credibility.Eventually, I became a guinea pig in official
tests of the software in General Magic's lab and unoffi-
cial tests at home, courtesy of my husband, who joined
the team as employee number14. As the communicator
shaped up,I startedto seefor thefirst time how it might
fit into mylife.

Lalso became intrigued by the powerful culture of this
unique company: dedicated workaholics collaborated with
engineers who had families, sharing an almost fanatical
need to make magic. Watchingthis culture work to make
practical tools helped convert my skepticism into enthu-
siasm. General Magic’s dreams developed into twosoft-
ware platforms: Magic Cap and Telescript.

Origins of General Magic
The original idea for personal communicators

sprouted in Apple's Advanced Technology Group.A re-
search group led by Marc Porat observed three central
trends that showed how people spent their work and
personal time. First was the need to communicate easily
and conveniently——with co-workers in the sameoffice,
with a spouse runningerrands,with clients in other parts
of the world. Second, people increasingly require infor-
mation on demand—stock quotes, movie schedules, how
the home team fared. The third trend was remembering
all this information-—who to meet, where to be, when to
be there. Porat also proposed the theory that people don't
always clearly separate the personal and business parts
of their day, which is the root of what he calls whole
person thinking.

vi
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Creating a product for this model was the challenge.
The code name Paradigm was chosenfor the project (you
can’t do anything in Silicon Valley without a code name).
When Apple realized that it couldn't devote enough re-
sources to the Paradigm project, General Magic wascre-
ated in 1990. The founders of the company were Marc

Porat, the visionary who nurtured the ideas and putto-
gether the astonishingalliance of consumer electronics
manufacturers and communications giants; Bill Atkinson,
the legendary programmer and user interface designer
who created HyperCard and the original graphics soft-
ware in the Macintosh; and Andy Hertzfeld, the software
wizard who programmed muchof the original Macintosh.
In subsequent years, many talented programmers and
designers who workedon other successful products joined
General Magic to form a world-class engineering group.

It's the Communication

The whole idea of Magic Cap is communication. A
personal organizer is cool, but it’s been done. An elec-
tronic datebook and address book combination is really

useful, but it’s not necessarily more special than its pa-

per counterpart. Electronic mail and information services
aren't just trendy, last-minute additions to Magic Cap;
from the beginning of the project, everything in Magic
Cap was designed around the idea of enabling people to
communicate powerfully and easily.

When you turn on a Magic Cap communicator, you
see a picture of a desk,laid out to simulate the way people
work(see Figure P-1). There’s a telephone,a datebook,a
file for names and addresses, a notebookfor writing and
drawing. But right in the middle of the desk is a postcard
and pencil, a subtle reminder of what Magic Capis all

vii
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about. The in box and out box are also located in the

center of the communicator’s screen, their prominent
positions drawing your eyes and attention.

@) Desk Thursday, January 6 11:30am. [= Hallway
—_

 
a ; ‘i o
FIGURE P-1. The Magic Cap desk

 

Placing the postcard and other kinds of stationery in
the desk drawer, Magic Cap encourages you to use elec-
tronic mail for every purpose: businessletters to prospec-
tive clients, personal notes to your mom, invitations to
meetings, birthday greetings to a friend in anotherstate,
and electronic orders for goods and services. You can use
Magic Cap's electronic communication for many of the
things you’re used to doing with your telephoneor postal
service.

Every Magic Cap device is truly a communicator and
not a message pad, an organizer, or a personal digital
assistant. Every Magic Cap communicator comes ready
to connect to a telephoneline: there’s a modem built in.
Somealso include two-way radios for wireless communi-

viii
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cation, but at the least, every Magic Cap communicator
is only a standard telephone jack away from connecting
you to the world of electronic networks.

Your communicator does a great job of replacing your
address book, but it has another purpose for the names
and addresses it knows:It can help you send messages
to the people and companiesit lists. Magic Cap also simu-
lates your appointment book; and you can use it to con-
tact the participants in your meetings to invite them to
attend. Because Magic Cap’s smart communication fea-
tures connect you to the world outside, you can actually
tell a news service what kindsofstories you're interested
in, and those stories will be culled automatically and de-
livered for you to read at your convenience. Information
providers may someday offer news, up-to-the-minute
sports scores, movie and television schedules, road di-
rections for many majorcities, andlots of other services
that somebody somewhereis dreaming upright now. It’s
like a home shopping networkin the palm of your hand.

It's for Everybody

The engineers and interface designers at General
Magic worked hard to make Magic Cap very easy to use.
They wanted to make a consumer electronics product,
not a computer, and so it had to be far easier to use than
the simplest personal computer. There arelots of things
that personal computers do very well, including keeping
track of big chunks of data, publishing documents, and
crunching numbers. Even though Magic Cap can handle
someof those things, it was born to communicate.

Sending messages using AT&T's new PersonaLink
service or conventional electronic mail and fax is intu-
itively simple with a communicator. Receiving mail is
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also easy——a matter of simply connecting and collecting.
Because Magic Cap communicators are electronics prod-
ucts designed for general consumeruse, they may not be
as powerful as many personal computers, but they are
certainly more friendly.

Magic Cap’s designers conducted scores of user tests
to refine the way it works. Features that were confusing
to novice users were tweaked or simplified. For example,
at one time users could move objects around on the desk
just by sliding them. This was disconcerting to people
whodidn’t have computer experience—theyjust wanted
to open the datebook, but it kept scooting away instead.
The designers made a trade-off: Users had to enter an

explicit mode to be able to slide the permanent features
on their desks, so savvy users could redecorate, but be-
ginners wouldn't be startled by something happening
unexpectedly.

Computer veterans and other knowledgeable users had
suggestions for ways to increase power, and many of
those suggestions were added to Magic Cap, but never
at the expenseoffriendliness. Magic Cap’s inventors in-
cluded manyfeatures that makeit easier for powerusers,
but those features are designedto stay out of the way of
beginners.

Magic Cap’s navigation system is an example of the
designers’ focus on simplicity. It lets users work with a
desk, rooms in a hallway, and a downtown street. Novice
users inevitably love Magic Cap’s navigation, and pun-
dits often criticize its appearance as too simplistic and
playful. Many experts also criticized the friendly, playful
Macintosh interface when it appeared in 1984. Now,of
course, most personal computer users work with win-
dows, icons, menus, and other elements that were dis-

paraged on the first Macintosh. We'll have to wait and

see what the eventual responseis to Magic Cap’s inter-
face,
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Designers of products that are supposed to be easy to
use often talk about whether “your parents” could useit.
Magic Cap may not be as easy as a telephone, but it’s
designed so that most parents could quickly figure out
how to use it to send a messageto their children asking
whythey never write anymore.

Telescript Inside

Magic Cap integrates manytools that people use to
communicate for work and play. At the coreof this plat-
form is Telescript, a communication-oriented program-
ming language also developed by General Magic. There
are several elements in the communication heart of
Telescript. Foremost is its smart-messaging capability.
As the foundation for sending and receiving electronic
mail, Telescript actually turns each messageinto an agent,
or independent program, that can carry personalized in-
formation withit.

Because each messageis really a Telescript program,
these “smart messages” can perform functions besides
just expressing your words. If you use your
communicator’s datebook to schedule a meeting with
your colleague Tony, you can also automatically create
an invitation for him to attend the meeting, send it to
him, and then have the message complete a series of
reactions based upon his response; he can useit to cre-
ate and deliver his acceptance or regrets, and even sched-
ule the meeting in his datebook.

Telescript messagestravel in “smart envelopes,” which
are Telescript programs that include a way to tell the
message howto deliveritself. An electronic mail network
based on Telescript can let youtell the message to wait
in Tony's mailbox until 5P.M., and if he doesn't pick it up
by then,to fax it to him at home. The mailboxes that the
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message passes through are also Telescript programs,
meaning that they’re also smart and can carry personal
preferences.

Using a Telescript-based network, you can stamp your
message to Tony as urgent. Meanwhile, because his
mailbox is also a Telescript program, he has instructedit
to let him know immediately when he receives an urgent
message. A conventional electronic mail system mayalso
have someof these “smart” features, but if they weren't
built into the original engineering, it would be impos-
sible for users to add them later. If a Telescript system

needs to add features, users of the mail system can add
and revise them.

As more Telescript-based systems are created, they'll
help extend the power of Magic Cap. A smart network
would provide a handy way to interact with a store that
has an electronic location downtown. If you wanted to

send flowers to your Aunt Dorothy, you could visit the
flower store downtown, then send a messageto theflo-

tist that you wanted a bouquetof flowers for $35 to be
delivered today in Kansas. Your order could automati-

- cally attach your namefor billing and your aunt’s name
and address for delivery information. The flower shop's
mailbox could have special rules set up for receiving such
orders that would expedite having the flowers delivered
in time for her birthday. So far, Magic Cap's engineers
haven't figured out how to have the flowers themselves
come through a communicator, but just wait.

Families of Products

There are several different models of Magic Cap com-
municators from different manufacturers, and each one

provides ways to communicate. Some Magic Cap com-
municators need to be pluggedinto a phoneline; others

xii
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take advantageofwireless transmission via radio waves.
There may be additional optionslike telephone handsets
that plug into your communicator or cellular phonesthat
can be added. Every oneof these, though, has one thing
in common: Magic Cap. Communicationa la Magic Cap
is the foundation; your distinctive model of communica-
tor provides the access.

Design Goals

General Magic engineers worked together with their
alliance partners in designing various models of commu-
nicators that had to meet important goals. Communica-
tors have to be small enough to be carried aroundall the
time and easy enoughfor peopleto figure them out with-
out hours of study. Magic Cap’s designers compensated
for small screen size by making items look simple and
easily touchable. Performing various tasks in Magic Cap
igs intuitive and easy: touch the screen to activate items
on a desk, go into a hallway of rooms filled with other
features, or go to a downtown street with buildings rep-
resenting remote services.

The immaturity of touch-screen technology provides
another design challenge. Screens of current models are
often difficult to see, another reason that the desk items
are spaced far apart and well defined. Becauseit’s hard
to touch an exact point, Magic Cap allowsfor an impre-
cise touch to act precisely.

Magic Cap uses an on-screen keyboard as its main
sourceof input; its interface doesn't require handwriting
recognition. Because an on-screen keyboard is unwieldy,
Magic Cap includesa large set of features to speed up
typing. These features include trying to automatically
complete words in well-known categories (names,cities,
states, and so on), automatically guessing whether to

xiii
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shift the keyboard to uppercase, and cross-referencing
information (for example, learning which cities match
which ZIP codes). Magic Cap interprets handwriting as
ink and doesn't try to translate it into text.

Magic CapIs for Communication

Magic Capis a software platform designed specifi-
cally for communication, as shown in this classic mes-
sage that helped inspire the Magic Cap team.In the spring
of 1990, Bill Atkinson received this electronic postcard
from his young daughter, Laura, who used an early soft-
ware prototype to convey her thoughts simply and cre-
atively, and her dad wasable to read and enjoy her mes-
sage at his convenience (see Figure P-2). This is what
Magic Cap does best: personal communication.

dear bill, i think pest cards &
peradime wt! bee gerat & lots of
pepol wil woos it i am looking
foerd too wen it wil beadonei |
can pitcher in mi mind a poersin |
walking along with oneof this te; Bi Atkinson
things & then all of a sadin al! frew: Laura Atkinson
got a post card i heat: post cardswn

FIGURE P-2. “A! 1 gota postcard”

xiv
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About This Book

By the time you read this book, you may already
have a Magic Cap communicator, or not. You don’t need
to have a communicator for the book to be useful. If you
have one, you can use this book as a complementary
tutorial, and you might use the examples as a spring-
board for your own ideas.If you don’t have a communica-
tor yet, this book shows what Magic Cap can do and how
you might be able to useit.

This book explains the concepts of Magic Cap and
shows somepractical examples of its use. Many of the
scenarios are completely realistic and can be accom-
plished with the first Magic Cap communicators. You
may find yourself using your communicator in exactly
the same way,with only the names changed. Someother
examples show how Magic Cap might develop over time,
a kind of wishful thinking that could happen if communi-
cators become popular. This book is pretty specific in
stating what Magic Cap can do now, and whatit might
do in the future.

Magic Cap software was substantially done before this
book was written, but some small details may have
changed since then.
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Chapter

*, Getting Started
 

The First Time

You're probably interested in personal communica-
tors because you've always been oneof the first to get
your hands on the newest technology—theindustrycalls
you an early adopter, or a heat-seeker. Maybe your boss
suggested that using one while you're traveling is good
business, or you have an incredibly understanding spouse
who boughtyou onefor your birthday. On the other hand,
maybe you haven't decided to take the plunge yet, but
you want to know whatit feels like to have one. Whatever
the circumstance, you’ve joined the brave new world of
personal communicators.

Thefirst few minutes with a communicator are among

the most important in your relationship, kind oflike the
experience between nervousjob applicant and thorough
interviewer. When you take it out of the box and start
using it, you should feel good about the experience, not
uncomfortable. You shouldn't feel overwhelmed by in-

comprehensible setup proceduresorthree different thick
manuals, each of which says “read mefirst.” General
Magic andits alliance partners worked hard to make your
beginning experiences pleasant, friendly, and reassur-
ing. In this chapter, we’ll go through the process of un-
packing and setting up anew Magic Cap communicator.
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Basics

Although Magic Cap communicators come in vari-
ous models from several different manufacturers, theyall
have many features in common. Most importantis that
all Magic Cap communicators are operated by touching
pictures of objects on the screen. You don't haveto use

lots of different gestures when touching the screen to
make things happen. There are really just two actions
you have to learn: touch andslide. To touch, just place
your finger or stylus on an object, and then let go. To
slide, touch any object and moveit along the screen,asif
you weresliding it aside. Everything in Magic Cap oper-
ates with those two actions. .

To help you figure out what you're doing, Magic Cap
createsa little world inside your communicator. This world
is filled with familiar objects, such as a desk,a telephone,
a datebook,an in box, and a clock. To learn to use Magic
Cap, you start with what you already know about work-
ing with these and other familiar objects.

When you look at a Magic Cap communicator, you'll
see that it comes with just one physical key, labeled op-
tion. If you hold down the option key while touchingcer-
tain objects on the screen, you can make an alternate or
advanced action take place. These optional movements
are often used to take advantageof shortcuts for actions—
they’re never used for common or required functions.

Every Magic Cap communicator has a jack where you
can plug in a telephoneline. This is how you'll use your
communicator to send andreceive electronic mail, make

phone calls, and send faxes. Some communicators also

have built-in two-way data radios for sending and receiv-
ing information without having to connect a phoneline.
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Getting Started

Your first step should be installing the batteries in
your communicator. Putting them in at the factory would
drain some of their power during shipping and shelf time,
so you get to havefresh batteries by installing them your-
self. Every communicator has at least three sources of
power: a main battery, a-backup battery, and a wall
adapter. Poweris vitally important to your communica-
tor—if it ever loses power completely, it will lose the in-
formation you entered! Magic Cap has an elaborate warn-
ing system to tell you when your main and backup bat-
teries are running down.

Once you've installed the batteries, the next step is to
turn on your communicator. The first images you'll see
are the logo of the manufacturer and the Magic Cap rab-
bit-in-the-hat logo, and the provocative instruction to
Touch the screen to begin. Your first action will be to
teach the communicator about how hard your touchis
and to fine-tune the screen's alignment. Magic Cap puts
a bull’s-eye target in the upper-left corner and asks you
to touch it. When you touch it, the communicator’s
speaker sounds an approving pop and the target hops
around to two other locations on the screen, calibrating

your touch so that it will be more responsivetoit.
While you're aligning the touch screen by tapping the

targets, you're subtly experiencing three of the key ele-
ments of using Magic Cap. First, almost everythingis
accomplished by touching pictures you see on the screen.
Second, when something changes its location on the
screen, you'll usually see animation that makes it move
rather than just having to figure out that it’s gone from
one place to another. This animation reinforces what
you're seeing so that you're not surprised whenthe item
appears in a new location.
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Third, the targets make a popping sound when you
touch them. In Magic Cap, most actions make sounds.
As you get familiar with Magic Cap, these sounds will
become reassuring and will help you confirm your ac-
tions. Of course, if you find the sounds annoying or you
don't want to disturb people nearby, you can change
them or turn them off completely.

 

es Justa Touch. Magic Cap communicators come with a
stylus, a sort of pen with no ink, but Magic Cap’s hard-
ware and software were designed to let you use your
finger if you prefer. The stylus is required for only two
functions: the alignment targets, since they need to be.
touched asprecisely as possible to set the screen, and
for handwriting, which is really tough to do well with
your finger. You can do everything else with a stylus or
your finger.

Magic Cap tries to be generousin deciding where you
can touch thingsto activate them. Some items have an
invisible halo around them so you can actually miss them
by just a little when you use your fingertip to touch or
slide. Some items require more precision, such as when
you're typing on the keyboard; you can use your finger-
nail to get a better shot at them. As you use your commu-
nicator, you'll have a better idea of whether you wantto
use your finger ora stylus.

Magic Cap’s manuals and information windowsuse
twodifferent words, tap and touch, to describe the
action of placing your finger on an item on the screen
and then removing your finger. Although tap is more
appropriate for a button and touchis often used with
other kinds of objects, the terms are completely inter-
changeable, and this book followssuit.nnTTLINETTTETT,
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After you finish target practice, you get yourfirst look
at the desk and you see yourfirst information window,as

shown in Figure 1-1. The window suggests that you touch
its Getting Started button to set up your communicator,
but if you're not ready for that, you can touch the x in the

upper-right corner of the window to close it and post-
pone the Getting Started stuff.

Magic Cap™ 1.0

Touch the @ in the upper-left corner of the
screen to show or hide messages like this one.

To personalize
now, touch
Getting Started. 

FIGURE 1-1. The desk with its information window open

You can always go back to Getting Started when you're
ready by touching thecircled question mark next to the
word Desk in the upper-left corner of the screen, then

tapping Getting Started in the window that appears. In
fact, you can get information about any screen or win-
dow by touching that circled question mark.It’s a good
idea to run through Getting Started as thefirst thing you
do with your new communicator.

There are three kinds of actions in the Getting Started
process. First, there are vital setup tasks you must do to

personalize your communicator before you can do almost
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anything useful. The second kind are actions that you
should do before proceeding but that aren't absolutely
required. Third, there are instructive lessons that teach
skills you might pick up on your own as you're using
Magic Cap but that help cut down on any apprehension
you might feel when you begin.

Starting the Lessons

There are two things you must do to personalize

your communicator before getting much of anything done:
You haveto tell it who you are and where you are. Get-
ting Started provides lessons that help you enter this
important information. When you enter your name and
location, it’s important to recognize that these are not
just practice examples; the information you give is saved
and should betherealstuff.

What happensif you try to skip ahead and avoid enter-
ing your nameor location before continuing? Many func-
tions work fine whether they know your nameor not: You
can use the calculator, write in the notebook, or play a

game withoutfilling in your name.If you try to write a
message, though, Magic Cap will gently remind you to
enter your namefirst (it even says please).
 

es Doing the Time Warp. During Magic Cap’stesting,
many users thought that Getting Started was just a
teaching tour of Magic Cap that let them practice doing
things, not realizing that setup information entered there
was very real. This led to lots of communicators being
set up by people named Frank N. Furter and Bugs Bunny.
Be sure to type the real information when you go through
Getting Started. 
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If you touch Getting Started, instructions will lead you
into the hallway, then downto the library where the Get-

ting Started book waits for you. You'll be directed to tap
the Getting Started book, as pictured in Figure 1-2, and
you'll see the opening pages of the book.

 
FIGURE 1-2. Just about to open the Getting Started book

Whenyoustart a lesson, you'll see the numberof steps
you'll need to follow to complete the lesson, and you'll
know many you've done so far. The steps also tell you
exactly what you're supposed to do and why,rather than
just doing it for you. When a lesson step tells you to tap
something, the step’s window hasa tail pointing to the
item so you really get the idea behind the action as well
as its consequences.

The first lesson is about the book itself, explaining

each feature and action that you can expect. It intro-
duces the buttons that you’ll use to move from one step
to another and the stop sign that all steps have in case

you want to quit the lesson. If you stop a lesson, you will
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go back to whereyou started. Even if you stop, you can
complete the lesson at any time; in fact, when you go
back to the library, the Getting Started book even re-
members what page you were on.

The next four lessons are about general user features
like the top and bottom of the screen and the keyboard.
You can finish these lessons sequentially, which will help

you feel more comfortable using your communicator by
the time you reach thevital lessons that you must com-
plete. If you want, you can skip directly to the lesson
about what you must do to personalize your communica-
tor--making a namefor yourself.

Required Setup

Before you can make an appointment, create a mes-
sage, or register for a mail service, the communicator
needs to know whoyouare. There are nine steps to this
process, but four of them are navigation steps that take
you from place to place, and onestep is just an explana-
tion of what you're about to do, so it’s easier than it
sounds.

If you follow the lessons in order, you'll know about
typing by the time you get to the lesson that helps you
enter your name. You'll know that the on-screen key-
board appears on the screen when you needto type in
some information, and that Magic Cap shows where
you're going to type when you need to enter your name,
address, and phone number. You may notice that
someof your entries are finished automatically, because
Magic Cap knows some words andtries to guess what
you want to enter so you don’t have to type as much.If
Magic Cap guesses wrong or you don’t even notice that
it has guessed, you can continue to type without having
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to do anything else—your typing will replace Magic Cap's
guess. You can find out more aboutthis automatic word-
completion feature in Chapter5.

As soon as you touch the done button afterfilling in
your name, Magic Cap puts up an announcementtelling
you that it’s personalizing the communicatorfor you and
that it may take a couple of minutes. You'll also see a
spinning hat, which tells you that the communicator is
actually busy thinking,not just waiting for you to do some-
thing.

 

Spinning Its Wheels. When Magic Cap personalizes
your communicator, it often takes a couple of minutes.
Whaton earthis it doingall that time? It's calculating a
security code that will be used to prove that you're who
you Say you are when you communicate with other
people and services.It takes so long becauseit's a very
big number that's undergoing a lot of calculating, and
Magic Cap communicators were designedto be great
communicators, not super-fast number-crunching
monsters. The good newsis thatit only has to do this
calculation once when you set up your communicator. 

Next you'll be directed to fill in your address, and then
your phone number. You don’t even have to put the pa-
rentheses around the area code or the hyphen after the
first three numbers;it will take care of that for you. How-
ever, you do need to enter your area code. If you don’t,
Magic Cap will make an upset noise, insert the empty
parentheses before your phone number, and place the
typing point there for you.

Magic Cap’s designers knew that an undersize on-
screen keyboard is not the world’s easiest way to enter
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information, so they made sure that Magic Cap is en-
gaged in a never-ending battle to help you enter informa-
tion more quickly. For example, when you're askedtofill
in your address, Magic Cap guesses that your address
starts with a number,so it sets the keyboardto its num-
ber mode automatically. If your address is a post office
box, or something else that begins with a letter, you can
easily switch it back to see the standard keyboard.

In addition, the keyboard also makes smart guesses
about capitalization. After you've typed the numbers, the
keyboard not only switches back to showingletters, but
it also shifts to uppercase for you. After you type thefirst
letter, the shift is removed andthe letters are lowercase
again.

Before you can send a message or even make a phone
call, there is one more must-dotask: You haveto tell the
communicator where you're calling from so it knows
whether to include area codes and country codes when
dialing numbers. You should definitely follow the Getting
Started lesson for this one, because it’s not the most
intuitive process in Magic Cap.

Set up dialing is the wayto tell Magic Cap about the
places you expect to be when you connect a phoneline.
Your communicator can feel when you plug in a phone
line, and it will ask your location every time it gets con-
nected. Phone numbers must be dialed differently de-
pending on where you are; for example, when you dial
your home numberfrom outside your own area, you must
dial the area codefirst; when you call from inside your
own area, dialing your own area code first will prevent
the call from going through.

Again, don't let the number of steps fool you—four of
the seven steps are just navigation to get to and from the
Getting Started book. While you're setting up the dialing
locations, you'll get to see the stamper, which is one of

10
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the buttons that's always available on the bottom of the
screen. You'll learn that the stamper containslots of rub-
ber stamps that you can use throughout Magic Cap,plus
special-use stamps like the onesthatfill out name cards
and locations.

The standard stampsfor locations are home, work, and

hotel, but each stamp lets you customize the name, so

you can have more than oneoffice, add more hotels as
you travel, or come up with other locations. When you set
up yourdialing location, you'll be asked to choose a stamp
that matches your actuallocation.

After typing the name of your location, you'll enter
your country, area code, and whether you needto dial a
prefix to get an outsideline first. If you’ve already filled
out your name card with a phone number, Magic Cap
will guess that you're in that number's area code, an
example of Magic Cap's smart integration. You can read
more about this phone location business in Chapter6.

After you touch done, you will have completed the
only two tasks required to start using Magic Cap. Every
other lesson is just enhancement and teaching, but you'll
probably want to complete most of them anyway.

If these two setup tasks are so important, why aren't
they the first lessons in Getting Started? Before Magic
Cap lets you complete these setup lessons,it teaches you
how to use the skills you’ll need to do them.It wants to
make sure you know howto type, use the stamper, and
navigate from place to place before asking you to doreal
work with thoseskills.

MoreSetting Up

After you finish the two required lessons, setting
the time and date is a good lesson to go through next.
Your communicator will let you do everything it can do

11
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without making you set the time and date, but it won't
be very accurate. For example, it wouldn't be very useful
to have an appointmentset to the wrong date or to send
mail that has the wrong timein its postmark.

You can turn the pages in the Getting Started book
until you find the lesson entitled Set the time and date.
Once again, the 15 steps listed make it sound tedious,
but 4 are for moving around in Magic Cap, and each time
you set a numberor time zone, touching the accept but-
ton to move on counts as a step as well, so it'll seem
mucheasier than that. Figure 1-3 showsthefirst step in
the lesson that sets the time and date.

 

Thursday, January 6 11:40am. [te Libraryeee See

Set the time and date Your communicator contains
a clock and calendar. They

eed to be set.

Set time & date + step 1 of 16
‘o set them, touch the ‘set

Tap the desk button to go to the ime & date’ button below.

FIGURE 1-3. Starting to set the clock and calendar

As with someotherlessons, thefirst thing you need to
do is go back to the desk by touching the desk image on
the bottom of your screen. By touching the clock behind
the desk, it zooms up close enoughfor youto setit. The
first thing you're asked to dois select a city in your time
zone. Magic Cap wants to know this so it can adjust the

12
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clock if you go to other cities. Your exact location may
not show upin thelist of cities you can choose from, so

you can select any city that’s in the same time zone.
After the communicator knows what time zoneit’s in,it

asks youto tell it what timeit is.
After you set the time, you get to set the calendar to

today’s date. To set the date, you'll see a calendar page
that lets you choose the year, month, and date. You'll use
left and right arrows to help you moveforward and back-
ward in time. You finish up the lesson in the same way
you've finished other lessons—-you go back to the Get-
ting Started book and tap done. Your communicator has

learned a lot today; it knows who you are, where you're
calling from, and the date and time.

The next lesson to go through signs you up for AT&T’s
PersonaLink service. This is another one that you should
do, but you might chooseto skip. As with all the others,
you can either step through it with the help of the lesson,
try its task yourself, or skip it altogether. This one is pretty
straightforward, so if you're feeling really comfortable with

your communicator, you might wantto try flying solo on
this one, going without the lesson. The only prerequisite
is that you should be connected to a phone line to com-

plete this process.
When you turn on your communicator, you'll find one

or more messages in the in box above the desk—the

exact number and the messages vary depending on which
communicator you have. Some of these messages are
offers from information networks to provide electronic

mail and other services for your communicator, includ-
ing one from AT&T.

When you tap an offer message to open it, you'll see

that it has a button to request the signup materials from
the service. If you’re connected to a phoneline, tap the

button; the request will be answered with ‘a return

13
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messagethat includestherest of the registration materi-
als. Taking this lesson not only helps you register for a
mail service that will give you a much more powerful
communicator, it also helps you successfully and easily
send yourfirst message.

Lessonsthat Teach

Wehave now covered what you must do and what
you should do to effectively and efficiently set up your
new communicator. The other lessons found in the Get-

ting Started book are moreinstructive than task-oriented:
They teach you about the top and bottom of the screen
and how to use the keyboard. By going throughthem,
you'll have a better understanding of Magic Cap, its tools
and commands,the places you can go in Magic Cap, and
what you'll be able to do with your communicator.

The lesson about the top of the screen is short and
sweet. It points out the areas along the top of the screen
and describes each one. You’ll learn that the top of the

screen tells you where you are in the Magic Cap world,
whatthe date is, and how much battery power you have
remaining.

The lesson about the bottom of the screen is more

detailed, pointing out the commandsandtools that are
available throughout Magic Cap. As each button is pre-
sented, it appears in its place along the bottom of the
screen. The lesson describes each button in general terms:

the desk button, the stamper, the lamp, the tote bag, the
tool holder, the keyboard button, and the garbage truck.
You canfind out aboutall these things as you're working,
but the lessons are like a shortcut to knowing how to use

Magic Cap moreeffectively.

14
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Making the Scene. The space between the top and
bottom of the screenis called the current scene. Com-

mon scenes include the desk, items on the desk such as

the name file or a notebook page, the hallway and rooms
in the hallway, the street downtown,or buildings on the
street. For example, when you open the name file, a
name cardfills the screen; that’s the name card scene.

When you wantto set the clock, you touchit and it
zoomsup close so that you can seeit and nothing else;
that’s the clock scene. When you wantto write a
message,you touch the postcardat the center of the
desk.This is like pulling the new card up so close that
you actually see only the postcard scene. Magic Cap
also includes windows, which are rectangles thatfloat
above the scene and arefilled with items to help you
perform actionsor enter information. There’s more about
this stuff in Chapter3. 

The keyboard lesson has the most steps, but if you're
going to be typing lots of information, the lesson is a few
minutes’ time well spent. As the keyboard opens, the
lesson describes all the features built into the keyboard

as it leads you step by step in typing a few words.You'll
learn about the keyboard's smart capitalization and the
switch that lets you change the keyboard from letters to
numbers and symbols. The lessonalso tells you about the
typing point, the vertical line that shows Magic Cap where
you want to begin typing.

The next lesson, Add your signature, is kind of fun to
complete. You'll get a better feel for using the stylus as a
writing tool on the screen as you sign your name.If you
don't do this lesson right away, you can always add your
signature at another time. Once you’ve completed this

15
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lesson, you'll find stamps with your signature on them in
the stamper when you're writing a message.

If you haven't added your signature but you decide
you really want to sign your name on a message you're
writing, you'll find empty signature stamps in the stamper.
When you drop one of these stamps on your message,
you'll go directly to the signature entry form, where you
can sign on the dotted line.If you decide later that you're
not happy with your signature, you can always repeat
the lesson to changeit.

 

ess Clip ‘n’ Save. Sometimes Magic Cap hasto provide a
visual representation of things that don’t havea real
physical metaphor, such as a few wordsof text or a
particular style of shadow for an item on the screen. For
such situations, Magic Cap provides coupons, complete
with dotted-line borders, that represent thoseintangible
things. For example, a coupon that represents a shadow
style is good for one shadowin thatstyle; you just dropit
on an item and the item gets the new shadow.Before
you sign your name, the signature stampsarereally
couponsthat are redeemable for one stamp with your
signature. When you put one on a message, Magic Cap
will ask you to sign your name.

The last two teaching lessons in Getting Started actu-
ally step you through sequences that demonstrate the
heart of Magic Cap, communication. One lesson helps
you make a phonecall to someone, and the other walks
through the steps necessary to send a message. Once
you're registered for the AT&T service, you can send a
message to someone. You can use the phonelesson right
away.

16
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When you do the Phone someone you know lesson,
you will be able to hear the call being dialed through the
speaker in your communicator, but you’ll have to use a
handset or telephone to talk. After you've entered the
phone numberfrom the Magic Cap keypad, you can touch
dial to have your communicatorcall for you. You'll get a
Phone status window that lets you adjust the volume,
and you'll see a timer that showsthe duration of thecall.

You can have a person-to-person conversation through
the standard telephone, and then use the communicator
to hang up. To complete the lesson, you can save the
phone number by making a new namecard for the per-
son you called so you'll have the number handy the next
time you wantto call. Touch done, and you're back in the
library ready to go on.

The last page of Getting Started congratulates you for
finishing the lessons.If you tap put away,the book closes
and hops back onto the shelf until you need to read it
again. When you reach the end of Getting Started, you
have finished setting up your communicator. You have
also made a namecard, used the phone, sent a message,

written your name, and learnedall the skills you'll need to
get the most out of your communicator.

Lessons Learned

Whenyou finish each lesson, the text on that page
of the book is updated to reflect the completion of the
series of steps, and the button changesto repeat lesson,
which you can do whenever you want. After you finish
the lesson, you will also get directions on what to do
next.

The lessons try hard to protect you from straying and
doing anything else that might cause unnecessary frus-
tration. If you touch the wrong item at any lesson step,

17
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you'll hear a gentle reminder sound and see the proper
location blinking on the screen. If you don’t finish the
required lessons, you can always complete the tasks on
your ownif you're the kind of person who learns best by
experimenting, rather than by following a preset se-
quence.

Rememberthat if you don’t complete the lessons, and
you don't finish the setup manually, you won't be able to
do most substantive tasks. When you try, a window ap-

pears and reminds you to personalize your communica-
tor with your nameorlocation; it even includes a button
for returning you to the lesson with a single touch. Andit
says please.

The Getting Started book shows you howto use many
of the tools and features available in your communicator
and helps youset upvital informationlike your name and
location. After completing the lessons, you'll feel more
comfortable with the way Magic Cap works. Most impor-
tant, if you’ve completed the Getting Started book, you've
learned how to use your communicator for what it does
best—communicate!

18
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Chapter
Electronic Mail
 

 
Keep in Touch

Using technology to keep in touch used to mean
picking up the phone, speaking to an operator, and ask-
ing her (yes, it was always her) to ring Grandpa Dave's
house. As more people got telephones and the technol-
ogy moved forward, customers felt more comfortable with
phone numbers that looked like FLorida 56-2379 or
KEystone 7-9855. Amazing advances let people use a
telephone in their hometo call someonein anothercity,
or state, or even country. Telephones in public places
worked by depositing coins, helping people stay in touch
without having to stay at home.

Now, technology offers services that the venerable
Alexander Graham Bell probably couldn't have imagined.
Wehavephonesthat work without wires, giving you the
freedom to call from your car, on a camping trip, or over
the Rocky Mountains (althoughalot of those conversa-
tions probably consist of “That’s right—I’m calling from
the airplane!”).

As people became more mobile and used phones while
they were away from home,they started to worry more
that while they were away, someone might be calling
them. Answering machines and voice mail wereatfirst
considered unacceptably rude—I used to think that if I
wanted to call my friend, she should at least have the

19
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decency to stay home and wait for my call, and I never
liked leaving a message. Now many people consider it
poor etiquette not to have voice mail or an answering
machine, as an unanswered telephone inconveniences
the caller.

Many people whoresisted answering machines ulti-
mately recognized that they give you freedom as both a
caller and a receiver of calls. As a caller, you can fulfill
your urge to communicate even if you can't reach any-
one. When you're called, you can miss the call without
missing its content.

This is the foundation of Magic Cap: power, flexibility,
and conveniencefor the sender and the receiver. I want
to communicate with you right now, but you may not be
willing or able to hear from meright now. I can tell you
what I need and go backto the rest of my life. You're free
to get my communication at your convenience. Magic
Cap expands this communication to coverelectronic mail
that contains digital information like words, pictures,
sounds, cartoons, appointments, sketches, and more,
along with the more-familiar phone calls and faxes.

This chapter covers four important scenes in Magic
Cap: the in box, the out box, the AT&T building, and
most important, the message-writing scene, which is
whereall new messagesare created.

Communication at Heart

There are several elements at the heart of a Magic

Cap communicator. The core of Magic Cap’s communi-
cation features is the built-in Telescript language. While
Telescript is transparent to you as a user, its communica-
tion features help Magic Cap deliver electronic mail fea-
tures that you'll use in lots of different ways.

When you get a Magic Cap communicator, you can
sign up for an electronic mailbox with one or more

20
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services. In fact, AT&T has built a brand-new network
service, AT&T PersonaLink Services, that is based on
Telescript. Sending and receiving electronic mail is one
of PersonaLink’s key features.

Lots of people already have electronic mailboxes with
other, existing services and networks, such as America
Online, CompuServe, and Internet. Magic Cap lets you
communicate with most of these existing services, even

if you don't have mailboxes on those systems.It's kind of
like this: You can use an automatedteller machine that

belongs to a bank where you don’t have an account, as
long as your bank has an agreementto talk to the other
bank. As long as you're registered with PersonaLink, you
can exchange mail with people on lots of other services.
This communication between services happens through

communication gateways.

Any time you enter a different world, which is what
happens when you go through a gateway, you have to
play by the rules of the new world. Sometimes,stuff gets
left at the door and you can only send in what the other
service can understand. For example, mostelectronic mail
services don’t know howto havepictures or sounds in

their messages, so if you include those items in your
messages, they probably won't get delivered to recipi-
ents on other services. Even with these limitations, be-

ing able to send mail to someone on another service
without having to subscribeto it is very useful.

Someof the conventional mail services provide spe-
cial software packages that let you use Magic Cap to
connectto them directly. If you have one of these pack-
ages, you can use your communicatorto talk to the ser-
vice for mail and other information. Whether you're

connected to PersonaLink or a conventional service, you

can use Magic Cap to keep in touch with colleagues,
family, and friends.

21
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AT&T PersonaLink Services

Just what is PersonaLink? Why should you register
for it? How can PersonaLink get in touch with people on
other services? That’s a lot of questions for some service

from New Jersey. Users can send, receive, and store their
messages with PersonaLink, and they can also use the
gateways that PersonaLink offers to other conventional
mail services. Electronic mail is only one feature of
PersonaLink. AT&T’s network service will take advan-

tage of Telescript’s intelligent agents to offer other kinds
of communicating packages and information services.
 

e*> Mostly Cloudy. A Telescript-based service such as
PersonaLink consists of one or more computers running
one or more Telescript engines, or programsthat
understand Telescript. Engineers often refer to the
computers and Telescript engines together as “the
cloud.” In honor of this nickname, the sky over Magic
Cap’s downtown alwayshas a puffy cloud floating down
the street. 

When you first get your communicator, you'll find a
message or two waiting in the in box when you turn it
on—registration offers for PersonaLink and otherservices.
After you've personalized your communicator with your
name and phone number, you'll probably take a look at
those messages. You'll find the signup procedure pretty
straightforward. Depending on your model of communi-
cator and the service you're signing up for, you might
have to make sure you're connected to a phonelinefirst.
Then, tap get signup form at the bottom of the offer letter.
A sample of one of these service offer messages appears
in Figure 2-1.
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Welcome!

| Touch the button below
to request a signup form
for AT&T PersonaLink Mail.

to: Jaromir Jagr
from: AT&T PersonaLlink
_ about: Joining PersonaLink

FIGURE 2-1. Request card for PersonaLink signup materials

Whenyoutap the button, Magic Cap sends a message
to the mail service requesting a signup form. You see
the new message hop to the out box, and then watch a
progress bar as the messageis sent from your communi-
cator to the service. When your communicatorfinishes,
there’s a new message in your in box—the signup form
you askedfor.

When you reply to the offer (again, you should plug
into a phoneline if your communicator and the service
don’t support wireless messages), your namecard infor-
mation is sent to the company providing the service so it
can respond by sending you registration materials. If
you're not connected to a phoneline and you don't have
wireless hardware when you respond, the message hops
into the out box, waiting to be sent. Then, you can send
the message when you connect to a phonelinelater.

Once you've signed up with a mail service, you can
start sending messagesright away.
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Sending a Message

Because communicating is at the center of Magic
Cap, the image of the postcard and pencilis right in the
middle of the desk. To start making a new message, you

just tap that postcard. There’s also a desk drawer that
holds a variety of stationery for other kinds of messages.

Magic Cap was designed around whole person think-
ing, which contends that people don't strictly separate
their days into business and personalparts; instead, they
weave them together, acting on impulses and needsas
they come up. If Magic Cap succeeds, electronic mail
will become popular for individuals as well as for busi-
nesses. Magic Cap providesclues tothis focus.First, the
devices are called personal communicators, and second,
Magic Cap is factory-set to use postcards, not business
letters, as the standard form of electronic mail, although
you can easily switch to businessletters instead.

With that in mind, let’s go through a couple of elec-
tronic mail scenarios, a personal example and a business
example.

Getting Personal

Imagine an old friend, Sheryl, whom you’ve known
since grade school or maybe even kindergarten. Now,
even though youlive in different states, you still like to
keep in touch beyondjust birthday and holiday cards. A
fact of your lives, though, is that while you might often
think abouther,it’s difficult for you (andfor her) to coor-
dinate your time well enough to have a reasonable tele-
phone conversation.

By writing an electronic message, you can jot down all
the things you wantto tell her about yourlife and ask her
about hers,all while you're waiting for a staff meeting to
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begin. When you connectto a phoneline, you can let her
know you've been thinking about her without having to
worry about time zone differences. She can read your
message and respond whenhertimeis less complicated.
Sheryl won't haveto try to find a time when you're both
home and not busy at the sametime.In fact, this even
works if she’s out of town on business or vacation, be-

cause she'll certainly have her communicator with her.
To make the message, touch the postcard, and a new,

blank message hops onto the desk and then zooms open
to fill the screen. The new message also automatically
opens the name chooser, a windowthatlists everybody
in your namefile, so you can choose your friend’s name
from the list (see Figure 2-2). If your friend isn’t in your
namefile yet, you can add a new card for her by tapping
new—you don’t have to go to the namefile to add a
name.If you're not sure whom to address the message to
tight now,you can tap the x to close the name chooser.

 

Co-workers

Family
Friends

General Magic
Irbe, Arturs
Jager, Jaromir
Knaster, Ken
Lynn, Shery!
Schuiman, Gene
Schulman, Helen 

ane ER

ssage scene with name chooser

poe Ss

FIGURE 2-2. New me
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To address the message, touch your friend's name,
and then touch accept to close the name chooser. You'll
see that Sheryl's namehas been addedto the postcard as
the addressee, and your name appears as the sender.
You'll also find that Magic Cap has guessed that you'll
want to start the message with a standard salutation, so

it has typed Dear Sheryl, in the upper-left corner of the
postcard. Of course, you can changethis salutation if you
want.

Magic Caplets you choose between typing(for letter-
perfect text) and writing (for drawings or a more personal
feel). This is likely to be a fairly long letter, so you will
probably want to type mostof it. You can touch the key-
board image on the bottom of the screen to open the on-
screen keyboard. If you find that you usually prefer to
type messages rather than write them, you can custom-
ize Magic Cap so that it opens the keyboard instead of
selecting a pencil when you make a new message.

When the keyboard opens, you can start typing di-
rectly below the salutation, or you can moveto any other
spot on the postcard where you might want to begin.
Becauseit’s been a while since the two of you spoke, you
have a lot to tell your friend. After you've typed in your
newsand asked abouther family, you might notice that
Magic Cap has automatically enlarged the postcard for
you so you can write as much as you need to without
worrying about running out of room (see Figure 2-3). You
can tell because an arrow pointing up appears when you
reach the bottom of the card, but you can still type as if
you had unlimited space, which you do.It would be great
if paper postcards workedlike that—then we wouldn't
have to worry about writing so small. In the future, maybe
there will be postcards for Magic Cap that have nice
pictures on the back and we'll just send those instead.
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@ card to Sheryl Thursday, January 6 3:39pm.
|| running for city council, *

channeling for a from: Vicki Rosen
pre-Columbian deity, and | about: exhaustinglife
yolunteering on graffiti

paint-over duty, I’ve had to do | Gan"most of the domestic stuff i
around here.

| It’s actually been a nice break
from workingall the time, but
it’s making me even moretired
than work does. I’m not sure

why thatis - it sure seemslike
more fun, and yet, you never
 

FIGURE 2-3. Longer text automatically extends the length of
the card

When you're done typing, you can open the stamp
drawer so you can stamp your signature and a sleeping
face stamp (the themeof your postcard is “I’m working
real hard and I'm tired”). If you want, you can touch about:
to open the keyboard andfill in a description for the post-
card, which would let Sheryl know if the cardis just gen-
eral newsorif you really need something in particular,
like her recipe for pickles.

Mailing the Card

As soon as you addressed the card, a stamp show-
ing how the card will be delivered (that is, whether by
fax, PersonaLink, America Online, or whatever) appeared
in the upper-right corner.If you want to change the de-
livery choice, you can tap the stamp and choose another
method. Magic Cap knowstolist only the delivery choices
that will actually work for the recipient; in other words, if
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your friend doesn’t have a CompuServe account,
CompuServeisn't listed as a delivery choice. When you've
madethe right choice, tap send, and the postcard zooms
down onto the desk and hopsinto the out box.

If you're connected to a phoneline or have wireless
access to the delivery choice you selected, Magic Cap
will mail the postcard right away. If you can’t connect,
the mail will wait in the out box. Then, when a phoneline

is handy, you can open the out box, tap mail, and watch
the messagefly off to Sheryl. The next time she checks
her mail, your message will be waiting for her.

Electronic mail has a different feel than a phonecall.

It’s certainly not as interactive, but it can be more thought-
ful, and you can communicate and keep in touch without
havingto find a time when you're both focused and unin-
terrupted. You get to write a letter with no pen, paper,
envelope, stamp, or post office involved; it’s delivered
very quickly; and your friend gets to read and respond
easily and at her convenience.

Replying and Forwarding

Of course, after Sheryl reads the message, you hope
she'll want to respond. She canusea built-in shortcutfor
replying to your message. The command buttons along
the right side of your message include choicesfor reply
and forward.If you look at Figure 2-4, you can see these
buttons along with the rest of the card as it looks when
Sheryl receivesit.
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DearSheryl,

re Jay and the boys? You can’t |'
ossibly imagine how busyI’ve i
een the last few months. Mike |
as been so busy with his work,|
chool meetings, karate classes,
unning for city council, fo: Sheryl Lynn

| channeling for a from: Vicki Rosen
re-Columbian deity, and about: exhaustinglife
olunteering on graffiti
aint-over duty, I’ve had to do | 

FIGURE 2-4. Message has beenreceived and opened

When Sheryl is ready to respond, she can ask Magic
Cap to create a new card by tapping reply. Becauseit’s a
shortcut, reply alsofills in the address (back to you, the
sender), guessesthe salutation, opens the keyboard, and
positions the typing point. A reply stamp appears at the
bottom of the card, and an appropriate delivery choice is
selected. Of course, she can changeanyofthis stuff as
she writes her reply. The next time you check your mail,
her reply is there.

If the message wasn’t just gossipy, but really was a
request for the pickle recipe, you might also wantto for-
ward herreply to your friend Phil. To dothat, tap forward
on theright side of the screen while you're looking at her
reply. Tapping forward makes a new card, opens the name
chooserto let you addressit, and attaches a copy of her
message with the recipe. Once again, Magic Cap makes
a delivery choice based on the information in the name
file, and you can changethe choice if you want.
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Staying In Touch on the Road

Oneof the mostfrustrating situations in business is
whenyou're outof youroffice and you need to communi-
cate with someoneelse whoisalso out of theoffice. Your
voice mail systems can have one-sided conversations,
but there are times when communication needs to be
more substantive and immediate. Electronic mail pro-
vides a thoughtful, reflective medium for getting your
thoughts downjust as you want them,a nice alternative
to the ticking clock and live recording of voice mail.

Let's say you're the assistantdirector for an animation
art gallery, and your gallery in Denver is just two days
away from the openingof a big show. You're in Chicago,
ready to accompanythe animation cels from the corpo-
rate warehouse to Denver. The gallery director, Helen,is
in Los Angeles, ready to accompany the artist on his
flight to that show.Neither of you is in your gallery office,
and neither of you is very reachable by telephone (just
multiply the problems of getting messages from hotel
operators by two). This is a job for Magic Cap.

Opening your communicator's desk drawer, you can
begin a business letter to send to your boss by touching
its image. When you touch the businessletter, it hops
out of the drawer and onto your desk, automatically open-
ing the name chooser so you can address it to Helen. As
with a postcard, you can alwaysjust touch the x to close
the name chooser without picking an addressee right
away.

The businessletter automatically includes the sender’s
namein the upper-right corner of the letter (like letter-
head), adds today’s date, and then the salutation to the
addressee, in this case Dear Helen.It also opens the key-
board and places the typing point for you. You need to
ask her about which art pieces should be sent for the
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show,as well as what kind of wine and hors d'oeuvres to
serve at the opening, and whentheartist will be avail-
able for interviews with the local press.

Consistent with other pieces of “paper” in Magic Cap,
a businessletter can be extended if you need more room
at the bottom. After you finish your message, you close
the keyboard. You can see the completed letter in Figure
2-5. If you've already addressed theletter and you agree
with the delivery choice Magic Cap suggests, you can
tap send to mail theletter.

   
 

 
 

  
 

  
 
  

 

Thursday, January 6 11:58 a.m. [I Desk @ Letter to Helen 
 
 

Susan Kerr 
i

L
l
H| Thursday, January 6, 1994 
 
 
| Dear Helen,

i I just wanted to double-check the pieces to take from the
arehouse for our show: 16 Disney cels from Aladdin; 12

rom Chuck Jones; 12 from Friz Freleng; and the 6 different
| serigraphs from Hanna~Barbera.

 

 

| I told Sharon to get some red and white wine boxes, some
}| pretzels, and some yogurt-coveredraisins. I told her to
|| expect 200-250 guests.

 

FIGURE 2-5. Businessletter automatically adds heading
information

Unlike the postcard, where you can see the postage
stampthat tells how the message will be delivered,let-
ters put that information on their envelopes. By touching
address on the right side of the screen, you'll get the
standard options to add or replace addressees, and you'll
also be able to tap a special button labeled show enve-
lope. If you do, you're switched to a different view that
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resembles the front of an envelope with a company logo
in the upper-left corner(see Figure 2-6). You can stamp
anything you want on the envelope, or take it off com-
pletely by sliding it to the trash.
 

esk

te: Helen Schuiman
from: Susan Kerr

about: upcoming show

URGENT!
 

FIGURE 2-6. Envelope for the businessletter

The envelope also has the postage stamp message in
the appropriate place in the upper-right corner, and the
recipient's name(as well as yours, and an about: descrip-
tion) in the center of the envelope. Here’s where you can
choose how to send yourletter. When you communicate
with Helen, you usually send a fax because you're typi-
cally outof the office while she's at the gallery. This time,
you'll use her electronic mail address to send theletter,
and you'll also stamp it urgent. You might guess that you
should stamp urgent on the envelope and nottheletter
itself, but the urgent stamp will alert Helen's mailbox
whetherit’s on the envelopeor on theletter.

After you've switched delivery choices, you can touch
address again, then hide envelope to switch back to the
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letter. If you’re done, you can touch send while you're
looking at either the letter or the envelope to mail your
message. Since Helen hassether in boxto alert her when
an urgent message comes in, and her communicator has
a two-way radio for wireless access to electronic mail,
she’s able to read your message and respond within min-
utes. Your mind is eased much more quickly than if you
had to wait for her to get back to her hotel, pick up your
phone message(if she receivedit atall) and try to call you
back in Chicago. You’ve helped ensure the success of
the big event.

 

e¢s> Following the Metaphor. The differences between
Magic Cap letters and postcards are very similar to the
differences between actual letters and postcards.
Postcards give you a smaller amount of space to write in,
your writing isn’t hidden inside an envelope, and the
addressee’s nameis printed on the right side ofa line
that bisects your message.Letters start with a plain
piece of paper (although Magic Cap businessletters
automatically add items you would expect on a business
letter}, and the addressis written on the envelope that
holds your message. Thesearesubtle differences, but
they're important, especiallyif you recall Marshall
McLuhan’s adage about the medium being the message.

Group Therapy

As roads get clogged and gas prices increase,
carpools are becoming more popular. Carpools that drive
kids to school can be challenging enough to deal with,
butfor serious hassles, try coordinating a carpoolfor adults
whoworkin the sameoffice building. Let's see how Magic
Cap might help you manage a carpool that takes five
people to work each morning.
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You're responsible for driving four other people to work
one morning each week(because of your varying depat-
ture times, you each find another way homeat the end of
the day). You just found out that you will be out of the
office for a week (starting tomorrow) overseeing the be-
ginning of a client’s construction project. You needto let
the other people know that you'll miss your regular turn
driving, as well as not needing a ride the other four days
of the week. Everytime somethinglike this comes up, it
means trying to catch up with four other busy profes-
sionals to rearrange the carpool. You could make four
different phonecalls, one to each of them, but Magic Cap
has a way to let you be moreefficient.

Magic Cap helps you handle these kinds of problems
by letting you collect name cards together into groups.
Any set of names with something in common can forma
group. We’ll create a group to help manageour carpool.
Tap the namefile on the desk to openit, tap new, then
group, and then type Carpool to name the group. Tap add
to put people into the group. The result is a filled-out
group card, as you can see in Figure 2-7. You can find out
more about name cards in Chapter5.

Now that all the carpool members are reachable on
electronic mail or via fax, you can send one message to
four people detailing your change in plans.
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4 Members
Luther Burden
Artis Gilmore

Kim Hughes
Billye Paultz

 
FIGURE 2-7. Group name card helps manage multiple
addressees

After you tap the postcard to start writing a new mes-
sage, you can pick Carpool as the addressee. The name
chooserlists all groups in boldface to make them stand
out. You can verify that all the recipients are included in
the group by option-tapping Carpoo!] in the addressee
area, which opens a windowlisting the members of the
group. If you then touch a namein the window,the deliv-
ery choice stamp will change to show how the message
will be sent to that addressee. Magic Cap lets you have a
different delivery choice for each memberof a group.

When you tap send, the message will go to each mem-
ber of the group using the delivery choice that Magic
Cap guessed was right, or that you corrected. In this
case, two copies will go by PersonaLink, one by America
Online via a PersonaLink gateway, and one to a work fax
number. There are four addressees and three different

delivery choices, but you only have to send one message.
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eé~> Testing Patience. The General Magic team ran into an
unexpected and embarrassing problem while testing
PersonaLink. A General Magic tester plugged a commu-
nicator into a phone line that didn’t go through General
Magic’s switchboard, but mistakenly instructed the
communicator to dial 9 for an outside line before calling

any numbers. When the communicator called AT&T's
access number, which begins with 1-800,it actually
started by dialing 9-1-800. Naturally, the telephone
network responded with a message to “please dial a 1,"
determining that the communicator wascalling a long
distance number in area code 918.

The diligent tester took the message atits word.
Thinking that Magic Cap had somehowforgotten to dial
the initial 1, the tester cleverly told Magic Cap to dial a 9
for an outside line, then a 1, and then AT&T's number.
The next time the communicator tried calling AT&T,it
dialed the extraneous 9, then an equally inappropriate1,
followed by the proper 1-800 number. That makes9-1-1,
then 800 and the rest of the number. The PersonaLink

service didn’t answer, so the tester tried again a few
times.

When the police officers and firefighters arrived, they
were stern but understanding.renee

Choosing How MessagesAre Delivered

Let’s look at the many ways you can send a mes-
sage. When you create a new message and addressit to
someone in your name file, Magic Cap puts a postage
stamp in the upper-right corner of the message. The post-
age stamp shows how the messagewill be delivered to
the addressee. That information is called the delivery
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choice. If you've entered delivery information on the
addressee’s name card, such as a fax number or elec-
tronic mail address, the postage stamp showsoneof the
ways that you can get a messageto the addressee.

If an addressee has more than one wayto get mail, you

can tap the postage stamp to see a choice box that lists
the addressee’s delivery choices. This works for multiple
addressees, too; you can touch the nameof an individual
addresseeto set the delivery choicefor just that addressee.
As you touch each addressee’s name in turn, the postage
stamp changes to show the delivery choice for that ad-
dressee.

How does Magic Cap decide which delivery choices
to offer for a particular addressee? The easy answeris
this: It offers all the valid ways of getting the message
from you to the addressee. Thefull answer is more com-
plex. To learn all the valid ways of sending the message,
Magic Cap must consider which services you belong to
and which services the addressee belongs to. For ex-
ample, if the addressee has a Prodigy account, Prodigy
will appear as a delivery choice only if you have some
way of getting mail to Prodigy, either with your own
Prodigy account or a gateway to Prodigy from a service
you belongto.

So, when building thelist of delivery choices, Magic
Cap compares the services that you and the addressee
belong to, also considering gateways that might get a
message flowing between the two of you. But wait, there’s
more.If the addressee has any fax numbers, they're al-
ways listed as delivery choices, because every Magic
Cap communicator can send faxes.

Finally, Magic Cap checksto see if you belong to any
electronic mail services that know how to look up their
members’ addresses. Given an addressee’s name, these
services can checkto see if the addressee has a mailbox
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with them. This feature in an electronic mail service is
called directory lookup.If you belong to any services that
have directory lookup, Magic Cap will add those services
to the list of delivery choices for all addressees.
PersonaLink is an example of a service that does direc-
tory lookup, so once you're registered for PersonaLink,it
will appear as a delivery choice every time you address a
message.

Here’s a summary of how Magic Cap makesitslist of
delivery choices:

1.

38

Magic Cap checks your name card and the
addressee’s name card to see if there are any ser-
vices that you both belongto.If so, those services are
addedto thelist of delivery choices. For example,if
you're both CompuServe members, CompuServe be-
comes a delivery choice.
Magic Cap checks your name card and the ad-
dressee’s name card to see if any gateways offered
by services you belong to can communicate with any
gatewaysor services that the addressee belongsto.If
so, those choices are valid too. For example, if you
have an Internet account and the addressee has an
MCI Mail account, Magic Cap can determine that
MCI Mail has an Internet gateway, so MCI Mail via
Internet will be addedtothelist of delivery choices.
Magic Cap checks the addressee’s name card for any
fax numbers. They're added to the list of delivery
choices.

Magic Cap checks your name card to see if you be-
long to any servicesthat offer directory lookup.If so,
those services are addedtothelist of delivery choices.
For example, if you’re a PersonaLink member,
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PersonaLink (trying directory) will be added to the
list of delivery choices for this and every other ad-
dressee.

If you know that an addressee belongsto a particular
service, but you don't have the addressee’s account num-
ber, you can send a messageto that addresseeonlyif the
service offers directory lookup. PersonaLink’s directory
lookup feature is particularly powerful and provides sev-
eral advanced features.

If you’re registered with PersonaLink and you want to
send a message to your cousin Arturs Irbe, whois also on
PersonaLink, you can send the message and ask
PersonaLink to look him up. When you address the mes-
sage, you can tap the postage stamp and pick the
PersonaLink (trying directory) delivery choice. As detailed,
the delivery choices will also include any services that
can get mail from you to him,including his fax numbers.

Because you picked the PersonaLink(trying directory)
stamp, the message will be delivered to the big
PersonaLink cloud in the sky. PersonaLink looks for any
members it has who are named ArtursIrbe.It even looks

phonetically, in case you're a bad Latvian speller. If
PersonaLink finds nobody who matches, you'll get an
electronic return to sender message back from
PersonaLink.Ifthere’s exactly one person with that name,
PersonaLink will go ahead and deliver the message, and
also send you a new and improved namecard with his
account number.

If PersonaLink finds more than one match, which cer-

tainly could happen, PersonaLink returns the message to
you along with a list of the matching names it found,
including additional information like area codes to help
identify the correct person. Because cousin Arturs lives
in San Jose, the person with the 408 area code is most
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likely to be him. After you decide whichoneis right, you
can resend the message to him and Magic Cap auto-
matically updates your namefile. Hey, this is even better
than calling directory assistance.

You don't have to send a message to someonein order
to have PersonaLink look them up. You can also go down-
town to the PersonaLink building and get a directory
lookup form there.Fill out the information as completely
as you can and sendit in to PersonaLink. If there’s a
match, PersonaLink will send you the name card. Figure
2-8 showsa directory lookup form.

2:08 p.m.

me

If you know the area code or phone number,it will help

The address card for this person will be sent back to you the
next time you get your mail.Se

FIGURE 2-8. PersonaLink directory lookup form

Fax and Beam

Althoughthefolks at General Magic and AT&Tprob-
ably wish it weren't so,it will probably take a short while
before you can reach everyone you know on electronic
mail. Until then, you'll sometimes have to factor in more
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traditional means of communication. Mostoffices, plenty
of homes, and even a few cars have fax machines. Your
communicator can easily send messagesviafax.If you're
telecommuting and you need to send something to the
office, faxing it might be the easiest and fastest way to
get it there.

If it’s just a short message, write a postcard or letter
and addressit to the office fax machine. This is a good
excuse for you to enter a namecard for your office. Your
office’s fax numberentered there will show upasa deliv-

ery choice, and your communicator will send the mes-
sage just as if it werefull-fledged electronic mail. You'll
also find a fax command always available inside the lamp.
If you sketch a floor plan in the notebook and want to
sendit to your architect for her advice, you don’t have to
attach it to a letter. Just tap the lamp, then fax, and you'll
see the fax window, which lets you choose exactly what
to send, who to send it to, and whether you want to
include a cover page. Whenyou're ready, tap send fax to
deliver your sketch to the architect's fax machine. Figure
2-9 showsthe fax window.

Magic Cap offers another way to send information
that's fast and cheap: infrared beaming. Every Magic
Cap communicator has an infrared transmitter and re-
ceiver that you can use to send messages, notebook
pages, namecards, and other items. Of course, you have
to be within a few feet of your recipient's communicator,
but that’s how infrared technology works.

To send via infrared beam, tap the lamp to openit,
then tap beam. You'll geta list of what you can send and
who you can send it to, as your communicator locates
all recipients who are in range. Tap send to beam your
information.
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ef | =

FIGURE 2-9. Fax is available everywhere in Magic. Cap

Customizing for New Messages

When you make a new message, Magic Cap opens
the name chooser and asks you to address the new mes-
sage as it zooms open. If you don't want to address the
message right away, you can touch the x to close the
namechooser and address the message later. If you never
want to address messages as soon as they're created,
you can ask Magic Cap not to show the name chooser
when you make a new message. To do this, tap the lamp,
then rules, then tap tule 1, Address new messages right
after creating them. to turn it off.

Every kind of stationery can be set to choose a particu-
lar tool when you create a new message on that kind of
paper. For example, when you create a new postcard,
Magic Cap chooses the thin pencil tool. If you want to
change this behavior, you can set a rule to choose a
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particular tool, such as the thick pencil, when you create
a new postcard.If you prefer to type your postcards, you
can turn the rule off.

Whenyou're addressing a message, you might want
to changethe addressee,or add another addressee. When
you tap the address button on therightside of the screen,
you can add a new addresseeto those already listed, or
you can replacethe entirelist. (see Figure 2-1 0). If you tap
replace addressees, the name chooser appears and you
can pick a new addressee.
   

p.m. LS Desk
————

annenatiateeadMeeeDaeeTnateaDeeeThES

i about: good work!

 

If you want to send a messageto multiple addressees,
you can tap add new addressee andpick from the name
chooser.If you want to add more than one addressee at a
time, here’s a shortcut: Touch a name, and then option-
touch accept to add that name as an addressee andstill
leave the name chooser open to add more names.

The name chooseralso includes a choice boxthatlets

you pick different addressee types. Choices include the
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standard to:; cc: for carbon copy (and it’s amazing that
this term is still around, since nobody actually makes
carbon copies anymore): bec: for blind carbon copy, when
you want to send a message to someone without show-

ing that it’s going to that addressee; and reply to; which
lets you specify someoneelse to receive replies to the
message. If you're sending a letter rather than a post-
card, the Addressing commands windowalso provides a
button that lets you see the envelope and hide it once

you've openedit.
Just becausetheplain postcard is located in the middle

of your desk doesn’t mean you haveto use it every time.
It’s often appropriate for a quick message or a personal
note, but if you're sending a businessletter, you’ll prob-
ably want to use more formal stationery. A postcard has
the written message out in the open on theleft side of the

card, and the addressing information on the right side,
just like a real postcard. If you tap the drawer on theleft
side of the desk, you'll find stationery inside. Theletters,
both plain and business, come with envelopes. The en-

velopes carry addressing information, a postage stamp,
and a postmark. Letters and postcards look different in
your in box, but when each is opened, its message ap-

pears. Take a look at Figure 2-11 to see what’s in the
stationery drawer.

When you make a new business letter, Magic Cap
prints your nameat the top of the page; it then adds the
date, the name and address of the addressee, and the

salutation, and also opens the keyboard.If you option-tap

the business or plain letter, you can edit the stationery
itself, not just a sheet of it. You can change the informa-
tion you want to appear automatically when you make a
new letter. For example, if you’re sending a business
letter, you might want to use your company’s namerather
than your own.
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@ Desk Thursday, January 6 12:21 pm. [= Hallway

FIGURE 2-11. Different kinds of stationery in the desk drawer

When you option-touch business letter, you can see
wheteit auto-types the sender name.If you change that
to your company’s name,every time you send a business
letter, it will appear to be from your company. You can
also edit the other information it automatically types, if

you want.
To send a personalletter, you can touch plain letter in

the stationery drawer.It’s the image that resembles pa-
per and an envelope. Letters appear in the stationery
drawer as pieces of paper, not as postcards. There's also
an urgent postcard if you want to make sure the message
is read right away. The urgent postcard has urgent
stamped on it, which will cause special handling when
the addresseereceivesit. The urgent stampis also avail-
able in the stamper, if you decide to make your message
urgent after you've written it on a plain postcard. The
urgent stamp on the postcard, letter, or envelope causes
the special handling, whetherit’s automatically stamped
or manually added.
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If you use your communicator primarily for work, you
might wantto replace the plain postcard in the middle of
your desk with the business letter. You can dothiseasily,
and you can change it again whenever you need to. To
changeit, open the desk drawer where the stationery is
kept and then slide a business letter out onto the desk.
You can then option-slide the business letter onto the
postcard in the middle of your desk, and the business
letter replacesit as the standard kind of new message. Of
course, you can always open the drawer and pick an-
other kind of stationery.

enA

eé>> Pay Attention. If you watch closely when you tap.the
new message imagein the centerof the desk, you'll see
that the message springs outof the stationery drawer
instead of zooming outof the new message image itself
as you might expect. This is intentional. The ideais to
draw your attention to the stationery drawer so that
you'll go exploring there. By having the new message
hop out of the drawer, Magic Cap’s designers hope to
lure you into learning aboutthe different kinds of
stationery.

If you don't find the kind of stationery you need, you
can make your own custom stationery to keep in the
desk drawer, the ultimate way to personalize your letters.
When you create your own stationery, you can make origi-
nal drawings or scribblings, or you can use the goodies
that Magic Cap provides, such as stamps and anima-
tions. Start with a plain piece of paper by tapping plain
letter in the stationery drawer; then close the name
chooser, leaving the new message unaddressed and
blank. Design your stationery to look however you want.
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You might add a nice face from the stamper’s faces
drawer. If you're really hip, you might choose to stamp
your stationery with the animated character thatsits,
sleeps, hops, and spins. After you've finished, you can
slide the letter to the stationery drawer and it will snap
into place. You can option-tap the keyboard image to
open the keyboard with label maker, then type a name
for your stationery and drop the label on it to give it a
name. You'll have a new kind of paper that you can use
whenyou want to send a letter with a personal and funny
touch—and whenwasthelast time you could send some-
onea letter that hops?

Out Box: Where Messages Go

Let's go over what happens when a messageis sent,
besides just the communication from you to someone
else. Your communicator has an out box, which is a

launching pad for messages on their way out.If there are
messages waiting in your out box, you can openit to see
them,or slide them out to stop them from being sent. Tap
the out box to see the messages that are insideit. Figure
2-12 shows you whatthe inside of an out box mightlook
like.

Although you can open the out box to see the mes-
sages inside, and even open the messages themselves,
it’s not a great place to peruse your mail. That’s because
mail in the out box might be getting sent while you're
looking at it, and it’s liable to getfiled away while you're
in there. If you really want to look at mail that’s in the out
box, you're probably betteroff sliding it out onto the desk,
which will prevent it from being sent while you're look-
ing at it.
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John Flansburgh memo to myself
Jerry Goodman Second-hand smoke
Bjork Gudmundsdottir definitely no logic

 

 

 

   
FIGURE 2-12. Messagesin out box

You mightthinkof the out box as a pretty simple place
that just sends messages on their way, but Magic Cap
and its Telescript components let you control your out
box’s behaviorin a numberof interesting ways. This con-
trol falls into two general areas: when messages in the
out box are actually sent, and how they're handled after
they're sent. These settings are controlled by tules in the
out box.

Whento Send Messages

Usually, you'd like messages that go to the out box
to get the heck outof the communicator as soon a8 pos~
sible so they can get to their addressees. That's why the
rule for when to empty the out boxis set at the factory to
send everything as soon as possible.If you're in the habit
of making a bunch of messages at a time, you might
want to change this rule so that you can write all your
messages and then send them all at once.
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If you're not plugged into a phoneline and you don’t
have wireless hardware and mail access, this rule doesn’t

take effect until you’re plugged in, and the out box holds
all the messages until you’re connected. Once you're
plugged into a phone line, you can tap the out box to
open it, then tap mail to send any messages that have
been waiting around.

The out box also has a rule you can set that will empty
the out box as soon as you send an urgent message. This
one lets you keep the usual “send everything”rule turned
off, but then sends everything when youfire off some-
thing urgent.

What Happens After MessagesAre Sent

Whenever you send a message, the fact that you
sent something is automatically logged with the time
and date of sending, as well as a description of the mes-
sage. The log is available by tapping Jog on the name
card of the message's addressee. After you send the note,
you could open the name card in the namefile and then
tap log to see when you sent the message andits de-
scription.

The out box includes several rules that determine what

happens to mail after you send it. If you want to keep
more than just a log, you can use rules to help file the
messages themselvesin folders in the file cabinet. There
are three kinds of rules you can set for filing outgoing
messages. You can file according to text in the message,
you can file based on attributes set by stamps on the
message (urgent, confidential, and so on), or you can set
a catchall rule that will file everything not handled by the
other rules. Figure 2-13 showsthethree rules for out box
filing that are set at the factory.
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Gein

_ When a confidential messageis sent, file it in the
Personal folder.

_ When a message containing the text “magic” is
sent, file it in the work folder.

| When any other messageis sent, file it in the file
cabinet.

You might make a folderfor health information and
then set a tule to file everything containing the word
“health” in that folder. You could have a folder just for
urgent mail, which will provide you with a file to explain
to your boss why you deserve a great performance re-
view andraise. If only you could find a person this effi-
cient to file the rest of the stuff in your life!

In Box: Where MessagesArrive

When you collect your mail from any services that
you belong to, your Messages arrive at the in box. To see
your mail, you tap the in box to open it, then touch a
message to read it. When you're looking at a message in
the in box, you'll see thefamiliar arrowsat the top of the
screen that let you move to the next or previous mes-
sage, assuming you have more than one message in your
in box. There’s a picture of this in Figure 2-14.
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I have reviewed the contract,

jandIfind everything :
acceptable except the payment |

hedule. I prefer tobe paid
onthiy, not annually. I’m sure.

| we can work this out. '

i to: Carl Scheer
|| Looking forward to hearing | from: Jan van Breda Kolff

about: Proposed Contract

FIGURE 2-14. Open message shows how many messagesare
in the in box

When you open the in box, you can collect your mail
by tapping mail along therightside of the screen. When
you tap mail, Magic Cap connectsto the mail service and
.gets your mail.

Whenyou're looking at messages in the in box index,
the messages’ images change depending on whether
they've been read and whether they're postcardsorlet-
ters. Messages that have been read have an empty gray
rectangle, while messages you haven't opened yet have
a filled-in white image. You can sort the messages in
yourin box by any of the headings(sender, date received,
and subject) just by touching a heading..

You canfile all the messages at once by tappingfile all.
You might wantto file messages individually as you read
them,butfile all is a great option for people wholiketo
get up specific rules for where mail gets filed, which you
can do in thefile cabinetitself. When youfile with file all,
all the messages go into the received mail drawer in the
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file cabinet, winding up in folders that you have set up to
hold certain kinds of messages. See Chapter 8 for more

information about setting up folders in the file cabinet.
If you're registered for PersonaLink, you can open the

lamp and use the summary button to get a quicklist of
the mail waiting for you at the post office. You can choose
which ones to have delivered to your in box, which to
leave alone for a while, and which to throw away un-
opened.If you want to getrid of all your undelivered mail,
the clear button does just that—it removesall the items

addressed to you without bothering to get them.
In the real world, you don’t have to bother with getting

a summary of the mail that’s waiting for you at the post
office, and if you want to throw anything away, you can
do so after it’s delivered. Why do these commands exist?
Delivering electronic mail costs you money and takes
time, especially on a wireless network. This harsh reality
requires commandslike summary and clear that give you
more control over which messages you receive.

Announcing Incoming Mail

Magic Cap’s in box lets you exercise some power
about how you want to handle incoming mail. There are
two sets of rules that help you deal with your mail as it
arrives. You use the first set to determine how Magic

Cap informs you that you've got mail, and the second set
lets you sort your incoming mail into folders in thefile
cabinet if you prefer to organize your mail before you
read it.

You can set a rule to play a special sound for certain

senders, with anotherrule playing a different sound when
a message from just anybody arrives. You can set as many
different “special sender sound” rules as you want. An-
other rule lets you instruct Magic Cap to display an
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announcement when you get a message with a certain
attribute, such as urgent.

Sorting Incoming Mail

If you like, you can get your in box to sort your mail
before you even open it. You can tell your in box to look
for mail with certain special attributes, like urgent or con-

fidential, and file those messages in a particular folder as
soon as they arrive. Setting this rule tells Magic Cap to
file your mail as soon as it’s collected, before you even
read it. This automatic sorting and filing feature can be
very useful to people who get a lot of mail and need to

prioritize how they read it.
You can set a rule that looks for some particular text

and puts messages that contain that text into specific
folders. This works for text in the message as well as
certain senders. It’s interesting to note that one of the
places you can automatically “file” mail is the trash, which
might be something you'll do if you get inundated with
junk mail.

If you’re a PersonaLink member, you can ask Magic
Cap to collect your mail automatically at a set time each
day. This lets you plug your communicator into a charger/
phoneline before you go to bed andtell your communica-
tor to go to the post office for you and pick up your mail
(of course,it really just calls up PersonaLink and gets the
messages stored there for you, but saying it that way
sounds morelike reallife and is more fun).

Going Downtown

In addition to telling your in box and out box how to
behave, you can also go directly to the source and set
rules for handling your mail before it gets to your commu-
nicator. You can go downtown to get to the AT&T
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PersonaLink building (tap the upper-right corner to go to
the hallway, and then tap it again to go downtown). Knock
once on the building to open its doors and go inside.
From thelobby of the building, you can perform several
tasks, including checking or setting some mail-handling
rules.

Telescript-based electronic mail services have a store-
and-forward capability, which means that they hold onto
your mail for you (that’s the store part) and then sendit
along to you when you wantit (that’s forward). The mail
service's building represents the place that does thestor-
ing and forwarding: It holds onto your mail until you’re
ready for it, at which point it sends mail to your in box,
kindof like a post office would.

While you’re in the PersonaLink building, you can set
some preferences about how you wantit to work for you.

There are two sets of rules. One automatically forwards
mail that meets certain criteria, and another automati-

cally throws away certain mail. You can tap the mailbox
rules sign to customize those settings. You can set a rule
to forward copies of all messages from a designated sender
to a designated recipient.

You can also arrange to forward messages about a
certain topic to a specific recipient, such as forwarding a

copy of all messages about baseball to Darin Adler. You
can tell PersonaLink to discard certain messages before
you've even collected them. If you're really sure that you
don't ever want to read messages from a particular sender,
or about a certain topic, you can set rules to toss them
unopened. You'd better be really sure, though, because

once they're discarded, theyre gone. You can’t even dig
them out of the trash.

If you have a pager, you can set rules that tell
PersonaLink to page you. For example, you might want
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to be paged for a message stamped urgent or any mes-
sage from a particular sender.

Downtown of the Future

If Magic Cap succeeds, downtownwill be a swing-

ing place where you can use your communicator to con-
nect to all kinds of information services and stores. You

might imagine being able to visit a travel agent, request
information on flights to Cleveland for a sales conference,
and also find out about taking your family to Walt Disney
World afterward. You mightstill prefer to talk to your
brother the travel agent during his business hours,butif
you suddenly need to make your reservations at 10:30 at
night, you could use your communicator to take care of
it. A clever Telescript-based news agency downtown
could know aboutyourinterests, collecting and forward-
ing just the news that you askeditto find.

You can imaginethat if you wanted to get more infor-
mation about health care reform, foreign investment in

Germany, and Pierce Brosnan, you could ask the news
service to keep an eye out for those topics and send only
articles that cover those topics. Then, depending on the
rules you set for your in box, you could have thesearticles
filed automatically into folders set up just for them,let-
ting you read them at your convenience.

If you're one of the millions of people who loves shop-
ping with catalogs or televised shopping channels, you'll
definitely want to try going to an online store to browse
or buy things. Zarko’s Department Store could have pic-
tures and descriptions of dozens of items for sale and
include an easy way to use the communicator to send an
order or dial a customer service operator. You mightalso

specify what items you're looking for, such as gold ear-
rings or flannel nightshirts, and then ask the storeto let
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you know when those things go on sale or when new
merchandise comes in.

Summary

Magic Cap was created for communication.
Telescript, which is built into Magic Cap, offers smart
messaging features that Magic Cap uses to make com-
municating easy. In addition, Telescript will be the foun-
dation for information services, which will then be able to

offer even more powerful communication features for
Magic Cap users. One such service is AT&T PersonaLink,
which takes full advantage of Magic Cap’sfeatures.
PersonaLink also offers gateways to other conventional
electronic services, such as CompuServe and Internet.If
you subscribe to PersonaLink, you'll be able to contact
anyone else on these and other services through the
PersonaLink gateways. There will already be one or two
messages waiting in the in box when your communica-
tor first comesto life, and one will be a signup request for
PersonaLink.

Making a new messageis the central feature of Magic
Cap. The postcard is the central item on the desk, and
when you make a new message, it actually hops out of
the desk drawer, showing you that there are other kinds
of stationery for you to use. The stationery forms look
very muchlike their counterparts in the real world. Post-
cards show the addressee on the right, and you can put
your messageon theleft side (Magic Cap lets you extend
the postcard’s length as much as you needto). Letters
can have business headings, and plain letters are just

blank pieces of paper, but both have envelopes that handle
the addresses and delivery choices.

Consistent with Magic Cap’s strong integration of fea-
tures, you can add an addressee to your namefile while
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you're making a new message, and even add a delivery
route (fax number, electronic address) while you're there.
You can also send messages to multiple addressees and

groups from the namefile. It’s easy to choose different
delivery choices for each addressee, even for different
members of a group.

Lists of delivery choices are constructed from the con-
tact information listed on an addressee’s card, as well as

information from your name card about which services
you subscribe to and whether those services have gate-

ways to other systems. All fax numbers will be listed as
delivery choices, becauseall Magic Cap communicators
can send a fax. If you know someone has an account on a
system that you subscribeto (or can reach via a gateway)
and you don't know the address, you may beable to use
a directory lookup feature of that particular service. You
can address the messageto just a single person, to mul-
tiple addresses, or to-a group, and you can also send
copies. Messages can be carbon copied and blind carbon
copied, and you can even have replies forwarded to some-
one else.

Although the imagethat sits in the middle of the desk
is a postcard, you can changeit to anythingelse that’s in

the stationery drawer or that you make yourself just by
sliding the desired paperout of the drawer and dropping
it onto the image of the postcard while you hold down
the option key. You can choose from a plain postcard,
urgent postcard,plain letter, or business letter. The busi-
ness letter automatically adds business-like headings to
the top of your letter, but you can edit this by option-
tapping the stationery to change the automatic typing.

You can also stamp your company logo, or write in your
company name and address as letterhead at the top of
the business letter or the envelope. You can even design
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entirely new kindsof stationery to keep in the drawerfor
special occasions.

Your out box is customizable with rules that tell it when

to send messages, as well as what happens to your cop-
ies of the sent mail. The in box also has rules you can
customize. You can instruct it when to automatically col-

lect your mail from information services, how to sort mail
before or after it’s read, and how to alert you to certain

kinds of messages; for example, an urgent message should
always tell you it’s arrived—otherwise, urgent doesn't
really mean anything.

PersonaLink acts as the post office, and it, too, has
customizable rules for handling mail. You can ask it to
sort your mail by certain senders or stamped attributes
(urgent or confidential) or even to discard it before you've
seen it. All of these different ways to handle mail may be
a bit tedious when you're setting them up, but they let
you tell your communicator when to “go” to the post of-
fice to collect the mail, to look for urgent messages and
send them immediately, to watch for certain kinds of
mail andfile it directly into your junk mail folder, and to
have the rest sorted by sender and delivered to your in
box. The best part is that it all works just fine even if you
don’t change thefactory settings.

You can take advantage of electronic information ser-
vices that are available downtown. Newsretrieval ser-

vices that can be customized to send you articles only
about topics you have selected and retail and service
outlets that offer you electronic shoppingorairline reser-
vations are just some of the possibilities available in a
well-developed Magic Cap downtown, where everything
revolves around the ease of communicating.
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Chapter

e*-> General Features
 

What You See Is What You Get

I never heard this funny word interface until com-
puters came into mylife. Not only did personal comput-
ers change the way people work and spendtheir leisure
time, the computer culture added many new words and
new meanings of familiar words to the language. Well-
known old words like window, menu, and mouse now

need to be understood in context so that they're not con-
fused with a glass opening, something to read at a res-
taurant, or a small furry rodent. The definition of interface
in my slightly out-of-date dictionary reads, “a surface that
lies between two parts of matter or space and forms their
common boundary.” Huh?

Nowadays, though, interface has spread beyond com-
puters and is commonly used to refer to the part of a
machine that connects with the person using it. Inter-
face designers can be found everywhere there is a need
to learn and understand how people use things, then
integrate that knowledge into a productor process. Magic
Cap wascreated using the premise of whole person think-
ing as discussed in the Preface, and every engineering
decision along the way was made considering theeffect
it would have on thelife of that whole person.

If you're reading this book from beginning to end, you
may have wondered aboutthe order of the chapters. The
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chapter before this one expects you to understand and
use electronic mail even though it comesbefore this gen-

eral explanation of Magic Cap features and concepts.
There are two reasons the chapters are presented in this
order. First, you shouldn't be bombarded with definitions
and explanations before you’ve even tried to do some-
thing real with your communicator. It’s much better to

get some practical experiencefirst before trying to un-
derstand the theory.

Second, you don’t have to know all the definitions and
explanations to do something with your communicator.
If you've finished the Getting Started lessons,or if you’ve
just played around with some of the items on the desk,
you've learned enough about Magic Cap to know how to

move around to different places and how to usethe key-
board to send a message or make an appointment. The
ability to figure things out easily is a hallmark of a well-
designed interface. Now that you have actually done
something practical, reading about some of Magic Cap’s
features in greater detail will be more meaningful to you.

Navigation, Scenes, and Windows

Magic Cap was designed to imitate how and where
people work and communicate in the physical world. As
mentioned earlier, Magic Cap creates its own world in-

side your communicator to represent familiar objects and
places, and it lets you move from place to place to work
with objects. This movement is called navigation.

Magic Cap begins by showing you items on a desk. By
touching any item, you can use it, send it, open it, or
work with it in some way. You can slide some items to
move them to other places. You'll also see that some

items hop when they're movingto different places, like a

new message on its way to the out box. You can leave the
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desk and go downthe hallway, seeing other roomsin the
house. You gain access to those other rooms by opening
the door with a touch. You can even leave home to find
other buildings andstorefronts outside on a street down-
town.

Most of the screen (everything between the top bar
and the bottom bar) is the current scene. The scene fo-
cuses your attention on the task you're doing right now
byfilling the screen. Some scenes correspond to places
that you go in Magic Cap, such as the hallway or down-
town. Other scenes are close-up views of items that let
you work with them. For example, when you touch the
clock to set it, the clock zooms up close andfills the
screen; what you're seeing is the clock scene,as shown
in Figure 3-1.

 

3 |4 5b 7aa
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FIGURE 3-1. The clock sceneis a close-up view of the clock
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Some Magic Cap features must be made available with-
out changing the scene. For example, when you're ad-
dressing a new message, you're looking at the message
scene, but you also need to seethelist of available names
so you can choose your addressee. Magic Cap handles
this situation by displaying a window thatfloats above
the scene. Windows can perform additional actions or
display information necessary to that scene. Figure 3-2
shows the namechooser, an important windowthatlists
names.

 

Anderson, Jane
AT&T PersonaLink

Errey, Bob
Fadel, Tony
Faneyte, Rikkert
Feldman,Lisa
Goldman, Phil
Hendler, David
Horowitz, Steve
Megan & Josh
Rayl, Susan
 

FIGURE 3-2. The name chooser window helps you address a

message

The name chooser showsyou all the names in the
namefile and even lets you add new ones when you're
writing a new message. Another kind of window is for
announcements, which tell you about events or situa-
tions that require attention. For example, when you get
an urgent message, you'll see a windowthat announces
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the message,as in Figure 3-3. When you see an announce-
ment window,you just read the announcementand then
close the window.

 
FIGURE 3-3. Announcingthe arrival of an urgent message

You'll also see windows with confirmation announce-

ments. These windows are shown when you're about to

do something irreversible, like removing a name card
from thefile. You'll receive a warning in a window with
fancy borders and buttons that give you the opportunity
to change your mind. For example, when you discard a
name card, you'll see a confirmation windowlike the one
shownin Figure 3-4.If you'd rather avoid these confirma-
tion messages, you can turn them off; see Chapter 9 for
details.
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oo America Online oo
e “a cellular

Arr ‘ Z (313) 555-6521 
FIGURE 3-4. Windows ask you to confirm destructive actions

 

Windowitis. Windowsare a fine solution for organizing
lots of information on a personal computer screen,but a
communicator’s screen is so small that piling up lots of
windows would quickly create a confusing mess. Magic
Cap’s solution is using scenes, rather than windows, as
the foundation for each related set of features. The
alternative to scenes would be stacking up a window
each time the user moved around, which would make a

big mess. Windowsare used sparingly in Magic Cap.
annSSTS

Most windows close automatically when they're no

longer needed. Many windowshavea buttonlabeled ac-
cept that lets you signal that you're done withit. When
you tap accept, the window closes. Windows also have
an x with a box aroundit in the upper-right corner. Touch-
ing this box closes the window. Because Magic Cap tries
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to help you workfaster, it often closes windows for you
automatically, as when you switch scenes.

Magic Cap has another user interface goodie called a

choice box. This one displays an option from a list and
lets you pick what you want by touching arrows to move
through the options one at a time. If you’re impatient and
you want to see all your choices at once, you can tap the
label-like area in the middle that's surrounded by arrows,
then touch the one you want. You already saw choice
boxes in action when you selected different ways to send
your messages in Chapter 2.

Smart Integration and Consistency

One of the main elements of Magic Cap is the tight
integration of information across various scenes.If you

find that you need to add a nameto yourlist of contacts,
you can do so without having to go to the namefile scene.
You can make new namecards while using the phoneor

the datebook, while making a new message,or from the
namefile itself. You can make a phone call while in any

scene by using the contact button in the lamp, and then
continue the call while you move on to other scenes.If
you make an appointmentfor a meeting in the datebook,

you can send a message inviting the participants with-
outever closing the datebook.

Magic Cap’s designers worked hard to make features

consistent and predictable. Things that look the same
should behave the same, or users get confused and frus-

trated. Every time you learn about a feature, you will find
that not only is its use consistent throughout Magic Cap,
but you'll probably be able to guess about other elements
of the feature by applying information you've already
learned about other similar features.
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Sound and Visual Effects

As soon as you start using your communicator, you'll
notice that Magic Cap uses soundeffects. These sounds
help reinforce your actions as you take them, confirming
that something has happened. Although most actions
have accompanying visual effects, the sounds are a subtle
reinforcement that you're getting what you expect. You
hear a high-pitched sound when you make a new mes-

sage and a pop when you touchthe x to close a window.
You hear the Magic sound at the beginning of the Get-

ting Started lessons. When you discard something, there’s
a deep clunk. When you wantto slide an object into the
tote bag, you can be sureit’s there when you hear the
slurp sound.

As you use your communicator, you'll come to recog-
nize the sounds that accompany familiar actions. Of
course, you'll use your communicator in some settings
that aren’t appropriate for sounds, so you can easily turn
down the volume. Because Magic Cap lets you custom-

ize your environment, you can also change the sound
effects that are used for confirming actions.

In addition to sound effects, Magic Cap uses visual
effects to confirm your actions. When you touch some-
thing, you can tell you hit the right spot because of the
cross hair you see. Some objects highlight by displaying.
a kind of starburst effect that looks like cartoon motion

lines. A simpler highlight effect, the one used by most

buttons,is to invert the image—the background becomes
lighter while the image becomesdarker. While these high-
lighting effects sound strange when described, they're
so intuitive that you'll probably understand their mean-

ing right away without having to read about them first.
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Magic Capis filled with lots of other visual effects and
animations that confirm your actions. In addition to mail
that hops to the out box whenit’s sent, as already men-
tioned, discarded items often hop to the trash,filed mail
hops into thefile cabinet, and books hop onto shelves

when you're done with them.

Top of the Screen

The very top and bottom of the screen contain things
that you can always count on, no matter what scene
you're in or what you’re doing. The top provides various
pieces of information about the scene and the communi-

cator itself. The bottom has buttons that perform vital
actions. This section presents a closer look at all the things
that are available at the top and bottom of the screen.

The top-left corner of the screen always has the name
of the current scene. There’s usually a circled question
mark next to the scene name that you can touch to geta
description of that scene and instructions for the actions

you can take there. The top-right corner of the screen
always has a pointing hand and the nameof a related
scene. You can touch this hand or scene name to go
there. Because tapping the hand or scene name often
takes you backto the last scene you werein, this moveis
called stepping back.

As you become an expert navigator, you’ll take advan-
tage of a helpful shortcut built into the step-back hand.If
you hold down the option key and touch the hand, you'll
see a list of everywhere you've been(see Figure 3-5). You
can get back to any scene instantly by touching its name
in that list.
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FIGURE 3-5. You can step back to any scene you ve visited

In between the important areas at theleft andright, the
top center of the screen shows today’s day and date, the
current time, and the powerlevel of your communicator’s
main battery. You can chooseto display or hide any of
these three items;details are in Chapter9.Ifyour commu-
nicator has someaction that is ongoing, such as a mes-
gage being sent or a phone call in progress, the top of the
screen will also contain small images to remind you about
those actions.

Bottom of the Screen

The bottom of the screen contains seven buttons
that are also always visible, no matter where you are Or
what you're doing. Take a look at Figure 3-1, or virtually
any other screen, to see the buttons at the bottom of the
screen. The button in the bottom left corner has the im-
age of a desk, and whether you're wandering around
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aimlessly exploring Magic Cap or you rememberthat you
need to check your datebook while you're browsing in
the library, you can always touch this desk button to
return quickly to the familiarity of your desk. Because the
desk button is alwaysthere andit always takes you to the
desk, you know that whatever you're doing in Magic
Cap, you're always just one touch away from a comfort-
able scene.

Next along the bottom of the screen is the stamper, a
button with an image of a rubber stamp. The stamper
holds drawers filled with stamps, animated cartoons,
sounds, and even songs that you can put on messages
and other pages (see Figure 3-6). Some stamps in the
stamper also perform actions or assign attributes, like
the phone numberstampsin the namefile, or the urgent
stamp on a message. Each scene can add its own cus-
tom drawers, like the signature stampsthat are seen only
when creating a new message, or the label drawers in
the name cards scene.

Thursday, January 6 1:34 p.m. [> Hallway

Paai ie
>@ ANIMATIONS ©

QafeLOCAL|Qa(Soax:asingS
FIGURE 3-6. The stamper holds drawers of stamps
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The lamp has buttons that help you communicate and
do other important actions. Because the lamp is always
there, you can perform these actions no matter what scene
you'rein (see Figure 3-7). The lamp includes mail and fax
buttons to send the page you're seeing. You will also find
the infrared beam button in the lamp, which you may
rememberfrom Chapter2.
 

 
  

(= Hallway

 

FIGURE 3-7. The lamp containsbuttonsthat are always
available

Another button in the lamp is contact, kind of a short-
cut path to various means of communicating with some-
one. If you’re in the middle of writing a letter to a client
and you need to call your assistant to verify some infor-
mation before you send it, you can touch contact, which
then lets you use the phoneor electronic mail, or you can
quickly look up a namecard without changing the scene.
Like all other Magic Cap shortcuts, you don't need to
know about or ever even use it; it’s just another way to
get there.
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There are someother buttons in the lamp that perform

general actions that aren't necessarily communication-
related. The find button helps you track down informa-
tion anywhere in Magic Cap. For example, after you've
entered some appointments in the datebook (much more
about that in the next chapter), you may want to go back
and find one meetingin particular.If you don’t remember
the meeting’s date, you can usefind to searchforit.

Touching find opens a window and the keyboard for
you to type in what you're looking for. You can instructit
where to search and then unleash an animated basset

hound(no,really!) to find it for you. The dog will search
through the items on your desk until he sniffs it out in
your datebook, opening to the correct date. When he’s
done, he hopsbackinto the lamp until you call him again.
If you just can’t deal with an animated dog looking for
your stuff, there’s an option in the Find window that
performs the search without showing the dog.
 

e&> Sniffy the Wonder Dog. The dog that searches for your
stuff is probably one of the most controversial aspects of
Magic Cap. The designers of Magic Cap have a senseof
humorbut would never allowsilliness to get in the way
of the best possible experience for the user. People
expect a dog to be able to search and find things, but not
to be able to show human judgment; this expectation
matches what happens when yousearch in Magic Cap,
so the designers decided to use a dog. In practice, users
either love or hate the dog, with verylittle gray area. 

Thereis a file button in the lamp to move things into
the file cabinet and onto memorycards; you can find out
much more aboutfiling in Chapter 8. The lamp also has a
print button that lets you print information when your
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communicator is connectedto a printer directly or through

a personal computer.
The final button in the lamp is called revert, and it’s

there to make a last-ditch effort to retrieve something

you thought wasirretrievable. The revert button removes
any changes you madeto the scene before your current
visit to it, saving you if you've done something you want
to reverse.

In addition to these buttons that are always available,
each scene can add its own buttons in the lamp that

work only inside that scene. For example, when you're
looking at a message, the lamp includes a button that
measures how muchthe card “weighs” in bytes, giving

you an idea about how longit will take to send. The lamp
also includes rules that set policies for each scene. For
example, the datebook has rules that tell how to remind
you when an appointment is coming up and when the
communicator should throw away old appointments.

Next to the lamp along the bottom of the screen is the
imageof a tote bag (Magic Cap’s designers considered
using a suitcase, a satchel, and even a pocket before
settling on a tote bag). Think of the tote bag as the place
where you can put something if you need to carry it from
one scene to another. When you put something in the
bag, you'll see the bag bulging a bit, a graphic reminder
that there’s something in there. When you take every-

thing out of the bag, it shrinks back to normal size until
the next time you need to carry something.

The next item along the bottom of the screen is the
tool holder, which represents all the different tools you
can use for writing and drawing. This is where you can
choose from among different pens that you use for writ-
ing on the screen, when you make a new message. There
are even some magical pens that draw all sorts of
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perfectly proportioned shapes, and others that draw lines
that are always straight. Chapter 7 goes into greater de-
tail about how to use thetools.

The next item is the button that opens Magic Cap’s
on-screen keyboard. You already know quite a bit about
the keyboard if you followed the Getting Started lessons
or if you’ve done any typing in any other scene. You've
probably noticed someof the features that help you speed
up your typing, such as smart capitalization and auto-
matic completion of words. The keyboard lesson in Get-
tingStarted shows how to switch the keyboard from letters
to numbers.

If you hold down the option key and touch this key-
board button, you'll get the extended keyboard, which
lets you type letters, numbers, and special symbols like
accented letters (Reneé) and international symbols
(jhola!). The extended keyboard also has a label maker
that hangs off tne top-right side. As you touch each key,

the label prints out one letter at a time. When you're
done, you can tear off the label and it becomes a text
coupon that you can use to change an item’s name. This
is the process we used in Chapter 2 to name the custom

stationery.
There are a few other keyboard goodies you haven't

usedyet, like the expandkey. There will be more details
about the expand key in Chapter 9, but briefly, you can
use it to ask Magic Cap to guess the right word when
you've only typed thefirst few letters. You can also set up
abbreviations so you can touch a minimum numberof
keys while you’re typing something, and then expand it
to the full entry with the touch of one key.

Thefinal button on the bottom of the screen shows the

image of a garbage truck. As you might guess, this is
where you throw things away when youdon’t want them
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any more. You can trash an item bysliding it into the
truck; it makes a slurping sound when you drop it in

there. As a precaution, the last few items you throw away
are stored in the trash (its image changes to show thatit
has something inside) until you empty the trash by open-
ing the truck and touching its empty button. If you're
really desperate to recover something you've tossed,re-
fer back to the explanation of revert for more details on
whetherit’s really gone.

You can hold down the option key when you touch
someof the buttons on the bottom of the screen to make

them do other things. When you option-touch the key-
board, you get the extended keyboard and label maker.
Option-touching the lamp lets you set the volume or go
directly to the control panel. If you option-touch the
stamperor tool holder, the window will open to the same
setting it had when you last closed it. For example,if you
have the faces drawer of stamps open and you choose a
face stamp, and then decide you want another face, you
can option-touch the stamperto go directly to that drawer.
 

ea“ Inthe Corner Pocket. The corners of the screen are
precious real estate. Because you can figure out where
they are without really looking, it’s a good design idea to
put very commonly used things there, and the desk
button and the trash qualify. After you use Magic Cap for
a while, you won't even think about the desk button—
you'll just reach for the lower-left corner when you want
to feel well grounded. Similarly, you'll get usedto sliding
things to the extreme lower right when you wantto
throw them away—and you won't even haveto lookto
make sure they've reached the trash. 
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Construction

The engineers at General Magic had such a good
time constructing the software that it seems they wanted
you to be able to share in the fun. They realized that they
couldn't possibly include everything that every user of a
Magic Cap communicator might wantto do, so they built
a way for people to construct things on their own. The
hallway includes a control panel that lets you put your
communicator into construction mode. When you turn
on construction mode,you'll get a magic hat that has an
endless supply of goodies for building your own scenes:
buttons, switches, choice boxes, sounds, borders, and

lots more. If you just can’t wait to find out about con-
struction, check Chapter 10 for more details.

Summary

Magic Cap is designed to let you communicate eas-
ily with a minimum of instruction and background knowl-
edge. The main scene is a desk, with several familiar

items that help you communicate. You can go down a
hallway to visit other rooms, like the library or the store-
room. You can go beyond the hallway and wind up down-
town, where you'll find AT&T’s building and other
storefronts. As services become available, downtownwill

have more stores selling merchandise and services that
will provide you with customized information.

The space between the top and the bottom of the

screen is filled by the current scene. You'll see windows
that provide more information, announcements, or con-

firmation buttons that let you double-check before you
do something destructive.
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The information you enter into your communicator is
available in all applicable scenes. For example, you can
enter anew name while you're using the phone,or send
a message while you’re working in the datebook. In addi-
tion, features behave predictably and consistently
throughout Magic Cap. Magic Cap uses sound and vi-
sual effects as cues to help confirm your action when you
touch the screen.

The top of the screen displays information needed for
navigation, including the name of the scene, the nameof
a related scene that you can go to, and possibly the time

and date and battery level.
The bottom of the screen has buttons that are avail-

able in every scene. The stamper contains drawers of
stamps that can be used for decoration or to assign at-
tributes necessary for sending orfiling. The lamp holds
commands that can be used anywhere in Magic Cap as
well as rules that set policies in every scene. The tote bag
is used to carry items from place to place, and it alter-
nately bulges and shrinks, depending on what’s inside.
The tool holder contains various implements for writing
and drawing.

The keyboard is used for typing, your main way of
getting information into Magic Cap. The keyboard can
type letters, numbers, and special symbols. The keyboard
can also type text onto a label maker, producing coupons
that let you give names to objects on the screen. You can
throw things awayby sliding them into the garbagetruck,
making the image change from an emptytruck to a full
one. You can retrieve recently tossed items from the trash
until you emptyit.

Magic Cap includes construction mode, a way for ad-
vanced usersto put together their own buttons, switches,
and other fancy features.
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Chapter

Datebook
  

 

The Last Datebook You'll Need

Before I started using Magic Cap, I already knew
how much I depended on my datebook to keep mylife
running smoothly. I noted business meetings, doctor ap-
pointments, work deadlines, carpool schedules, and the

delivery schedule for bottled water. You probably have
lots of other reasons for trusting your calendar. Because
datebooks are such personal things, appointments are
often written cryptically in personalized secret code, with

start or stop times that don’t necessarily match the lines
they're written on, or directions to places that seem to be
on other planets. Magic Cap makesit easy (yes, even fun)
to enter appointments in a datebook so they’ll be de-
scriptive and complete,yet still personal.

The folks at General Magic built lots of shortcuts into
Magic Cap’s datebook to make entering appointments a

snap. Like everything else in Magic Cap, the datebook

and its appointments are easily customizable, and you
can arrange and add items thatfit your needs. When you
enter a new appointment,lists of choices are offered for

everypart of an entry. There are several different kinds of
appointment types with various descriptions and options.
You can add notes, stamps, and alarms to any kind of
appointment. Each kind of appointment also has its own

identifying image, which you can change if you wantto.
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When you shopfor an old-fashioned datebook in a sta-
tionery store, you can choose the style that best fits how
you work—seeing a day, week, or month at a time. You
might like to see a week at a time if you have enough
entries to need more space than a monthly book con-
tains. If you’re really busy, you might have to put up with
the bulk of a daily appointment book. Magic Caplets you
switch betweenall of those options with a touch.

In Magic Cap, you can enter new appointments while
looking at a day, week, month, or even yeat. Switching
between different views is easy, and appointments en-
tered in one view showupin theothers,of course. Figure
4-1 showsthe datebook’s day view. The first thing many
people do when they get a new datebook is go through
and enter important dates—birthdays, work events, an-
niversaries, vacations. Let's do that now with Magic Cap.

 

@) Datebook Thursday, Jan.6,1994 > [se Desk

keynote with Bill & Andy at
Moscone

meeting with Lynn Franklin
in suite 2948

 

  
FIGURE 4-1. The datebook showsinformation about
today’s appointments
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Whenyou touch the datebook on the desk, Magic Cap
automatically opens the datebook to today’s page. When
you touch year, Magic Cap displays the whole year, with
today’s date highlighted. The top of the screen shows
the year, in case you've forgotten, and you can even wan-
der off and look at other years if you want. When you
touch a month, the month’s view zooms open. As you
might expect, the name of the monthis also displayed at
the top of the screen with arrows that moveto the previ-
ous or following month.Figure 4-2 shows an example ofa
month view.

@ Datebook @ January 1994 ee IG Desk

 

FIGURE 4-2. Month view in the datebook

Like most paper calendars, Magic Cap comes with
some holidays already entered, both by name and by
picture. You can changea holiday’s picture or get rid of
the occasion completely if you're a real curmudgeon. The
datebookalso includes appointmentsfor turning daylight
savings time on andoff in the communicator’s built-in
clock. When the days arrive for starting or ending
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daylight savings, the clock is automatically adjusted, un-
touched by human hands.

Holidays and daylight savings time aren't the only spe-
cial days the datebook knows.For example, the datebook
offers a friendly reminder of what you need to do on April
15. Finally, you can set the datebook to have the month
view show the phases of the moon if you’re lunarly in-
clined.

Entering Appointments

When you tap new, Magic Capoffersseveral choices
for appointment types. You can tap birthday (which is
represented bya little piece of cake with a candle) to see
the month and date, then pick the birthday person from
the namefile. If you don’t have that personin thefile yet,
you can make a new namecard right on the spot without
having to go to the namefile. When you tap accept, the
new person is filled in as the birthday boy or girl, and
there’s a name card for the new person, who also be-
comes the current contact. If you want, you can attach
notes to the birthday entry about howold the person is or
what kind of presents you should buy. When you tap
save, the birthday goes into the calendar. Becauseit’s a
birthday, the datebook automatically repeats that entry
for each following year.

There’s probably no better way to break in your new
datebook than by adding your mother’s birthday. Let’s
assumeher birthday is December 24. After you’ve added
Mom, you can enter your spouse's birthday; let’s say it
happens to be two dayslater, on December 26. Here’s a
cool shortcut for doing that: Hold down the option key
and slide Mom's birthday entry to the tote bag. By hold-
ing down theoption key while sliding, Magic Cap makes
a copy of the birthday while leaving theoriginal birthday
in its place. Figure 4-3 demonstratesthis.
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<@a Saturday,Dec. 24,1994 o> [GP Desk

  
FIGURE 4-3. Option-slide the birthday to the tote bag to
copyit

Next, tap twice on the right arrow at the top of the
screen to move to December26, watching the Christmas
tree go by as December25 passes. The bulging tote bag
is a reminder that a copy of the birthdayis still inside.
When youslide the birthday out of the tote bag, it pops
into place.It still has Mom's name, though, so you can
tap it to open, and then tap who andgive the birthday
your spouse’s name. Not that you’d ever forget Mom'sor
your honey’s birthday, of course.

The next appointment to enter is a favorite anniver-
sary, such as your wedding. Start by tapping year, then
tap to get to the right month and date. Tap new to make
a new appointment, then tap special day. The special
day appointment includes a what button; when you tap
it, you'll see a list that includes business trip, holiday,
and the one you're looking for: anniversary. (It also in-
cludes hibernation, an appointment that might be more
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appropriate for a bear's datebook.) After picking anniver-
sary, just tap save, and the special day is set. You can see
Magic Cap’slist of special days in Figure 4-4.

I= Datebook@ Special day

Core) [OBannivers: es SEA RASEMN

business trip is ? remove |
conference  eyearoeemaen
hibernation

holiday
meeting
retreat
vacation 

FIGURE 4-4. List of special days

 

Making a List. The datebook has several situations
whereyougetto pick an item fromalist, as when you
set a special day appointment. In mostof these lists, you
can pick oneof the built-in options, or you can add your
own,usually by tapping the new button. When you add a
new choice, Magic Cap is smart enough to remember
the new option andwill list it every time thatlist appears
in the future.

If you want to add a newoption quickly and bypass
the list of items, you can tap the keyboard imageat the
bottom of the screen. The keyboard opens and you can
type the new option immediately. Of course, the new
option you create will be added to the list for future
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appointments. You can also removeoptions that you
think you'll never use.If hibernation isn’t in your plans,
just tap it and remove;it won't bother you again.AEaSSSS

Recurring Appointments

After adding all the birthdays and anniversaries to
the datebook, you're ready to put in some of the other
appointments thatfill your time. You can start by adding
the items that repeat, like staff meetings (twice a week)
and school meetings (once a month). To make appoint-
ments that repeat, you start out by entering thefirst of
the repeating events.

You'll enter appointmentsfor staff meetings at the same
time every Monday and Thursday. To put them in the
datebook, you can just make one appointment for Mon-
day and one for Thursday, setting each appointment to
repeat every week. Go to the next Monday, tap new, and
then tap general purpose, which is an appointment type
that lets you pick the date, start and end times, what,
where, and who. When you tap what and where, lists of
choices appear; as usual, you can add your own.If you
don't know (or don’t care) about any of the information,
such as location or end time, you can just leave it blank.
(see Figure 4-5).

After you'vefilled in what you know, you're ready to
set the appointmentto repeat every week. To turn on the
repeat feature, tap repeat. You can flip through the re-
peat choices until you see the right one: repeat weekly.
When you save the appointment, it’s entered for every
Mondayfor the next year.
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@ General appointment [ Datebook

 
FIGURE 4-5. General appointment entry screen

Now you can set up the same appointment for every
Thursday. You could just move to Thursday and enter the
same appointmentagain,but let’s trya shortcut. By hold-
ing down the option key, you can slide a copy of the
appointmentyou just madeinto the tote bag. Then, move
three days ahead, to Thursday. Slide the appointment
copy out of the tote bag and just drop it on the day.
That's it! Not only does it set up the new appointment,
but Magic Cap is also smart enough to figure out that
you wantit to repeat every Thursday, since the original
appointment wasset to repeat every week.

School Daze

Now let's enter another repeating appointment, a
school meeting. Once a month,on thethird Wednesday,
we'll enter a class meeting for the third grade class at
Christa McAuliffe School. The meeting is always at 7
P.M.at school, and like many meetings, you never know
whenit will end. When you enter the appointmentin the
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datebook,fill in 7:00 as the start time and just don't bother
with an end time. The datebook's designers understood
that lots of appointments and meetings don’t have a
scheduled ending time, so you don’t have to pretend that
there is one.

Because this meeting happens on the third Wednes-
day of every month, you'd hope to use the datebook's
repeating appointments feature to add the meeting to
each month’s calendar automatically. By using the re-
peat monthly by day option, the datebook understands
that this meeting is always on the third Wednesday and
schedulesit there for future months.It suggests repeat-

ing the meeting for a year in the future, which you can
adjust to May instead. In addition to monthly appoint-
ments that repeat by day, the datebook also lets you set
up appointmentsthatfall on the same date every month.

In this way, you can enter the meeting for a single
Wednesdaynight and easily have it repeated for the whole
school year. The subsequent meetings are each individual
appointments, so you can change them or remove them
as necessary without affecting any others. This makes
the datebook flexible enough to handle the inevitable
postponed or canceled meeting without messing up all
the others.

EngravedInvitations

Because I workfreelance, timely scheduling of meet-
ings has a direct impact on my income. If you're like
most modern communication cowpokes, telephone tag
drives you crazy when you're trying to get together with
someone.To help with this problem, Magic Cap includes
a slick system for setting up meetings that is centered
around the datebook. We'll use this system to get a meet-

ing going.
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To set up the meeting, tap new, then meeting to get
the appointment entry scene. As with other kinds of ap-
pointments, you can set the date and time. The where
button producesa list of possible locationsfor the meet-
ing. As always, you can choose oneof those listed, or add
your own. You could choose my home or my office, but
it’s always more fun to have meetings at restaurants—
after all, that means you get to eat.

When you're ready to choose the participants in the
meeting, Magic Cap showsoff how it integrates all the
information in the communicator. When you tap who,

you'll see a windowlisting the people you can choose for
the meeting (see Figure 4-6). This isn’t just any list of
people, though—it’s the same names that appear in the
namefile. Magic Cap uses the namefile as the center for
any kind of communication, including meetings, mes-
sages, phone calls, and faxes.
 

@ General appointment (= Datebook

y AT&T PersonaLink
|) BAAS.

“y Draganic, Zarko
| Fox, Pearl
| Friedlander, Jim

A Hoffman, Joanna
Knaster, Shirley

A| Lynch, Kevin
Patterson, Libby
Rodrigue, Renée =
Sullivan, John‘ 

FIGURE 4-6. The name chooser is used to select names
for an appointment
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Whatif you need to make an appointment with some-
one who's not listed in the namefile? The window that
lists names includes a new button. You can tap that but-
ton to enter a new namecard quickly, and you can then
add that new name to the meeting. You even have ac-
cess to the namefile from the datebook, and you can add
any nameto thefile for future lunch possibilities.

We'll set this up as a meeting at Seafood Sam's with
three people, Martha, Steve, and Keith, and because this
is a brand-new communicator, none of them is listed in
the namefile yet. By adding them now, you get to list
them in the appointment, and you'll also have them in
the namefile for any future communication. To enter the
new names, tap new and add the information for each
person's namecard in turn.

eeennETTAA

Choosing Names. The window thatlets you pick from
the namefile is called the name chooser.It has a few
other features that are especially useful as thelist of
names growslarger. There are tabs running down the
right side of the list that let you jump quickly to any set of
three letters—for example,if you tap the STUtab, the
name chooser will make sure that the namesstarting
with S (and T and U, if there’s room) are on the screen.

The name chooseralso includes a choice boxthatlets
you see all the names,oronly certain sets of namesif
you want. You can lookat only the people, or just the
companies,or you can chooseto see only the members
of a single group. One other note about the name
chooser: The groups are shownin boldfaceso that you
can spot them easily.

After you've entered the three names into the name
file (without ever leaving the datebook and having to
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open the namefile), you're ready to add the three new
folks to the meeting. Magic Cap remembers that Keith
was the last name card entered, so Keith becomes the
current contact—Magic Cap will have Keith’s name se-
lected when the name chooseropens.If that’s who you
want, you can just tap accept, or you can choose another
name, which will then become the current contact.

The current contact feature is handy here, because

you do wantKeith in the meeting. When you tap accept,
the window closes and Keith is added to the meeting.
This is OK, but now you have to tap who again to add
Steve and Martha to the meeting. To makethings a bit
faster, Magic Cap defines this nice shortcut: If you hold
down the option key while tapping accept, the chosen
person is added to the meeting, but the list of names
stays open. Thislittle trick lets you pick all the meeting
participants quickly. That's a perfect example of an op-
tion-key shortcut: If you know about it, you can work a
little more quickly; if you don’t, you can accomplish the
sametask with a more obvious (but longer) list of steps.

Asthelast step in setting up the meeting, you can use
the priority and status features to set the meeting as
tentative, but high priority. The tentative setting adds a
question mark on the meeting's display in the day view
and the high priority is designated by an exclamation
point.

When you're done adding the three people to the
meeting and putting in all the details, all three names
appear next to who on the appointmententry screen, as
shown in Figure 4-7. Of course, if you're having a typically
busy day, you may find that you won't be next to a
telephonefor more than 10 minutesat a time, so trying to
reach three people, confirm the details, and possibly
change them would be tough. The people you need to talk
to might be somewhere on the road during a long com-
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mute, or maybestaying at a hotel and having meetings of
their own in several cities. It would be great if this new
communicator could help you get in touch with everyone.

 

@) General appointment IG Datebook

) Mon. 1/10

) meeting

) Seafood Sam's
‘} Martha Barrett
* Keith Moreland

Steve Sax

  Eames Mine

FIGURE 4-7. Meeting being entered with multiple
participants

Here’s how you can do it: Once you've chosen the
meeting participants, a new button labeled invite ap-
pears on the appointmententry, with a suggestivelittle
picture of an envelope. When you tap invite, Magic Cap
automatically presents a new postcard that spells out the
details of the meeting, addresses it to the people you
want at the meeting, and asks for their response. The
message uses the details of date, time, and place that
you completed earlier, and even attaches any notes that
you've entered along with the meeting information.

Not only does Magic Cap send a postcard separately
to each invitee, but it also individually addresses each
one, taking a good guessat the best way to contact each
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person(that is, via PersonaLink, fax, America Online, or
whatever). Best of all, Magic Cap makes handy yes and
no buttonsfor the meeting invitees to use when respond-
ing. Figure 4-8 shows the postcard that the datebook
creates.
  

RlTAS 2:14pm. [fs General appointment

would like to see you on
hursday, August 11, 1994 at
:°30 pm. Can you makeit?

| ress ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to let me] ? : Martha Barrett «
Keith Moreland
Steve Sax

Bill Swift from: Bill Swift
/ about; meeting Thu. 8/11

FIGURE 4-8. Automatically generated invitation for
meeting

The postcard that Magic Cap creates is all written
(very literately, I might add), addressed, and readyto go.
If there's something about the message that you don’t
like, you can easily change it: You can write something
with oneof the writing tools, change the text by typing,
or add a stamp or two. You can also change something
more substantive, like the way that the card will be sent
to any or all of the invitees.

You can mess around with the messagefor as long as

you like. When you're finally happy with the message,
you can send it. When you send, the message card hops
into the out box, and a progress window shows what's
going on as the message is sent. When the meeting
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invitees get their messages, there’s a copy of the ap-
pointment attached for them to examine. Rach invitee
can simply tap the yes or no button on the message card
to respond.

If an invitee answers yes, several intelligent things
happen.First, Magic Cap automatically creates and sends
a return messagetelling you that that person can come,
adding a thumbs-up stamp to the return card (see Figure
4-9). Next, the attached appointment that you created
pops into place in the invitee’s Magic Cap datebook,
substituting your namefor the invitee’s (thatis,it doesn’t
give Martha an appointment that says “meeting with
Martha”).

@ Card from Martha
ear Bill,

| fasige
. . | 5:03

1 will attend the meeting you |
proposed on Thursday, August |
11, 1994 at 7:30 p.m.

 

Martha Barrett

to: Bitl Swift
from: Martha Barrett
about; can come

 
Seaa = 3 oO) a 22 ;

IGURE 4-9. RSVP card for meeting with thumbs-up stamp

If all the invitees say that they're coming,the tentative
setting for the meeting in the datebook changes to con-
firmed, and the tentative meeting’s question markis re-
placed with the regular face-to-face image that represents
a confirmed meeting.
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If an invitee taps no, Magic Cap throws away the
invitee’s copy of the appointment and then creates and
sends a responsetelling you that that invitee can't come,
stamping thumbs down on the response message. Of
course, when you get the negative RSVP, the meeting
stays tentative instead of being confirmed.If only one
person respondsyes, the meeting is confirmed, as Magic
Cap errs on the side of caution, figuring that you'll want
to go ahead with the meeting evenif only one other per-
son can makeit.

This magical scenario of automatic response works
great when both the sender and the recipient have Magic
Cap, but what if one or more of the meeting inviteesis
using some other brand of communicator? If a message
is received by a classic kind of mail, such as AppleLink or
CompuServe, that doesn’t know about buttons or
datebooks, the automatic response and scheduling stuff
obviously can’t work—the invitee will have to send a
response back manually. Magic Cap's electronic mail is
smart enough to work wonderfully when communicating
with advanced Telescript-based services like
PersonaLink, and it works as well as possible when con-
necting to conventional services.

By using Magic Cap, you and the meeting’s invitees
don't need to rely on voice mail, answering machines,or
hotel operators—the messages can be received and an-
swered whenit’s convenientfor the recipient. You don't
even have to wait until the messages are sent before you
can use other features, because Magic Cap lets you keep
on working on other things whileit’s sending messages.

Also, the meeting invitees don't have to have Magic
Cap to get the messages. As long as an invitee has one of
the many electronic mail services that you can reach,or
even just a fax machine, Magic Cap can get the word
out. Now you can look forward to that dinner with your
associates!
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Integration

After all this inviting and responding, the appoint-
ment shows up in the datebook’s day view as a meeting
with Martha and others (it actually uses those human-
sounding words) at Seafood Sam's at 7:30 P.M. Thislittle
exercise demonstrates one of the best features of Magic

Cap—the amazingly tight integration of different kinds
of information and communication. You opened the
datebook and made an appointment, obviously some-
thing a datebook should be able to do. But while you
werethere, you added three people to the namefile with-
out having to actually open the namefile. Then, you sent
electronic mail messagesto those people without having
to go to the mail scene. This well-designed integration
lets you get work done smoothly and quickly without
having to fuss around with details of getting from one
place to another.

To Do Lists

You probably don’t have the luxuryof being able to
concentrate on just one thing at a time in your life—if
you did, you wouldn't be interested in Magic Cap. Most
people have a work life, a homelife, a sociallife, and
maybe a few other lives, and they need to remember
different things for each one. Work life includes dead-
lines, schedules, and meetings; social life means sports,
concerts, and parties; homelife involves family, friends,
personal finances, errands, and relaxation.

An old-fashioned appointment bookis barely adequate
for writing down where you have to be and when,andit
usually has no placeatall for keeping track of what you
have to do. Many peoplelike to makelists of what they're
supposedto do and whatthey needto buy, and of course,
they usually leave those lists at home when they need
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them most. Magic Cap provides help in remembering
what needs to be done without having to buy cases of

sticky notes.
Magic Cap’s datebooklets you build and maintainlists

of tasks that you have to do. When you're in the datebook,
tap new, then to do, to enter information about a new
task to be done. Let’s makea task that’s a reminderto go
to the bank during today’s lunch hour to deposit the
checks that Junior got for his birthday from his grandpar-
ents. When you tap what, there'salist of descriptions for
the task, and it’s the samelist that the datebook always
shows whenyou havetofill in a description for any ap-
pointment. There’s nothing in the descriptions about
going to the bank, so you can type in a new description,
bank. As bank is entered for the task, this new descrip-
tion is addedto thelist that will be offered whenever you

enter a new appointment.
After you fill in the description, you get to choose the

starting date and the deadline for the task. The new task
suggests today as the start date, but you can tap start to
see the date chooser and then use the arrows and the

calendar page to moveto a different date. The new task
suggests one year from todayfor the deadline,butthat’s
a little too long for this one; surely your mother-in-law
would call long before the year was up, wondering why
her check hadn't cleared. Again, by tapping deadline,
it’s easy enough to change the month, year, and date
with the arrows at the bottom of the date chooser. Let's
set the deadline for tomorrow. You can see the finished

product in Figure 4-10.
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FIGURE 4-10. To do appointmententry

It might also be a good idea to add notes to remind
yourself which account to put the checks in, plus re-
minders for other banking transactions you might want
to make,like transferring money from the savings to the
checking account to cover that check you wrote for car
insurance. You can do this by tapping notes on the right
to open the notes window.Then, write the notes, or tap
the keyboard and typethe notesif you're one of the many
people who can’t always read their own writing.

As you finish the notes and close the notes window,
you can review the details of the task to make sure they're
right. The task reveals another magical touch that’s a
welcomerelief from the digital mindset of computers:
The starting date for the task reads today, rather than
giving today's date. (The datebookis also on a first-name
basis with tomorrow andyesterday, but that’s it—no day
after tomorrow or a month from next Tuesday.) Like so
much of Magic Cap, the datebook knows that most hu-
mans would use the word today when referring to an
appointmentthat takes place on the current day.
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You can make the same kind of entries for other er-

rands and tasks, such as a trip to a customer's office to
check on an order,a visit to the city governmentbuilding
to renew a business license, or a quick stop at the gro-

cery store to get stuff for dinner. Whena taskis all filled
in, you can tap save to putit into your datebook. The task
is added to yourlist of appointments for the day, which
you can see in Figure 4-11.
 

@) Datebook <5 Wednesday, Mar. 16, 1994
 

 

  
 

FIGURE 4-11. Day view of datebook with to do
appointments

After you've completed a task, you can markit off with
the handy check box that appears nextto the item in the
datebook’s day view.If you don't complete a task, it au-
tomatically reappears the next day, and the next, until
the deadline comes. After the deadline passes, the task

stops carrying forward. In the week and month view of
the calendar, to do items are identified by a picture of
paper and pencil at the top of the date, reminding you
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that there are things that need to be done that don't
really qualify as appointments. The space below the date
is reserved for real appointments.

a

Seeing into the Future. If you're wondering whythe
suggested deadline for a task is a year away, here’s the
thinking of the datebook’s designers.A to do item
wouldn't be very helpful if you needed to keep addingit
to your daily scheduleuntil it was finished. The mission
of a to do entry in Magic Cap is to move automatically
from day to day, gently reminding you, as long as the task
hasn't been completed and its check box is blank. When
you reach the deadline and the task remains unchecked,
it finally stops on that date. Since most people wouldn't
have a simple task that takes a year to complete,the
datebook can have 365 days to keep needling you about
it, which should be plenty. You might imagine a future
version of Magic Cap that warns you when an undone
task is aboutto hit its deadline.

eeSSSENT

Dayafter Day

Magic Cap’s datebooklets you schedule events that
span multiple days. When you enter one of these, the
appointmentstretchesout acrossall its days on the week
and month views and appears at the top of each day’s
view during the event.

If you travel for business, you know that the best busi-
nesstrips are a mixed blessing, and the worst ones can
be real nightmares. Let's say you have to travel to a
customer's office on an extendedtrip, that is, one that

will last more than just one day.
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To enter the trip into the datebook, tap new and then
business trip to get started. The entry screen for busi-
nesstrips is straightforward and very businesslike. You
get to enter a descriptionof thetrip from a standardlist of
multi-day events, or (as always) you can add your own
description, which will make it available again the next
time you schedule a multi-day event. Then, you enter the
date thetrip starts and the dateit ends. That’s it. As with
any appointment, you can add notes to remind you of
anyvital details. For this event, you can put your depart-
ing flight information in the notes.

The datebook knowsabout other kinds of appointments

that span multiple days. When you tap new, you can
choosefrom three different multi-day appointments: busi-
ness trip, vacation, or multi-day, as shown at the bottom
of the window in Figure 4-12. Thefirst two, business trip
and vacation,are really just multi-day appointments with
the what information alreadyfilled in. If you choose the
generic multi-day appointment, you canfill in the ap-
pointment description from choices that include confer-
ence, holiday, and hibernation, among others. Of course,
you can add your own choices, too, and any new entries
(as I'm sure you've already guessed) will be offered when-
ever you make a new multi-day appointment.

The day view has one imagefor businesstrip, one for
vacation, and one for every other kind of multi-day ap-
pointment. The imagesare different only in the day view;
week and month views simply showaline across the
days of the event. All the multi-day appointments have
space for a description, a starting date, and an ending
date.
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FIGURE 4-12. Three kinds of multi-day appointments

We've dealt with a businesstrip; now let’s schedule a
vacation. Let’s imagine that your family is going to spend
Thanksgiving at Disneyland.It’s kind of a tradition for
folks on the West Coast who find themselves far from
their families for the turkey holiday. To get ready to enter
this happy appointment, tap year to see the year view,
then tap the calendar for November. You'll probably no-
tice the image of the hapless, headless poultry on the
fourth Thursday of the month—that’s the week you're
looking for (see Figure 4-13).

Now you can touch the day your vacation starts, and
you'll see the view for that day. Tap new, and then vaca-
tion. The datebook suggests today as the starting date
for your vacation—if only it weretrue.It’s not, so you tap
from to enter the starting date of your vacation, then tap
until to enter the vacation’s ending date. Both dates are
entered with the same date chooserthat you get used to
seeing in Magic Cap every time you need to specify a
date.
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If you really enjoy your holiday trip to Disneyland, you

might want the appointment to say Disneyland instead
of vacation. Tap whatto see thelist of descriptions, then
newto enter anew one. Magic Cap places a typing point
in the right place and opensthe on-screen keyboard, and
you can type Disneyland. The new description appears
with the appointment,andit'll be in thelist the next time
you make a multi-day appointment. Not only have you
entered your Disneyland vacation, but the next time you
make a multi-day appointment, Disneyland will be listed
as a choiceright beside the onesthat are built into Magic
Cap, as you can see in Figure 4-14.
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FIGURE 4-14. List of choices for multi-day appointments

Now you can add more detailed information about the
trip by writing notes that includeflight information and
rental car confirmation numbers. You can get to the notes

page by tapping notes and then typing or writing the
notes on the screen.Ina practically perfect future version
of the datebook, you can imagine being able to attach a
different note for each day, allowing you to enter specific
information for each day andstill enjoy the ease of a
multi-day entry.

Whenyou're done entering the vacation, you can tap
save and see the appointment pop into the datebook.If
you glance at the week view or month view, you'll see
the vacation blocked out in November, right across that

turkey image on Thanksgiving.

 

Busy Bodies. Do you ever schedule appointments that
overlap? Lots of people do, some morethanothers.
Magic Cap’s datebook intentionally lets you make
overlapping appointments,a processcalled double-
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booking. Making overlapping appointments is easy: Just
do it. You can have as many appointments overlapping
as your sanity will allow. Even if you're not in the prac-
tice of double-booking, you mightfind this feature handy
for scheduling appointments during all day or multi-day
events, such as a meeting during a businesstrip ora
sky-diving session while you're on vacation.ANRTED:EETTTTA,

Customizing

You probably havelots of favorite tricks for person-
alizing your paper datebooks. You'll find that Magic Cap
caters to your creativity by letting you customize things
to makeit fit you better and more comfortably. You can
do simple, helpful things, like changing the pictures that
identify meetings, and you can also perform tricks that
are a little fancier, like making a whole new kindof ap-
pointment.

Earlier in this chapter, you entered a repeating ap-
pointment for a monthly class meeting at school. The
standard datebook image for a meeting, the face-to-face
picture, doesn't really suggest a class meeting with the
teacher and dozens of parents. You can fix this. While
you're looking at the day view, you can tap the stamper
andselect the small picture of a blackboard. As you touch
the blackboard, the window of stamps closes and you
can slide the blackboard into place to replace the generic
image for the meeting (see Figure 4-15).

You might remember that these meetings were en-
tered as repeating appointments on the third Wednes-
day of each month. As you look at the class meetings
through the forthcoming months, you'll see that they're
nowall represented by the blackboard image.
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Q Datebook <a Wednesday,Jan. 19,1994 ee [Ge Desk
 

class meeting at school  
FIGURE 4-15. Customized image for a meeting

If you're a sports fan, you might spenda lot of time at
the ballpark, stadium, or arena. When you go to a game,
manyof the details stay the same from one gameto the
next, just as with an appointment—whata gameis; where
the team’s homeis; and the time, which is probably the
same for most games. (As fans of the San Francisco
Giants, my family visits Candlestick Park for lots of after-
noon games, but we avoid those frigid night games, so
almost all our games start at 1:05 P.M.) The only things
that changeare the date of the game and the team they're
playing. You canfill in who with the nameof the oppo-
nent, if you don’t mind having the namesof hated teams
in your namefile.

To make it easier to schedule the games you attend
each season, you can make a new general purpose ap-
pointment,fill in the what, where, and time parts of the
appointment, and then tap save. When you see the
new appointment in the day view, you can pick an
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appropriate stamp from the leisure drawer andslide it
onto the appointment. Stamps for baseball, football, bas-
ketball, and other favorite pastimes are provided. The
appointmentis pictured in Figure 4-16.
 

<a Monday, Apr. 4, 1994 e> he Desk

1:05 p.m. eS Giants game at Candlestick Park

FIGURE 4-16. Day view with a baseball game appointment

Now for some magic: you can slide this appointment
onto the new button, where it gets slurped up and added
to the standard appointmenttypes. From now on, when-
ever you tap new, you'll be able to schedule a day for
going to see your favorite team play using a custom-
made appointmenttype that has all the generic informa-
tion filled in. Maybe a future version of Magic Cap will be
able to tell you the score of each game before you attend.

Reminders

The datebook-makers at General Magic realized that
appointments needto include a lot of special details. The
datebook includes a button labeled alarm+, where you
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can set up some miscellaneous details about an appoint-
ment, including the appointment’s status, priority, and
alarm.

Because personal communicators are much better at
remembering things than people are, you can tell the
datebook to remind you of appointments as they come
up. Using the alarm+ feature, you can ask the datebook
to remind you about an appointment from a week before
the event to the scheduled appointment time.

If you know you have a deadline coming up on a project,
you can ask the datebook to remind you a day before the
deadline so that you have time to make sure that every-
thing is ready. To do this, make a new appointmentfor
the project, tap alarm+, and then use the arrows on the
alarm choice box to see the options until you cometo 1
day early, the one you want to set. When you save the
appointment andlookatit in the day view, you'll see, as
shown in Figure 4-17, that it now has a little bell as a
reminderof its alarm.

Gam presentation at Goo
Hospital
  

FIGURE 4-17. Day view with an appointmentset with a
reminder alarm
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When you makea date to have lunch witha friend, you
might worry about getting so wrapped up in working
that you'll forget to look at the time, even thoughit’s
conveniently displayed at the top of your communicator's
screen. When you set the lunch appointment, you can
ask the datebook to remind you 30 minutes early so you
won't be late—or at least you'll get to make an informed
decision about beinglate.

Just exactly how will you be reminded about these
appointments? As with manyother features, Magic Cap
supplies a standard waythat this will happen, andit also
lets you customizeit if you want somethingdifferent. For
appointmentalarms, the datebookwill remind you in two
ways: by playing the alarm sound (which sounds not un-
like thoseirritating digital watches) and by displaying an
announcement on the screen that will stay there until

youcloseit. You can customize those reminders by chang-
ing the datebook’s rules. See the “Customizing with Rules”
section later in this chapter for more information about
how to do that.

AppointmentPriority and Status

Magic Cap can schedule appointments that might
change or move around before they happen. Imagine that
your father is planning a visit and you know the dates
he’s planning to come, but he might have to cancel due
to a possible conflict. You can make a multi-day appoint-
ment in the datebookfor the visit.

Because you're not sure if he’ll be able to come, you'd
like to make the appointment tentative. To do this, you
tap alarm+, which gives you choices for alarm, status,
andpriority (see Figure 4-18). Use the status choice box
to select tentative. When you save the appointment, it
shows up in the day view with a wondering question
mark to remind youof its precarious nature.
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GURE 4-18, Multi-day appointment with alarm and other

details window open

Let’s assume that your dad lets you know that he'll
definitely be able to makethe visit. Now that you're sure
he’ll be here, you can open the appointment, tap alarm+
again to see the appointment’sdetails, and change the
status to confirmed. When you tap save to close the ap-
pointment again, the mysterious question mark is gone,
replaced by the more satisfying multi-day image that
you've seen before.

 

eé> Jump in Anywhere. A multi-day appointment appears
on the day view of every daythatit includes.If you want
to change anything about the appointment, including its
name,duration, or anything else, you can getto the
appointmentfrom any ofits days.
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Now that you're sure your father’s coming, you can
really look forward to his visit. In fact, you can use an-
other datebook feature to reflect the excitement. If you
open the appointment again and then tap alarm+ one
more time, you can use the appointmentpriority feature
to tell Magic Cap that this appointmentis very important
by giving it high priority. When you save the appoint-
ment, the week and month viewsstill show it listed as
any other multi-day item, drawing a line from the start
date through the end date, but in the day view the
datebook reminds you that his visit has high priority by
stamping the appointment with an exclamation point.
He'd be really pleased with that.

Customizing with Rules

As mentioned earlier, the standard signals for ap-
pointments are the alarm sound and an announcement
that stays open until you close it, but you can customize
this behavior by using the datebookrules. You can choose
to have both the sound and the announcement,or just one
or the other. If you don’t like the alarm sound, you can
replace it with another sound that you're more fond of.

As you mightrecall, there are different rules for each
scene, so make sure the datebook is open when you want
to changeits rules. After you open the datebook,tap the
lamp, then rules. When you tap there, you'll see thefirst
three rules that the datebooklets you set, as pictured in
Figure 4-19. By tapping in the boxorcircle at the left, you
can turn eachrule on oroff. Thefirst two rules determine

what will happen when an appointment alarm goesoff.
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<a Thursday, Jan.6,1994 > [> Desk

. Remind about appointments by playing the alarm
sound.

. Remind about appointments by displaying an
announcement.

. Automatically discard appointments more than a
rnonth old unless they are marked with a save  

FIGURE4-19.

The on-screen announcementis a great reminderfor
people whoareeasily startled, or for anyone who spends
a lot of time in meetingsorlibraries. If you’re more the
aural type, you can use a sound to remind you instead of
(or in addition to) the announcement. To turn the sound
alarm off, just tap the check box at the start of rule 1,
Remind about appointments byplaying the alarm sound.
When the check mark goes away, the rule is turned off,
and you won't hear a sound to remind you about appoint-
ments.

Now, when an appointment alarm goesoff, you'll get
an announcement in a box on the screen. Even if the
communicatoris turnedoff, it'll come back on to display
the reminder, and the announcementwill stay there until
you close it, which helps to make sure you don't miss it.

There are two kinds of rules in the datebook, those
with circle check boxes and those with squares. The rules
with circle check boxes are simply turned on oroff; you
can't customize them any further. The rules with square
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check boxesare flexible—you can play with them. The
tule about playing a sound for an alarm can be custom-
ized by tapping therule’s text. Once you do that, you can
pick any of the built-in soundsfor the alarm, as you can
see in Figure 4-20.

@ Datebook <S Thursday,Jan.6,1994 => [> Desk

  
FIGURE 4-20. Customizing the sound played as an
appointment reminder

Whenyou've gotthe rule the way you wantit, you can
save it, making it the ruling sound, or you can save a
copyof it and have a brand-new rulethat uses this sound
as the reminder, leaving the rule about the alarm sound
just as it was. You could bereally obnoxious and have
both sounds (or even more), but that isn’t a good idea for
anyone who mightbe in a staff meeting when the alarm
goesoff.
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Summary

The datebook is the place to tell Magic Cap about
your appointments, and if necessary, have Magic Cap
help youtell everyone else who needs to know. There are
several built-in kinds of appointments to choose from.
You can note birthdays that will automatically repeat ev-
ery year, even though they're only entered once. Busi-
ness trips can be scheduled across several days with a
single entry, and personal notes are easily attached that
stay with the appointment throughoutits duration. Magic
Cap can help schedule a meeting, and while you're en-
tering that appointment, the touch of a button automati-
cally creates and sends an invitation to the meeting’s
participants.

Your datebook becomes a gentle reminder of things
you need to do, moving tasks from day to day until you
complete them. You can even design your own type of
appointment, reducing the amountof time spent enter-
ing the sameevent,like ball gamesor concerts.

There are various lists included in the datebook that

cut down on typing because you can choose anything
from thelists with just a touch. There are descriptions of
the kind of appointments you can make, from serious
(staff meeting) to light-hearted (hot date). Thereis a list
of locations to choose from, ranging from school to secret

hiding place. The datebook remembers everything you
add, so the next time you want to schedule your acu-
puncture appointment, or enter the name of your favorite
Chinese restaurant, it will be added to the lists of de-
scriptions for you to choosefrom.

When choosing the participants of an event, the
datebook displays the namesin your namefile, and even
gives you the opportunity to add a new card for a new
contact while entering that appointment. An appoint-
ment can tag along on an invitation to a meeting, and if
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the invitee responds positively, it will deposit itself in the
invitee’s Magic Cap datebook.

You can customize each event with notes. You can

give an appointmentinstructions to repeat itself at cer-
tain intervals, and you can ask your datebook to remind
you about the appointment with a sound or announce-
ment.

Like the rest of Magic Cap, the datebook is designed
to reflect the way you live and work. While you're at
work, you might need to remind yourself to stop at the
video store on the way hometo pick up one of the movies
little Zuzu wants to see. When you're at home, you'll
need a place to write downthe date of the big communi-
cation meeting at work, as well as some ideas about what
to include in your presentation. The datebook works with
the rest of Magic Cap to help you run yourlife.
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Chapter

© Name Cards
 

 

Keeping In Touch with Everyone

I'm usually pretty good at remembering the birth-
days of family members andfriends, especially when they
happen to be on otherwise memorable days, like Decem-
ber 7 or April 1. I'm also good at remembering to buy
birthday cards for friends early enough to mail them to
arrive on time. If] were really together,I'd also remember
to jot down myfriends’ addresses before I went to the
card store so that I could buy them and mail them all in
one trip. But by the time I get home, write out the card,
get the address, and mail it, I usually need a belated
birthday card. I've never been able to get in the habit of
carrying an address book around with meall the time.
Magic Cap’s namefile lets you haveall the addresses you
need(evenif it’s only once a year) right there with youall
the time,neatly tucked inside a communicator that you'll
be carrying around with you anyway.

The namefile gives you a placeto list lots of names,
addresses, and telephone numbers that you can look up
whenever you need to use them. Magic Capitself also
uses the namefile to hold the details of how to make

electronic contact with people, companies, and services.
Whenyou address an electronic mail message ora fax to
someone with your communicator, you choose the re-
cipient from the namefile.
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Even without considering electronic mail, the name
file is a versatile address book.It has room for the names
and addressesofall the important people in yourlife, and
it is powerful enoughto replace your paper address books
(it seems that many people have more than one). The
namefile doesn't have cute pictures of cats on it like a
paper address book might, but Magic Cap's personaliz-
ing features probably makeupfor that.

The namefile can have cards for people you work with,
people your spouse works with who you might need to
be in touch with, companies that you do business with,
or information service providers that send you stuff via
electronic mail. The namefile is flexible enough to hold
many addresses, telephone numbers, and electronic mail
addresses on every card.

Communicating

Rememberthat the information in the namefile isn't
just for you; your communicator uses the name cards to
know how to reach your contacts electronically. You can
use your communicator to get in touch with just about
anyonein the namefile, whether that person has a Magic
Cap communicator,a traditional electronic mail address,
a fax machine,or just a telephone.

The namefile can automatically dial telephone num-
bers for you. All you have to do is find the card for an
associate, hold the communicatornextto the telephone’s
mouthpiece, and then tap a telephone number on the
name card. Magic Cap will dial the numberfor you (this
trick doesn’t work with all Magic Cap communicators

and all telephones). Your child can borrow your commu-
nicator to write a thank-you noteto his grandmotherfor a
birthday present; because you convinced her to buy a
communicator, the note gets delivered quickly with elec-
tronic mail.
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Entering Name Cards

Oneofthe first things you'll want to do with a new
communicatoris fill up the namefile with the namesof
your co-workers, associates, and friends. Afterall, it’s not
a very personal communicator without them. Let’s start
by adding a namecard for our co-worker Susan Anthony.
To start entering her new card, tap the namefile on the
desk. The namefile zooms opén and showsyou the card
for the last contact you made. When you tap new, you'll
get to choose whether to make a new card for a person,
company, group, or information service (Figure 5-1).
 

@) Name cards 11 of 21

 
FIGURE 5-1. Window offers choices to make a new card

When you choose person, a blank card for the new
person is made; a windowto enter the first and last names
appears; and the on-screen keyboard automatically opens,
ready for you to start typing a first name. As you type the
first two letters, S u, Magic Cap guesses that you're
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typing Susan and automatically completes the word for
you. Tap last name, then type Anthony, then done to
finish entering the name.

 

«> Sweating the Details. Because entering namesis one
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of the most commonandtedious tasks you'll have to do
with your communicator, Magic Cap’‘s designers spent a
lot of time makingit as fast and convenient as possible.
When you're entering a name card,lots of things happen
to make your life easier. Some of them are so subtle that
you maynot even notice.

First, when you beginto enter the name, the boxfor
First name already hasa typingpointin it, and the on-
screen keyboardis already open, sparing you from .
having to worry about those twodetails. Next, you might
notice that the keyboardis already shifted to uppercase
for starting the name, the way mostpeople likeit. It'll
switch back to lower case after typing the firstletter.

Typing with the on-screen keyboard has been de-
signed to feel comfortable andfast. The keysfeel very
responsive, working right away when you touch them
and sounding a satisfying snap that suggests an electric
typewriter.

Another touch for making typing convenient is auto-
matic completion of words. As you might remember from
Chapter 3, Magic Cap keeps lists of common wordsin
various categories, such as first names, last names,
cities, ZIP codes, and more. As you enter information,
Magic Cap checksto see if your entry lookslike oneit
already knowsabout. For example, as you enter thefirst
twoletters of Susan, Magic Cap sees thatits list offirst
names contains only one entry that starts with S u, soit
quesses Susanfor the whole namebut keeps the rest of
the letters selected.If you're really typing Sunshine or
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you don't even notice thatit’s guessed and you keep
typing the rest of Susan, Magic Cap‘s guessing won't get
in your way as you continue typing. The letters you type
will simply replace the letters it guessed.

As you enter new words, they're automatically added
to the list of words that Magic Cap will guess when
you're typing. You can getfiner control over the words by
looking at the WordLists book in the library. See Chapter
9 for more information on using the Word Lists book to
customize your words.

In addition to automatically completing words, Magic
Cap knowsabout a couple of other things that can speed
up your entries. If you're entering someone's work
address and Magic Cap already knowsthe addressfor
the person’s company,it will guess that address so you
don’t have to typeit. If you enter a city thatit’s already
seen,it will try to guess the ZIP code. If you enter a two-
letter state abbreviation but forget to capitalize the
second letter,it will remember for you.It tries very, very
hard. 

After you tap done, the new card appears with places

to add work and home addresses, work phone, work fax,
and home phone(see Figure 5-2). You can add even more
stuff by opening the stamper and getting stampsfor other
addresses and phone numbers—the namefile will even

accommodate your gadget-happyfriend whohas ten dif-
ferent phones. We'll look into thatalittle later.
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@ Namecards SS20822
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Susan Anthony 
ooo Work 66

 4 home ¢o¢  

 
 

 
 Touch an address or phoneto

fill it out. Tap the stamper
below to add moreto this

 
  

FIGURE 5-2. Newnamecard awaiting more information

It Can Be Taught

In its efforts to help you enter information as quickly
and easily as possible, Magic Cap picks up a few tricks
as it goes along. Let’s say we’re now ready to enter Su-
san Anthony's husband, Mark. Tap new, then person,
then start entering his name:first M a rk, then the last
name. A nis as far as you get when Magic Cap guesses
that the last name is going to be Anthony andfills in the
rest for you. Of course, it learned the name Anthony from
your previous entry and suggested it here to try to save
typing.In this case, it guessed right, so you can just tap
the done button and Mark Anthonyis entered.

What if Magic Cap guesses wrong and suggests a word
that’s not what you want? You can find out by entering
another person, Hans Anderson, to the namefile. Tap
new, and then person to start entering the new name
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card. Typing H a ns is uneventful; this seems to be the
first time Magic Cap has heard of that uncommon name.
But when you type A n to start the last name, Magic Cap
guesses Anthony,as usual (see Figure 5-3).
 

 
What do you have to do to correct this wrong guess?

Nothingat all. As you type the nextletter, the d appears
and the rest of the wrong guess vanishes. You continue
typing the rest of the name: erson, then tap done.
Magic Cap makes the new name card and learns a new
last name, Anderson.

The next time you enter a last name that starts with
An, Magic Cap won’t make a guessatall. Instead, it will
wait for the thirdletter of the last name. If you type af,it
will guess Anthony, and if you enter a d,it will guess
Anderson. If you enter anotherletter entirely, it won't
guessatall, but it will learn anew namefor future guesses.

To make better guesses, Magic Cap keeps track of
words in several different categories and only guesses
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them where appropriate. For example,it will never guess
a last name when a job title is requested. Magic Cap
comes from the factory with lists of common words in
such categories as cities, job titles, and names(first and
last). As you enter more namecards, thelists build. You
can see and changethelists by looking at the Word Lists
book in thelibrary; there’s more about that in Chapter 9.

Adding Addresses and Telephone Numbers

Whenyou enter a new person, Magic Cap provides
spaces for home and work addresses and home, work,
and work fax telephones. Now you can fill in some of
those addresses and phone numbers on Hans Anderson's
name card.

Tap work address; the keyboard appears automatically,
as usual, and you can type in a job title, company name,
address,city, state, and ZIP. As you type each item, Magic
Cap is working to make it easier for you by shifting the
keyboard to uppercase when it thinks that’s the right
thing to do, guessing therest of words you're typing, and
doing other tricks to try to reduce the amount of typing
you haveto do.

To enter a phone number, tap work phone. As the
keyboard and the entry window appear, Magic Cap has
already suggested an area code.Ifit’s the wrong one, you
can just replace it. When you enter phone numbers, you
don't have to bother with niceties such as parentheses
around the area code or a hyphen after the first three
digits of the number; Magic Cap will format the number
for you. You can even use the mnemonicletters that ap-
pear on a phone dial next to the numbers, so when you
enter 555-RIBS, the phone numberofyour favorite source

of charred mammalflesh, Magic Cap will understand that
you mean 555-7427. Figure 5-4 shows Hans Anderson’s
card with his address and phone numberentered.
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ooo WOK O06 é % work
writer EE J (214) 555-1632
123 Kaye Dr.
Mitty, TX 70358
USA

work fax
(214) 555-3264

ooo home oo 
information

 

1 Got You, Babe. In working to make Magic Cap as
useful and magicalas possible, Magic Cap’s designers
tried to think of everything that people would do with
their communicators. One interesting problem arose
when entering namecards for people with only one
name, like Madonna (and certainly she would be in lots
of name files). Because these folks had no last name,
they werefiled incorrectly. The Magic Cap team noticed
the problem and fixedit, and now single-name people
are filed correctly—Madonna showsupafter Chris
MacAskill and before Julie Madsen, right where she
belongs. The Magic Cap team referredto this problem as
the Cher bug.
aSSSen
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If you fill in all the addresses and phone numbers pro-
vided and you need some more, you can add them easily
at any time. To add them, tap the stamper that’s always
on the bottom of the screen and you'll seelots of different
kinds of phones and addresses to choosefrom, including
fax number, pager, cellular phone, and work address (see
Figure 5-5). If you want to add an address or phone that
you don't see, you can use the other items and type in
your own description.

@) Name cards a 20f23 a> I= Desk
a, vy <e C “7Lrionopiopiertiviury

Q MAIN a

@ PHONES ©

@ ADDRESSES ©@

cellular

FIGURE 5-5. Phones drawer in the stamper shows
additional choices

Each time you add an item from the stamp drawer, the
image hops onto the card and zooms open for your typ-
ing. Let’s say you want to add a cellular phone number
for Hans Anderson. Tap the stamper, the phones drawer,
and then the cellular stamp. Thelittle phone leaps onto
the name card, the keyboard appears, and a window opens
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with a place for you to type the phone number. When you
tap done, the window closes and the phone numberhas
been added to Hans’s card.

You can continue to add new people to your namefile.
The more names you enter, the smarter Magic Cap gets
about guessing words. This works especially well when
you're adding membersof your family (you'll really love it
if you have a long last name and lots of brothers and
sisters).

Name Card Commands

Like many Magic Cap scenes, the right side of the
screen is filled with buttons that activate various com-
mands. We've already worked throughthefirst (and most
important) command, new. Therest are change, log, get
info, and discard.

After you enter a name card's initial information, you
know that it’s only a matter of time before something
changes, whetherit’s a new phone number or address,
or a whole new last namefor a friend who just got mar-
tied. To avoid changing something inadvertently, you
have to tap change before typing in a change to any
information on a card that’s already been completed.
While you're changing information, the items on the name
card are drawn with boxes around them (see Figure 5-6).
When you're done changing a card, tap change to lock it
up again. If you're just adding information, such as an
additional phone number, you don’t have to tap change
first. While you’re changing, you can also throw away
any information on the namecard.
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Mitty, TX 70358
USA

fF
; ® work fax

ee home 446 eons   
  
FIGURE 5-6. Making changes to a name card

 

e®> Changefor the Better. You can also use change asa
shortcut to save yourself some typing. You might wantto
have separate name cards for membersof a couple
(we'll call them Louis and Jennifer). Even though they
have the same home phone number and address,they
have separate birthdays. Start by making a name card
for Louis, including home address and phone number.
Tap change,slide the addressto the tote bag, and then
hold downthe option key while sliding a copy back out of
the tote bag and dropping it on Louis’s card. The option
key makessurethat there’sstill a copy of the addressin
the bag.

Next, move to Jennifer's card andslide the address

outof the tote bag and onto her card. You can repeatthis
processfor their phone number.Thistrick lets you type
their home and work information only once, and then
copy it to use on separate name cards. 
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The Jog button lets you see a record of communication
with someone. When you tap Jog, you'll see a list of the
times you contacted the person or company on that name
card. The get info button asks PersonaLinkto try to finda
nameinits directory. If PersonaLink succeeds in finding
the person, you'll get a certified name card for your name
file.

The last button on theright is discard, which lets you
get rid of the namecard you're lookingat. After you con-
firm that that’s what you really want to do, Magic Cap
folds up the card andtossesit into the trash.

Looking at Name Cards

While browsing through the namefile, you can see
several different views of namecards,all designed to look
like they came from printed address books. The name file
highlights the alphabetical tab with the appropriate let-
ter pair at the top of the screen (for Hans Anderson,that’s
AB). You can also see how many cards are in thefile and
which card is showing,as well as left and right arrows to
move forward and backward throughthefile.

If you want to see the names you have for any two-
letter tab, you can tap right on the tab to go to that index
card. When you do, you'll see a lined index card with a
list of names beginning with A and B, as in Figure 5-7,
There's also a poweruser shortcut:If you hold down the
option key while tapping on a tab, you skip past the
index card for that tab and go straight to thefirst card of
the second letter listed. If there are no entries for the
secondletter of the pair, you'll just see the indexcard. So,
if you option-tap on the A B tab, you'll see thefirst name
card that falls underB, if there is one.
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A B

Anderson, Hans Bure, Pavel
Anthony, Mark
Anthony, Susan
AT&T PersonaLink

  
  
   

  

 
 
 
 

 
 

  
FIGURE 5-7. Index view of name cards

When you're looking at an index card, you can open
any individual card by tapping it. When you dothat, the
card you chose will appear. When you're looking at a
name card, you'll also notice that the appropriate tab is
highlighted at the top of the screen.In fact, when you tap
new to make a new card, the namefile highlights the O P
tab (for new person, of course) as the card appears. This
works when entering a card for a company,too, putting
the company card under M N (new company) until you
type in the company’s name.

Because you need to alphabetize both people and com-
panies in the samefile, the namefile’s alphabetizing rules
work equally well for companies and people (even people
whoonly have one name,like Cher and Dad).

 

aForgiving Users. As Magic Cap was being developed,
potential users were brought in and askedto try out
features while video cameras rolled. The development
team then watchedthe tapes to see how well the user
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interface worked. This experience proved amazingly
revealing and often painful, as the developers’ clever
designs sometimesdelighted, but sometimes missed the
mark completely, causing the designers to start over and
try again.

One interesting problem appeared when users were
typing in the first and last name for a new person's name
card. Often, users would type the first and last name on
the sameline in the entry window,separated by a space,
even though thatline clearly saysfirst name. This
created a horrible situation. Instead of a person whose
first name is Sergei and last name is Makarov, you'd get
someone with no last nameatall, which would causethe
card to be misfiled and mess up any addressing to that
person. How could users be taught not to do this?

Somebody had a better idea. Instead of requiring
users to be taught something, they taught Magic Cap to
see if two names were enteredin the first name box and
none in the /ast namebox. If so, Magic Cap assumes that
the user just typed the whole name at once and takes
what the user typed anddividesit into first and last
names.This feature is so subtle that most users who run
into it will probably not even notice thatit's happened,
but they'd surely noticeif it didn’t workright.

Current Contact

Magic Cap remembers the namefrom the last name
card you see and keepstrack of it as the current contact.
Right now, the current contact is our old friend Hans
Anderson, because we'restill looking at his card. When
you close the namefile to go to another scene, Magic
Cap remembers the card you were looking at. The next
time you want to send a messageor a fax, or make a
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telephone call, Magic Cap guesses that you may well
want the current contact to get the message, as Figure
5-8 shows when a new messageis created.

i ee Chet

Anthony, Mark
Anthony, Susan
AT&T PersonaLink
Bure,Pavel
Carpool
Clayton, Royce
Co-workers

Family
Friends

General Magic
 

FIGURE 5-8. Current contact shown in new message name
chooser

If you don’t want to use the current contact, you can
pick any name from the name chooser, of course, but
Magic Cap guesses that since you just added the name
to yourfile, or just got donelookingatit, you might want
to get in touch with that person. If you choose another
name, the current contact changes to show your new
preference. If you go to the datebook to schedule an ap-
pointment, the current contact is highlighted in your
choices of who. The next time you open the namefile,
you'll see the last card you were looking at when you had
the namefile open, and that card then becomesthe cur-
rent contact.

Here’s an example of how this current contact stuff
can workevenif you're not sending any messages. Let's
say you get a phone call from Megan Marlowe, inviting
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you to a meeting tomorrow to discuss a possible work
project. You tap the datebook to schedule the meeting.
Because you haven't entered Megan in your namefile
yet, you can do that without havingto close the datebook,
as shown in Figure 5-9. While looking at the name chooser
in the datebook, you can tap new (the button even looks
like aname card) to add her nameto yourfile. Later, after
you're off the phone and you look in the namefile, it
opens to her card so you can add her address andtele-
phone information.
 

(a General appointment [= Datebookeer

N Goodman,Jerry ¢
“| Irbe, Arturs
y Joseph, Curtis

‘| Kiku Sushi
»| Lee’s Comics

Lewis, Darren
.| Netolicky, Bob
4) Thompson, David

Towe, Monte
Vandeweghe, Kiki
Young, Steve

 
FIGURE 5-9. Adding new name cardsfrom within the
datebook

How You Get Name Cards

One way to add cards to your namefile is to enter
them directly, but that isn’t the only way. As you've seen,
you can enter new nameswhile you're doing other things
without having to stop and open the namefile. For ex-
ample, when you're in the datebook, you can schedule
an appointment and create the name card while making
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the appointment. The next time you open the namefile,
you'll find a name card for the person or company you
just added.

Whenever you get a message from PersonaLink, you'll
get a namecard for the message's sender.If you already
have a card for the sender, Magic Cap makes sure that
you've gotthe latest information about the sender. This
helps keep your namefile up to date as you keep in touch
with people who send messagesto you. Afterall, this is a
communicator, not a notepad.

Whenyoustart using Magic Cap,one of thefirst things
you do is enter your own namecard to personalize your
communicator. After you type your name, Magic Cap
adds a certified sash across the bottom-left corner (see
Figure 5-10), which means the card has “official” infor-
mation, that is, it’s either about the person using the
communicator (that's you) or it was obtained from some
official source (usually PersonaLink).

 
 

 
  
  

 

 @) Namecards Se 20 of 36 E>

e'§| Curtis Joseph (you)
oo home 44

3220 Wydown Bivd.
St. Louis, MO 63132
USA

ee CompuServe o¢¢

CompuServe

wt 2 345,678

   
 

 
 
 
  

home
a (314) 555-2583

 
 
 
 

Ten

FIGURE 5-10. Certified name card for the ownerof the

communicator (you)
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After you've typed in your name, you can go back any
time and add other information, like addresses for home

and work, all your phone numbers, and any electronic
mail addresses you might have acquired. Then, when-
ever you send a message, your namecard tags along and
updates the recipient's namefile with your latest infor-
mation. Magic Cap knows that you've got the latest in-
formation about yourself, so it will replace outdated stuff
in someoneelse’s file with anything new and improved
from you.

You can also add name cards for companies. In fact,

you'll find a few company namecards already in your
brand-new namefile, giving you a way to get in touch
with someof the companies that worked on making your
communicator. Go ahead—give them a piece of your
mind.

You can also add cards that represent Telescript-based
services. These services will be few atfirst, but if General

Magic succeeds in making its software platforms popu-
lar, many more services will spring up. You'll be able to
join these services to get new kinds of information from
distant places. Usually, you'll get a name card for every
service that you join, but you maybe able to get informa-
tion from some services by manually entering a name
card and then sending a message. Watch your in box
(and the skies over downtown Magic Cap) for informa-
tion on future services.

Electronic Mail Addresses

Earlier you saw that the stamperis filled withlots of
choices for addresses and phone numbers, but you should
look in the E-mail drawerto find the real magic of a per-

sonal communicator. In that drawer, pictured in Figure

5-11, you'll find logosfor lots of traditional electronic mail
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services, such as America Online, Prodigy, and MCI Mail.
As you enter new namecards, you can add addressesfor
these traditional services, because not all your contacts
will be available on Telescript-based services.

‘ ; InternetPersonaLink Mail

4
America PRODIGY.

9 LOCAL @

FIGURE 5-11. E-mail drawer in the stamper shows some
information services

You can use these stamps to send messages to your
contacts who have addresses on manydifferent kindsof
electronic mail. There are two ways to reach people us-
ing different services. First, your communicator has soft-
ware packagesthatlet you talk directly to some electronic
mail services, including PersonaLink. Second, you can
use these services to forward mail to other services by

using gateways, special connections from one mail ser-
vice to another.

Using gateways, you can get from PersonaLinkto al-
most any other electronic mail service. For example,if an
associate of yours has a CompuServe address, you could
enter that address on your associate’s name card. Then,
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you could create a new message addressed to your asso-
ciate. One of your delivery choices for the message would
be CompuServe via PersonaLink, which meansthat your
message would go to PersonaLink, then through a gate-
way to CompuServe. This is similar to the process that
takes place when you get money from an automatedteller
machine that doesn’t belong to your bank.

Of course, anyone who's not a memberof a Telescript-
based service doesn’t get the full experience that a Magic
Cap user gets. In other words, there's no room for ani-
mated kitty cats on traditional electronic mail. Messages
usually get stripped downto just bare text when passing
through gateways, but at least the essence gets trans-
mitted.Ifyou tell yourfriends and associates what they're
missing, they'll have more incentive for getting a Magic
Cap communicator.

 

ex Missing Link. There’s a magical connection thatlets
most electronic mail services talk to each other: Internet.

Almostevery service, including PersonaLink, has a
gatewayto Internet, which is the sprawling worldwide
webof computers that connects millions of users.
Because mostservices can exchange mail through
Internet, you can usually get mail from one place to
another even if you and your recipient are on different
services.nNaS

Groups

Magic Cap lets you associate groups of names to-
gether for easy communication. There are three built-in
groups: Family, Friends, and Co-Workers, and you can
add your own groups. After you’ve made a group, you
can send a messageto all the group’s membersat once,
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as we did in Chapter 2. This message can use different
ways to get to each member: Some may be available on
PersonaLink, others might havetraditional electronic mail,
and some slackers will only have fax machines.

Let's say you want to create a group for your depart-
ment, and you've already entered name cards for the
people you want to have in the group. Start by tapping
new and then group, and then type The Department as
the group's name. When you tap done, you'll see Figure
5-12, an empty group namecard.
 

   

 
 

 
 

Namecards of 37 _

[SA4\The Department ®
0 Members

 
  

This group is empty.

Ze

FIGURE 5-12. Name

 
card for newly added group

You can add members to the group by tapping add.
The familiar name chooser appears, and you can pick a
new group member and tap accept. When you do, the
name chooser closes and the nameyou picked is added
to the group. To add another, just tap add again and
choose your next name.
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If you're adding a bunch of group members at once,
you mightfind it tedious to keep picking them out one at
atime. A shortcut can help you here. As you tap accept
to add the new group member, hold down theoption key.
This trick adds the memberto the group, but leaves the
name chooser open, ready for you to add someoneelse.

You can also use the group card to remove unwanted
members from your group. To dothis, tap the member
you want to remove, then tap remove, and that member
is outta there.If you’re looking at the group and you want
to see amember’s name card, you can tap the member’s
nameto select it and then tap look up to go directly to the
member's name card.

Stamped Groups

There’s another way to manage groups. To demon-
strate it, we'll create a group that’s a mailinglist for Hal-
loween cards (once you have electronic mail, you find
yourself sending messagesforall sorts of occasions).First,
you make the new group by tapping new, then group,
then typing My Pumpkin Friends, then done. Now,let's
do somethinga little different: Tap the stamper, open the
occasions drawer, and then slide the pumpkin stamp out
and onto the image in the upper-left corner of the group
card. The image slurps into place and becomesattached
to the group.

Now you can add your friends Susan Anthony and
Hans Anderson to the group. Tap add, choose Susan, tap
accept, and then repeat the process for Hans (Figure
5-13). Go take a look at Susan's name card. Whenyou do,
you'll find that the pumpkin image has automatically been
added to her card as a reminderthat she’s in the Hallow-

een group.
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vy

2 Members
Hans Anderson
Susan Anthony 

This brings up an interesting question: Whatif you go
to another name card and simply add a pumpkinstamp
to the card? If you do just that, say on Mark Anthony’s
namecard, and then go back to the My Pumpkin Friends
group card, you'll see that you've added Mark Anthony
to the group, just by dropping the appropriate stamp on
his card. You can also remove members from the group
the same way—just slide the group's stamp from the
member’s namecard to the trash. So, when you associ-
ate a group with astamp, you can add and remove group
members simply by adding and removing the stamp.

NE

e¢s> Stampof Approval. Here's a quick trick to add a bunch
of members to a stamped group.Slide a copy of the
group’s stampto the tote bag. Then,as you visit the card
of each prospective memberof the group, hold down the
option key while you slide outof the tote bag. This will
pull out a copy of the stamp, which you can then drop on
the name card to add that nameto the group.
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The built-in groups, Family, Friends, and Co-Workers,
work just like any other stamped groups. The Co-
Workers group has one magic trick that the others don’t
have, though. When you make a new name card for a
person whose company nameis the same as yours, Magic
Cap will automatically add the person to the Co-Workers
group. If you don’t really want the person in your Co-.
Workers group, you can slide the Co-Workers stamp off
the namecard and into the trash.

Customizing and Other Tricks

You can use any of the goodies from the stamp
drawer or magic hat to decorate name cards, including
sounds, songs, and animations, which is much tougher
to do in a printed address book.If you see an image that
reminds you of someone in your namecard file, you can
drop it in the upper-left corner of that person’s name card
and your custom image will replace the generic one.

There are a few other shortcuts in the namefile to

makeit easier to move around.In addition to using the
left and right arrows at the top of the screen to flip be-
tween cards, you can use option-right arrow to moveto
the last card or option-left arrow to movetothefirst.

If your communicator is plugged into a phoneline, you
can dial by tapping on the phone number on a name
card. Magic Cap dials the numberfor you and shows you
how long the call is taking. As we noted earlier, if you
don't have a phoneline connected, you can use the tones
that come out of the communicator’s speaker to dial a

phone through its handset, although that trick doesn't
work on all phones.

The commandsin the lamp provide a few more handy
goodies for the namefile. Use the find command to
search for names or stamps on namecards,file to store
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information on memory cards, andprint to get your name
cards on paper. When youfile or print, you can chooseall
the cards in thefile or just the one you're looking at.

Summary

The namefile is a great address book, and it also
helps you communicate with anyone listed there. You
can add people, companies, and information services,
and you can create groups for people who share some-
thing in common(such as family, friends, co-workers).
There are lots of typing shortcuts built into the name file,
since you'll spendalot of time there entering informa-
tion. Automatic completion of words is based on infor-
mation that Magic Cap learns from previous entries, but
it causes no harm if it guesses wrong. Automatic capi-
talization is another subtle trick that makes entering
names easier.

A name card can handle people with single names
(Cher), two first names with the samelast name (Bill and
Hillary Clinton), and business names (Upstairs Company)
and it alphabetizes them correctly. if you enter a com-
pany namethat your namefile already knows, it will offer
that company’s work address and phone when you enter
new employees of that company. Anything that’s auto-
matically entered shows up as selected text with the typ-
ing point properly placed, so you can type over it without
extra work.

Stamps help you add additional information, letting
you enter multiple addresses, phone numbers, fax num-
bers, and electronic mail addresses. The namefile is avail-
able throughout Magic Cap, and you can access or adda
new card while using the datebook, or phone,or statio-
nery. The newestcard you add,or the last one you viewed
in the namefile, becomes the current contact, and that
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nameis highlighted in the name chooser window in any
other scene. That name card remains the current contact

when you are in the datebook (whom to schedule an
appointmentwith), when you are using the phone (whom
to call), or when you are composing mail (whom to ad-
dress the messageto).

You can log any communication (phone or mail) you
have with anyonein your namefile. You can get in touch
with people who have mail addresses on other networks
just by having their electronic address on their name

card.Ifyou receive mail from a client who’s recently added
anew fax number, the client’s card in your namefile will
be updated. Similarly, any mail you send will have your
name card attached, so the recipients of your messages
can also be sure to have the mostup-to-date information
in their namefiles.
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Chapter

 
It's Your Call

Mostof us started using telephones when we were
very young, so our telephone habits were learned early in
life, and they're very hard to change. When I was grow-
ing up, my motheronly called people when sheactually
had something to tell them, and she didn't have much
use for people who spenttheir time calling just to chat
about stuff like what she madefor dinnerlast night. My
father, a doctor, obviously spent a lot of time on thetele-
phone andlater had a pager so that he could always be
reached when he wason call.

These habits of my parents are probably where I get
my feelings about the phone: Mostly,I find phones obtru-
sive and more often than not, I use an answering ma-

chine to screen my calls. Although I don’t use the phone
frivolously,I still have telephones around for convenience.
I have phonesin four different rooms at home, a separate
line for my computer and even a portable cellular phone
that moves from car to car. All these phones are around
not necessarily because I want to be reachable anywhere,
but because I want to be able to use the phone at my

convenience; I want to be in touch. Although Magic Cap
focuses on electronic mail, it also includes advanced,flex-

ible telephone features, and these features can keep you
in touch whereveryouare.
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Connected or Not

Tap the phoneon the desk to use Magic Cap’s phone
features. The phone lets you do different sets of things
depending on which of these three situations you're in:

1. Your communicator isn't connected to a telephone
line.

2. Your communicator is connected to a telephoneline.
3. Your communicator is connected to a telephone line

and has a handset attached, or there’s a telephone
connected to the sameline as your communicator.

In the first case, you can use the Magic Cap phone as
an automatic dialer, playing touch tones into the mouth-
piece of a standard telephone’s handsetto place a call. In
the second case, you can use Magic Cap for one-way
conversations where you only haveto listen, not talk. The
third case lets you use your communicatoras a full tele-
phone. We'll go over each of these three cases in this
chapter's scenarios.

Keypad

You've probably already used the phoneon the desk
if you followed the Getting Started lessons. You went
through a sequence of actions to tell your communicator
your location to ensure that it dials properly, and you
might even have made a phonecall (see Chapter1 if you
need to refresh your memory). Since that might have
been one of the very first things you did when you got
your communicator, you may not have exploredit fully.
Let’s go back to the phone and explain all the buttons
and actions in some depth.

When you touch the phone, it opens to a scene that
has a telephone keypad, buttons to help with dialing and
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saving phone numbers, a panel of blank speed-dial but-
tons, and a newsetof buttons downtheright side of the
screen that controls your phone (see Figure 6-1). This is
the keypad scene, and the top button on therightside,
called keypad,is highlighted.

 
FIGURE 6-1. The phone’s keypad

The most obvious thing to do with the phoneis to
make a call, as you did during the Getting Started les-
sons. Dialing the phone is easy—just press the digits on
the keypad, and then touch dial. For flexibility, it also
works the other way-——touchdial to take the phoneoff the
hook, and then dial the number.

If you have a communicator with an optional telephone
handset, or there’s a telephone connected to the same
phoneline, you can complete a call that lets you speak to
the other party. Without the handset, you can hold the
communicator up to the mouthpiece of a telephone so
the tones will play and auto-dial the phone,although the
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communicator volume must be loud and the phone you're

using has to be responsive to auto-dialing.
Let’s say you dial directory assistance to get the tele-

phone number of a popular new Italian restaurant. In-
stead of trying to find a pen and paperto jot the number
down, or even using the notebook in your communicator
and then having to manually dial the number, you can
use the phoneto cut out several steps. Tap the number
on the keypad while you're getting it from directory as-
sistance. There’s a display that shows you the number as
you're enteringit, and it even formatsit for you as you're
typing it, properly separating the area code and prefix.
Because you're entering it directly into Magic Cap’s
phone, you can then dial the number just by touching
dial.

If you want to keep the numberto use later, you can
touch save, the button that lookslikealittle namecard,
and you'll get to make a new namecard. You can choose
to make the new cardfor a person or company. When you
type in the name, you'll see that Magic Cap has already
entered the phone number for you. The next time you
feel like having lasagna, you'll have the namecard of the
restaurant and its phone number.

You might notice that dial changes to hang up after
the call is made,so if the only available dinner reserva-
tions are before 4 or after 11, you can hang up andcall
somewhere else. After you hang up, that versatile but-
ton then becomesredial until you enter a new telephone
number.

Whenever you dial a number, Magic Cap makes a
Phone status window that tells you what number was
dialed, and it lets you adjust the volume, see the log of
phonecalls, or hang up. You're not stuck in the phone
scene after you've started a call; you can do other
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actions, like opening the datebook to make an appoint-
ment or opening the call’s log entry to take notes, all
while the phonecall continues. When you switch scenes,
the Phonestatus windowcloses, but you can see it again

by touching the tiny telephone handset that appears at
the top of the screen while the call continues. When you're
ready to end thecall, you can touch hang up in the Phone
status window.

You can also dial by touching any one ofthe nine speed-
dial buttons that you can program for your most frequent
calls. To set a speed-dial button, touch the blank button
to openit. You'll see a window(shown in Figure 6-2) that
lets you label the button andoffers you a couple of choices
for how to enter the number.

 

@ Phone Thursday, January 6 3:47 pm. I> Desk

  
FIGURE 6-2. This window helps you program speed-dial
buttons

The Dial by name choice is probably the most com-
mon one for most numbers. If you’re a concerned parent
as wellas a full-time employee, you may want to have the
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first button set for your home so you can check in with
the nanny and makesurethelittle ones ate their lunches
and took their naps. You can namethe new button Home,
check the Dial by nameoption, then touch whobelow it,
which will produce a name chooser windowthat has a
list of names. As in all name chooser windows, you can

pick from the list, or you can touch new to make a new
card and enter a name and phone numberright then and
there.

As you select the name you want(in this case, it will
be your own), you will also see the phone numberdis-
played above the accept button, as shownin Figure 6-3.
If Magic Cap knows more than one phone numberfor the
name shown,the numberswill appear in a choice box so
you can scroll through and choosetheright one. When
you have the right combination of name and number,
you can touch accept and you'll have a speed-dial button
that will help you keep in touch with your kids, whether
you're calling from your office or from a business trip in
Boston.

You can also dial a number manually to set a speed-
dial button. As soon as you touch the Dial a numberbox,
the keyboard opens,already set to type numbers, and the
typing pointis placed so you can enter the number. When
you're done entering the number, touch the xin the win-
dow to close it and the keyboard, and you'll see your new
speed dial button set.

This is a handy feature for numbers you maycall fre-
quently that don't really have a person or company con-
nected to them. An obvious speed-dial button you would
set this way is 911, becauseit’s unlikely you would want
to enter a name card for that number. You might also
wantto set a speed-dial button this wayfor the local time
and temperature phone numbers,orfor a road conditions
recording if you travela lot.
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General Magic
Hosey, Steve
Kawasaki, Guy
Nagle, Browning
Nuschler, William
Robitaille, Luc
Roy, Patrick
Simonton,Jack
Upstairs Compan

Antsee
 

FIGURE 6-3. Speed dial’s name chooser includes phone
numbers

Once a speed-dial button is set, one simple touch on
the button dials the number. You can reprogram a button
by holding down the option key whenyou touchit. This
tells Magic Cap that you want to change the button rather
than useit to dial. Option-touching a programmed speed-
dial button opens the window shown in Figure 6-2 to
help you enter the new number.

Here’s another Magic Cap shortcut: You don’t have to
label the button when you program it. If you touch a
namecard to get the phone number, and then close the
window, the speed-dial button automatically takes its
name from the namecard, with the phone number's de-
scription added in parentheses. Similarly, if you program
a button with just a number, the number will be used as
the button’s label.
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Seeing Namesand Logs

Because the phoneis closely related to the name
file, it makes sense to give you a quick way to view the
name card list with all the phone numbers. When you
touch names, a button with a picture of a telephone ona
card, you see the familiar name chooser, but with one
obvious difference: When you select a namefrom thelist,
you see all the phone numbers entered on that card with
their accompanying stamps, as shownin Figure 6-4.

 

AT&T PersonaLink
Co-workers

Family
Friends

General Magic
Hosey, Steve
Kawasaki, Guy
Nagle, Browning
ig Sarkbstiecany
Robitaille, Luc
Roy,Patrick
Simonton, Jack
Upstairs Company 

You can’t open an individual namecard from this in-
dex, but you can touch any phone stamp next to a name
to dial the number. You might remember from Chapter 5
that when you're looking at a namecard, you can touch
the telephone stamps right on the namecard to start
dialing. This is exactly the samefeature, except that you
don’t have to open the namefile first.
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The Jog button showsan index of the phonecalls made
from your communicator, as pictured in Figure 6-5. This
can be especially useful if you contacta lot of clients by
phone and you need to keep track of the calls for billing
purposes. In fact, the first two tules that you can set for
the phone involve logs. There's a tule that determines
whether to make a log entry for each call, and another
rule that automatically throws away old log entriesafter a
certain amountof time has passed.
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[_ Who fieTimeAbout
| Rs Michael Stipe 1:03 pm. 0:12:26 document
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! yesterday 0:00:06
& 404 555-2527 yesterday 0:01:53 strobe light   
 

 

 
  a wes i_ Me s

FIGURE 6-5. The log of phonecalls

Thecalls are logged according to the name or number
called, depending on whether the number was chosen
from the namecard list or entered manually, and the log
includes the time and duration of the phonecall. If you
look at the log on the same day you've made a call, you'll
see the time that the call was started. If you look at the
log anytimeafter that day,it will show the date of the call
instead, making the log a much more useful tracking
tool.
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If you touch an individual entry in the log index,it
zooms open to allow you to see the description of the call
you wrote earlier, along with any notes you might have
added regarding the call. You can also use stamps to
mark the log entry, which you can then searchforlater.
In consistent Magic Cap fashion, there are left and right
arrows at the top of the log entry so you can move back
and forth with ease. You'll get a log entry any time you
call a number, whether you dial with the speed dial but-
tons, a manually entered number, or from a name in any
of the phone’s namelists. You’ll also get a log entry when
you dial a number by touching a phone number stamp
while you're looking at a card in the namefile.

You can have Magic Capfile your log entries in a folder
in the file cabinet. You canfile a log entry using thefile
command from the lamp,or by sliding an individual entry
to the tote bag, openingthefile cabinet, and then sliding
the entry into a folder. If you spend a lot of your time on
the phone with clients, you now have an easy way to
track those minutesfor billing purposes, because every-

one wants a log.

Phone Rules

Let’s explore the phonerulesa little more. Besides
the rules about making and keepinglog entries, there are
two rules about dealing with an incoming’ phonecall.
You probably won’t be getting any phone calls unless
you have a handset and a phoneline connected to your
communicator. (If you get an incoming phone call and
you don’t have a phoneline connected, you're witness-
ing either a miracle or a spectacular bug.) You can set the
rule that displays an announcement when any call is re-
ceived, and you can choose a custom ring sound to alert
you when a phone call comesin.
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Thelast rule is vital for making sure that you can use
your communicator in more than one place. As you take
your communicator around, you'll connect and unplug it
at different locations you've listed, which you might re-
memberfrom the Getting Started lesson abouttelling the
communicator where you're dialing from. The communi-
cator needs to know where you are in orderto dial calls
correctly; if you call outside a number's area code, it must
dial the area codefirst, of course.

To make this work properly, you'd have to remember
to reset your location every time you connected in a dif-
ferent place. Of course, most people would forget to do
this most of the time. To makethis work better, a couple
of dedicated engineers at General Magic thought it would
be a good idea if the communicator could detect when
you plugged into a phone line, so that whenever you
connected, it would “feel the tickle” and remind you to
tell it your location. After a lengthy struggle with commu-
nicator hardware, they were finally able to make this im-
portant feature work.If you leave the rule at its factory
setting, the communicator will ask you to confirm your
location each timeit feels the tickle of a telephone line
being pluggedin. Figure 6-6 shows the message you see
when you connect.
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@ Desk Thursday, January 6 4:30 pm. I= Hallway

 
FIGURE 6-6. This window appears whenyou connect a
phone line

Services

As we continue downtheright side of the phone’s
screen, we see that the next button is called services.

This takes you to a page that’s intended to hold buttons
to help you communicate with automated telephone re-
sponse systems, such as voice mail, bank account bal-
ance inquiries, or stock quotations. However, the only
thing you’ll see when you touchthis button is a page of
text describing what you may be able to do soon with
somethird-party help.

Although Magic Cap doesn’t come with any of these
services built in, you can imagine what some of them
mightbe.If your office has a voice-mail system, you know
that you must press a specific sequence of numbers on
the telephone keypad to get your messages. Because the
communicator can play telephone tones, the communi-
cator could be programmedto play the right tones when
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you touch buttons; for example, you could use a button
labeled save instead of having to rememberto dial 76 (or
was it 67?) to save a message. A savvy phone company
might offer you Magic Cap controls for your voice mail
system on a memory card. You could insert the memory
card and the page of commands would hop onto the ser-
vices page.

You mightalso see information providers from down-
town Magic Capoffer you similar services. If you're reg-
istered with the stock broker downtown, it might offer
you a custom-programmed page of buttons that would
step through the tones necessary to check on your per-
sonal portfolio of stocks using an automated attendant
system.Finally, you'd have a release from the tyranny of
those annoying automatedinstructionsto “press 47, fol-
lowedby the star key now.”

Setting Up

The phone’s setup pageis one of the least intuitive
places in Magic Cap, in part because it’s not a metaphor
for anything you have todoin reallife. The main purpose
of the phonesetupis totell the communicator where you
are, something you usually don’t have to do when you
use a telephone. You've already seen the phone setup as
part of the Getting Started lessons, but if you’re like many
of us, you may have followed the lesson without fully
understanding what was happening and why.

You'll probably take your communicator to work, bring
it home, take it with you on a businesstrip, and then use
it at the airport when yourflight is delayed. Because you
work in different locations, your communicator needs to
know whereit is in case you ask it to dial the phone to
collect your mail, call someone,or send a fax. You wouldn't
have to do any of this if the telephone network allowed
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you to dial the area code you're in when you'recalling
another numberin the same area. That way, you could

always dial exactly the samedigits to reach a number, no
matter where you were (as long as you stayed in the
same country).

Because the telephone network doesn't let you dial
the area code whencalling a local number, Magic Cap
needs to know the area code you're in so it can dial out
properly. That's why the gentle reminder to confirm where
you are is so important.

Whenyoufirst touch setup, you see the setup screen
(shownin Figure 6-7) with the calling location you added
in the Getting Started lessons. When you touch the
stamper, a special phone draweris opened, and you can
choose from the images for home, work, and hotel. If you
depend on your communicator at work, that might be the
next stamp you add. After you touch the stampfor work,
it hops onto the screen, a window for entering informa-
tion opens, and the keyboard appears.

Thursday, January 6 5:04 pm.

 

  
[Wfdial access code for long distance carrier
 

LU Some

FIGURE 6-7. The phone’s setup screen
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The first step in the sequenceis to type in the nameof
the location you're calling from.It already says work, but
you can personalize it even more if you want, so we'll
change it to say office. Next is a choice box with the
country you're calling from, and as much as you'dlike it
to be Jamaica, you'll just keep it set to United States.
Magic Cap then needs to know thearea code you're call-
ing from. Because many people live and workin different
area codes these days, this may be the major difference
between using your communicator at the office and at
home.

Finally, you musttell your communicatorif it needs to
dial a prefix to get an outside line before calling. After
you're doneentering the location, you now have two items
with check boxes thattell your communicator whereit’s
calling from, as shown in Figure6-8. When you connect
to a phoneline and the communicator asks you to con-
firm your location, you'll choose from these two options.
 

 

 

  
FIGURE 6-8. Phone setup now has home and work options
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The stamper has choices for work, home, and hotel,
but because you can enter a new namefor these location
stamps, you can make as many as you need.If you ever
need to take your communicator on a trip to the Nether-
lands, you can add a new stampfor hotel, and set the
country whenyoufill out the location. Magic Cap already
knows mostinternational calling codes, so when you con-

nect to a phone line in Eindhoven, every one of your
numbers on name cards will use the right country code

as a prefix for dialing numbers back in the United States.
The other important part of the phone setup is the

billing button, which is where you tell the phone how
you're paying for long-distancecalls. It comes factory set
to normal, which meansthat no credit card information
will be entered and thecall will just be billed automati-
cally to the caller (or the recipient, if you call collect). If
you use a calling card or other credit card to keep track of
phone expenses, or you want to connect to your own
long-distance carrier, the billing button can help you.

You can tap billing to specify how to direct the charges,
and thereis also a place to enter a long-distance access
code,if you want your communicator to dial that before
calling a number. Magic Cap comes with several choices
for credit cards, and you can change or remove them,or
add your own to personalize your communicator to match
your billing needs.

Magic Cap also comeswith the access code to AT&T's
long-distanceservice built in, but it can be easily changed
to access any other carrier instead. There’s a check box
for telling the phone whetherto dial the access code for
your long distancecarrier. If you've entered a new access
code or justleft it at the factory-set code for AT&T, it
makes senseto keep this feature on. It doesn’t get in the
way of any dialing, and if you need it, you won't have to
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rememberto keep turningit on andoff. Finally, there's a
switch to choose between tone and old-fashioned pulse
dialing, if you happento be pluggedinto a phone system
that doesn’t understand touch tones.

Summary

The main scenein the phone is the keypad. You can
manually enter a phone numberfrom the keypad andif
you're connected to a phoneline, the communicator can
dial the phone for you with the touch of a button. The
phone can help you even if you're not connected to a
phoneline or you don’t have a telephone handset at-
tached. Some models of communicators can be held up
to the mouthpieces of sometelephones, and the commu-
nicator can be used as an automatic dialer to initiate a
call.

You can set numbersfor nine speed-dial buttons, and
you can either type in a numberfor these buttons or use
the information already entered on your namecards to
program them. The phonewill let you save any manually
entered number as a name card, without having to go to
the namefile. The names button is a fast way to see an
index of all the names in your namefile, and it displays
the phone numbers entered on each card. You can quickly
find any name and phone numberthis way, and you can
start a call just by touching the stamp nextto each num-
ber. When you makeacall, you can move to another
scene as the call continues.

The phone keepsa log of every phonecall you make
with your communicator, whether you touch a speed-
dial button, manually enter a phone number, touch a
phone number stamp from the namesbutton in the phone,
or touch a stamp in the namefile itself. There is a log
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madeof the time the call was made, who or what number

was called, how longit lasted, and any notes you might
have made.

The phone has rules about automatically making log
entries and how long to keep them before discarding
them. You canfile individual log entries in yourfile cabi-
net if you need to keep them longer than the rule’s limit.

You can look forward to filling the services scene with
controls from software developers and information pro-
viders. These services help you use your communicator
to control automated systemslike voice mail, stock quotes,
or ticket ordering.

The phonesetup is oneofthefirst things you do when
you're personalizing your communicator, and you find
out why it’s important to tell your communicator where
you're calling from. You can add entries for the different
places you might be when you plug your communicator
into a phone line. The phone knows how to dial from
different area codes and countries, and it even includes

long-distance carrier access codes andcalling card num-
bers if you want. All you need to dois tell your communi-
cator where it is, and it takes care of the rest.
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Chapter

‘sy Notebook
 

A Blank Book

WhenI started to write about Magic Cap,I had very
little trouble writing about the datebook, because I could
easily see how to use Magic Cap instead of a printed
calendar. The electronic mail information wasa little in-

timidating because there was so muchtotell, but the
features there are well-designed and very important to

Magic Cap. I was comfortable with the namefile, easily
understanding how Magic Cap’s features could meet my
needs for an address book, especially one that helps so
muchin actually communicating with people.

In contrast, I was really skeptical when I started to
think about how I might use the notebook. I don't carry
around a notebook, andI really couldn't see why I’d want
to have one right on my Magic Cap desk. I was sure I'd
have a hard time writing about something I didn’t need
or wantto use. After a little experimenting, though, I saw
how I might useit, and I found thatI liked using it. llove
getting nice surpriseslike that.
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Writing it Down

When you openthe notebook, you see a blank sheet
of paper(see Figure 7-1) and all the promise thatit brings.
You can use this page just as you would use plain paper,
with a few differences because the page only exists in-

side a personal communicator and not in the physical
world.

 

Thursday, January 6 5:04pm. I DeskSADORE

  
   

 
FIGURE 7-1. Blank notebook page

Magic Cap assumesthat you'll want to write your notes
rather than type them, so it automatically selects the
pencil tool for you to write with. You can see which tool
you're using by looking at the tool holder's space along
the bottom of the screen.If you'd rather type, you can tap

the keyboard to open the on-screen keyboard, but on
plain paper, you'll probably wantto jot down a quick note
or make a simple drawing with yourstylus.

You can choose pencils that have different points for
writing, depending on how thick you want yourlines. If
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you're writing a note to remind yourself that you have to
call your associate in Salt Lake City, you’ll probably be
content with the thin pencil that the notebook gives you
when the new page opens. If you're drawing a map to
your housefor friends who are comingto dinner from out
of town, you might use a thicker pencil to show busier
roads.

Bucking a trend in personal electronics, Magic Cap
communicators don’t try to recognize your handwriting.
The notebook doesn’ttry to interpret the notes you write,
instead giving you this choice: You can use a pencil to
convey the personal touch of handwriting, or you can use
the keyboard to type in text that must be entered with
precision. Using a stylus to write on a screen takes some
practice—you have to get used to how fast to move and
how hard to press. Once you get the hang of it, though,
it’s fun and easy.

Mapping the Way

Manyfolks are not great artists and admit to need-
ing all the help they can get with drawing. Magic Cap
provides tools for shapes andlines that will help your
drawings look much more presentable. Let's assume you
want to draw a map to youroffice for a visiting customer.
Start by drawing thelines for Highway 280 and Highway
17 freehand with a pencil, since roadsarerarely straight
lines anyway. You can tap the tool holder to seealist of
choices that includes lines and shapes; you’ll use these

shortly to help draw other things.
As you start drawing the freeway exit that leads to

your office, you discover a mistake: You didn't leave
enough room to write the details of finding your office
after getting off the freeway. This gives you a chance to
try out the erase button on the right side of the screen.
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Tapping erase removes the marks on the page one at a
time, the most recently added onesfirst. You can also
pick the eraser from among the pencil tools and use your
stylusor finger like an eraser, rubbing over just the marks
you wantto erase (see Figure 7-2).

@ Notebook Thursday, January 6 3:14 p.m. [r= Desk

 
ES

FIGURE 7-2. Part of the map

If you want, you can skip the erasing and tap discard
to get rid of this page and start over again (and again,
and again, if you want). The discard commandtears the
page out of the notebook and throwsit away. To begin
again,you can tap new and then choosethe kind of pa-
per for the new pagefrom amongthe notebook’ssix kinds
of stationery (see Figure 7-3).
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FIGURE 7-3. Notebook paper choices

If you're working on a notebook page and you wantto
start over, you don't have to throw the page away or pick
a new one. Here's the shortcut for starting over on a

page:If you hold down the option key and tap erase, all
the pencil marks, stamps, lines, and other customizations
on the page are erased at once, leaving you once again
with a blank piece of paper. Think of it as recycling.

Lines and Words

If you’re one of the many who can't draw a straight
line unless you're using a ruler (and with me, even that’s
no guarantee), you'll appreciate Magic Cap’s line tools.
These tools let you draw straightlines of different thick-
nesses and at various angles. They're represented by lines
in the tool holder, which you can use to draw both hori-
zontal and vertical lines. These tools are different from
the pencils because they guaranteestraightlines. In fact,
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there are line tools that produce two different kinds of
lines: lines that can be drawnat any angle,andlines that
always snap to the nearest 90-degree angle. You can see
the line tools in Figure 7-4.

 
FIGURE 7-4. Line tools

After working on the map awhile, you might realize
that you'd alsolike to give the directions in words; even
with Magic Cap, drawing a legible mapis kind of a chore.
Now you can use thetext tools in the tool holder to make
a new text field on the notebook page. Tap thetool holder
and then go to the text tools. Tap plain to make a text
field that will show its contents with a simple line around
it as a border, which will be ideal for the map’s title.

When you choosetheplain text field, its image hops.
into the tool holder, showing the tool that you're using.
Then, when you tap the page, a new field is placed at
the touch point, the keyboard opens, and you can start
typing. When you're done, you can tap the tool holder
again to make anothertextfield. This time, you can pick
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transparent, which will show the typed text with no bor-
der at all. Transparent text fields are ideal for wntten
directions on a map that can blend in with the drawing.

If you want to dress up the map you're making, you
might go for a fancy text field, which borders its words
with a more elegant frame. Every time you pick a differ-
ent text field, the text choices window disappears and
the image hops into the tool holder. If you want to go
back and edit your text after entering it, just tap directly
on the words. As shown in Figure 7-5, Magic Cap opens
the text selection window,whichlets you retype the text,
changeits style, copyit, or removeit.
 

 
—

FIGURE 7-5. Selected text opens window

Arrangements

Thelast set of tools is for arranging items on a page.

If you tap move, which has an image that looks some-
thing like a moving van without wheels but on closer
inspection is a box with motion lines, you can slide any
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object that you've placed on the page. This comes in
handy when yourealize the written directions cover up
part of the freeway on the map.

With the copy tool, you can duplicate any item and
slide it to another position on the pageor stash it in the
tote bag to put on another page. This can be useful for
reusing pieces of a drawing, such as changing a mapfor
someone comingfrom a different direction. You can even
copy the text and then changeit to makeit applicable to
the other person’s starting point. You can use stretch to
reshape any item you've put on the page, so when you
figure out that the exit off the freeway doesn’t really look
the way you drew it, you can make the line longer or
shorter instead of drawing it again. ,

 

Evolution. Inthe early development of Magic Cap, the
' move, copy, and stretch tools were far more important.

Before there was a notebookor datebook, Magic Cap’s
features consisted mainly of construction tools for
assembling components.In that world, the arranging
tools were vital. In fact, they were so important thatat
one point, each of those tools was assignedits own
physical key on the communicator’s case. Eventually, the
designers found a wayto avoid the needfor the arrang-
ing tools mostofthe time, and the dedicated keys were
removed,

annenaRT

SendIt Off

After you've created a notebook page by drawing or
writing, you can actually use what you’ve made to com-
municate with someone. As long as you've gone to the
trouble to draw the map, you should probably makesure
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your guest sees it before coming. With just a touch of the
lamp, you can send the message by tapping fax—there
goes one excuseforarrivinglate at youroffice (see Figure
7-6).

®@ Notebook Thursday, January 6 3:27 pm. Ics’ Desk

send fax

FIGURE 7-6. Preparing to fax the map

You can choose to send the page you just made ora
picture of the whole screen, and the options button lets
you decide whetherto include a cover page and whether
to have the fax come out sideways. You can tap to: and
pick the addressee you want with the name chooser.If
your addresseeis already in the list, you can choose the
name, and then tap send fax to get the fax going. If you
haven't yet added the addressee to the namefile, you
can add anew namecard andfill in the fax numberin the

same step, without ever leaving the notebook.(Of course,
when you open the namefile, the name you just entered
will appear becauseit’s the current contact, and you'll be
able to add addresses and more phone numbersif you
want to, but you probably already guessed that).
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By faxing the map right away, your customer can get
it before leaving work, and then you won't have to worry
about playing telephone tag or dictating the directions
over the phone.

A Birthday Card

A blank piece of paperjust begs for a child's creativ-
ity. Let’s say you're helping Jess, an imaginative eight-
year-old who wants to use your communicator to make a
birthday card for his grandmother (coincidentally, she
just got herfirst personal communicator, too). The shapes
tools in the tool holder let him pick from various kinds of
shapes, includingcircles, stars, rectangles, and more (see
Figure 7-7). ,
 

@) Notebook
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After selecting the heart by tapping it, the heart shape
hops into the tool holder, and you can show your young
artist how to draw hearts all over the page. We'll stick
with hearts right now, but by option-tapping the heart in
the tool holder spot, the shapes choices reappear, mak-
ing the other shapesavailable.

After choosing the heart shape as the tool of choice,
Jess can touch the screen wherever he wants to put the

shape and thenslide to stretch the shapeto any size and
proportion. When he makesan arrow shape,it points to
the right or left depending on which wayheslides. He
can go to the text tools, and then choosea fancy text field
and place it on the screen. As the field is placed, the
keyboard appears, and he can type a happy birthday
message.

Just a plain Happy Birthday, Bubbie! isn’t good enough
for an eight-year-old, of course. He wants to make the
words appear bigger and bolder. To do this, he slides
through the words, which selects them and opens the
text selection window (see Figure 7-8). Then, he can
changethe type face (there’s a sample that shows what
each choice will look like), the type size (he likes 18 point),
andthe style (he’ll choose from bold,italic, or underline).
Naturally, he thinks he wants bold,italic, and underline,
but ultimately he decides that bold by itself looks coolest.

Next, he chooses the pencil tool so he can.sign his
name. Third-graders are still working on spacing and he
runs out of room for his elaborate signature. But Magic
Cap saves him: he taps extend, and the page grows by
about half. Now there’s plenty of room to finish signing.
He’s ready to finish decorating the card, so he taps the
stamper to see what’s inside. With the stamper open, he
can adorn the card with as many stamps as an eight-
year-old can hopefor (whichisalot).
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Fhursday, January 6 3:03 p.m.eT

  
FIGURE 7-8. Eight-year-olds don’t know from subtlety

Of course, Jess can't resist the animated birthday
candle holding a piece of cake, and he drops a song stamp
on the candle to makeit play a catchy tune as it dances
back andforth across the bottom of the card. At last, the
card is ready to be sent. Jess touches the lamp, then
mail, and then the send button. He chooses his
grandmother's namefrom thelist, and Magic Cap makes
a new messagefor her and attaches the notebook page
birthday card.

The card goes off with a tap of send, and the next time
his grandmother checks her mail, she'll see a message
from Jess. When she touches the notebook page that’s
attached, she’ll see an original drawing from her grand-
son that moves and plays music. And she'll have a very,
very happy birthday.

Notebook Index

As you look down theright side of the screen, you'll
gee the commandsfor pages in the notebook:index, new,
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discard, erase, and extend. All of these are similar to com-

mands in other parts of Magic Cap, but a couple of them
have special twists just for the notebook.

As in other parts of Magic Cap, the top of the screen
showsthe. total number of pages and which pageis cur-
rently showing, as well as left and right arrowsfor flip-
ping through the pages. While you’re looking at any page
in the notebook, you can tap index and you'll get a picto-
rial table of contents for the notebook. You'll see minia-

ture versions of every page, as in Figure 7-9.

Gift Ideas 
You can use the index to get to any page that’s dis-

played. Just tap on a miniature image of a page and you'll
go there. There’s moreto do with the index. You can also
slide these miniature pages to the tote bag and then
attach them to messages as enclosures—they take the

full-size version along, too. We'll look at an example of
how you might do that.
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While you're in a staff meeting, you might take notes
for your upcoming trip to a trade show. Later, after the
meeting ends, you can tap index and see miniature im-
ages of each page in the notebook. Slide the page of
notes to the tote bag. You can also option-slide the im-
age, which would ask Magic Cap to make a copyof the
page to go into the tote bag, leaving the original in the
notebook.

Then, you open the datebook and make a new multi-
day appointment for the trade show trip. Once that’s
done, you can slide the miniature notebook page out of
the tote bag and onto the business trip appointment.
That’s all you have to do to attach your notes to the ap-
pointment. By tapping the notebook page, you can take a
look at the notes to make sure you have everything ready
for the trip. By attaching it to the appointment for the
businesstrip, you can find the notes the next time you
have to travel on business. You can even edit the notes
without leaving the datebook, thanks to smart integra-
tion of information in Magic Cap.

et Consistencyin the Interface. Consistency is a Magic
Cap standard, and when you see things that look the
same in Magic Cap, you can guess that they'll probably
work the same way,too.In the namefile or in box, you
can option-tap the right arrow to see the last card,or
option-tap the left arrow to see the first card. If you try
the same trick in the notebook, you get the same result:
option-tap the right arrow to flip to the last page in the
notebook, and option-tap the left arrow to go back to
page one.
LL
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Drawing on Paper

Not everybody likes to start out with a blank piece
of paper staring them in the face. Some folks feel more
comfortable with lined paper, and the notebook lets you
work on paper that has lines onit, like school paper.If
you type on lined paper, the wordsfit nicely between the
lines. Of course, the words automatically wrap to the next
line if they don’t fit (and you might actually remember
back when that was magic). Althoughthelines are kind
of narrow for writing a lot of legible text, you might imag-
ine a future version of Magic Cap that lets you choose
between college rule and wide rule.

You might think of charts and graphsas businesstools,
but that eight-year-old who sent the birthday card to his
grandmotherprobably makesalotoflittle graphs in school.
Students use graphs to help them visualize their esti-
mates of things, like the total numberofletters in the
namesof the students in the class. Before planting their

garden, they need to make a line graph of the tempera-
tures over a period of three school weeks to determineif
the timeis right to plant certain seeds.

The notebook provides two kinds of paper to help with
this: lined paper, which has horizontal lines, and graph
paper, which comes with a grid on it. Yes, you may have'
thought it was just a communicator, but it’s also a note-
book! It’s a datebook! It’s a learning tool! It slices and
dices! But wait, there’s more!

Let’s start with a sheet of graph paper. To make a

graph of temperatures, you start by choosing the hori-
zontal line tool from the tool holder so you can make the
axes. The horizontal axis needs to cover 15 lines for each

day of the three school weeks. The vertical axis should
probably have at least 20 lines (each line will be two
degrees), in case you need to cover a spring cold spell.
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Whenyoutry to put 20 vertical lines on a page, you'll
quickly see that they won'tfit. To get more space on the
page, just tap extend and you'll get more lines at the
bottom of the page. Go to the arranging tools and tap
stretch, and you can extendthe vertical axis to cover 20
lines. That just about runsto the bottom of the extended
page, so you can tap extend again to get some room at
the bottom for labels. The grid is complete now; you can
see a screenful of it in Figure 7-10.
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Now you can openthe text tools and choose transpar-

ent to add labels for days under the horizontal axis. The
vertical axis is next, and after that’s done, you can start
recording the temperatures usingcircles (from the shape
tools). To start going in circles, tap the tool holder, get to
shapes, and then tap the circle and seeit hop into the
tool holder. You can then touch the places on the screen
that represent the temperatures for each of the 15 days.
Your typical kid will really love this part; in fact, it'll take
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great restraint to prevent going crazy touching the screen
and putting circles everywhere.

Should you connectall the points on the graph with
lines? If you're notsure,try it; you can erase them if you
don’t like them. Use the tool holder to choosealinetool,
which drawsstraight lines at any angle. Then go ahead
and connect the dots, another big hit with the eight-
year-old meteorologist crowd. After you finish drawing
the lines, your young collaborator may decideit looked
better before you addedthelines, so you can have a great
time pressing erase over and over as you watch eachline
disappear while making the trash noise. After you’re sure
the graph is done, if you’re connected to a printer you
can tap the lamp andprintthe page. If you don't have a
printer connected, you can get a paper copy by faxing
the page to a fax machinein your homeoroffice. You and
your favorite eight-year-old will have learned the valu-
able skill of making a line graph, and the planting season
will no doubt be a great success.

Gifts and Groceries

You'll find list-making paper available in the note-
book. To get a page of lined paper with a circle marking
each item, tap new andthen basiclist. If you like making
lists, you might read through your favorite holiday cata-
log and use a basic list to enter the goodies that you’d
really like to convince someonetogetfor you.

Whenyoutapaline item onalist page, the keyboard
opens so you can type its name. You can tap return to
move to the next line to type in the next item. Once
you've entered several items in thelist, you can alpha-
betize them by using the sort button in the lamp. But you
realize that alphabetizing them really doesn’t convey the
proper order of how much you want each one(hint, hint,
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wink, wink), so you can rearrange the list to suit your
priorities just by touching an item and sliding it to the
position you want. When you do this, the item moves
into the desired position and everything else automati-
cally moves downaline.

If you decide to take something off your list (you real-
ize that you've already got one, and one is plenty), you
can throw it awaybyslidingit out of the list and into the
trash. When you do, every other entry moves up, SO there
won't be a glaring empty line in the middle of your list.

If you want to change something, you can go back and
edit an item just by touchingthat line. When you do that,
Magic Cap opens the keyboard again and selects the
text, giving you a chanceto retype or add anythingto the
item. If you really want to push your luck, you can even
tap extend to make room for more stuff on the page. See
Figure 7-11 for the examplelist.

@ Notebook

white button-downshirt with 7 dwarfs peeking out
100 Acre Wood Resort and Spa shirt

Minnie Mouse earrings

stuffed Dalmatian puppy

Pete’s Dragon videotape

flannel nightshirt with Winnie the Pooh_
Mickey Mouse pen
stuffed Flounder

gold charm bracelet
Aladdin fez

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
  

FIGURE 7-11. Gifts from favorite catalog
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You might makeotherlists that are slightly more mun-
dane, like what to buy on the weekly trip to the grocery
store. The notebook provides checklist stationery, which,
as the clever name implies, gives you lined paper and
starts each line with a check box that you can tap to
make a check mark. When you make a shoppinglist, you
probably think of what you need to buy when someone in
your family finishes the box/can/bag/bottle. It would be
great if you could list the items according to the aisles in
the store, but let's not get carried away.

If you list the items you need to pick up before leaving
home, you can take your communicator to the store and
when you actually take something off the shelf, you can
tap the item's check box so you'll know the item isin the
cart. When you get the lunch meat and cheese (they're in
the sameaisle), you can check each one individually even
though they're separated by four other items, and then
proceed to the next aisle for taco shells and seasonings.
You can always extend the pageif you need a bigger list.
Figure 7-12 shows the example checklist.

If there are still some items left on yourlist after the
shoppingis done(let’s say they were out of garlic bagels
and the bananas weretooripe), you can slide the checked
items into the trash, leaving the first two items on the
checklist for your next shopping trip. Now that you've
got just the two remaining items, you can do some fancy
Magic Captricks to keep your shopping organized.
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Grocery

[Wf tunch meat
Se cheese
i bananas
[wf lettuce
[Wf zucchini
[wa tacoshells
[vf taco seasoning
[| gartic bagets
[wf fat-free brownies

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 7-12. Grocery checklist

First, you can tap index to see the miniature images of
your notebook pages. You locate the grocery checklist
and slide it into the tote bag. Stepping backto the desk,
you open the datebook and enter a to do appointmentfor
going to the grocery store (a different one) tomorrow.
Slide the miniature notebook page out of the tote bag
onto the appointment and tap save. When you go to the
grocery store tomorrow,you'll find the shopping list at-
tached to that appointment. You can open and work with
the checklist right in the datebook. You can checkanyof
the boxes or throw away items. If you want, you can add
other items to thelist as you think of them.

Os

Taking Snapshots. You can makeyour ownversionsof
those miniature imagesin anypart of Magic Cap. If you
have construction mode turned on (see Chapter10 to
learn how), you'll find a camerain the lampthat takes
snapshots. These snapshots are reduced versionsof
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whatever sceneyou're in. You can drag the snapshotto
other scenes; then, when you touch the snapshot, you'll
be transported to the scene in the snapshot.

Because you made a to do appointment,it will appear
on today’s page in your datebook until you completeit.
You can eventakethelist back to the notebook andrein-
sert it there, just as if you had a three-ring binder. You
could also slide the image back into the tote bag and
carry it back to the notebook. Because you've got your
communicator with you all the time, you can add items
to it whenever you think of them. That includes impor-
tant work revelations that come to you at home as well as
must-buy grocery items that you think of when you're at
work.

Two-Column Lists

The Magic Cap notebook has another kind oflist,
which provides two columns of information. This list
would be useful, for example,if you were brainstorming
to makealist of your company's proposed new products
and prices. Start by tapping new, then two-column list to
make a new page. You can touch the top of the first
column and rename it by typing Products. You rename
the other column the same way,calling it Prices.

Each line starts with the samecircle that appears on
the basic list. When you tap an item, the keyboard opens
so you can type the product's name. After you type an
item, you touch return to moveto the price column, where
you can decide how muchto price the product. Another
tap on return and you're on the nextline, ready for an-
other product. You can see the two-column list in Figure
7-13.
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Products

MLB stamps

NFL stamps

NBA stamps

NHL stamps

Floral Stationery

Animal Stationery

Quotation Stationery
Peanuts stamps

Disney stamps

Looney Tunessta

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  
 

 
FIGURE 7-13. Two-columnlist of products and prices

You can slide a product to moveit, and when you do,
the corresponding price in the second column goes with
it. You can tap sort in the lamp to alphabetize the prod-
ucts. When you alphabetize,the prices follow along with
the products, of course. A handy feature in a future ver-
sion of Magic Cap would let you sort the second column
so you could see the productslisted from the cheapestto
the most expensive.

Customizing

One of the ways that Magic Cap helps you work is
by letting you customize features that you use frequently.
You can make your own kinds of appointments in the
datebook, design your own stationery for sending mes-
sages, or add your ownformsto the notebook. Let’s make
a hew custom form now.
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If you're an avid fan of a popular sports team, you might
find yourself in the position of buying full season tickets
but not attending all the games.If you're often in the
position of trying to sell extra seats (where permitted by
law, of course), you might like to have a quick and easy
way to advertise the games you want to sell. The seat
location and the price don’t change from game to game,
and the information about how to reach you also stays
the same. The only thing that does change, then, is the
date of the game and the opponent (for example, if you're
a National League baseball fan who doesn't live in New
York, you may have lots of games available against the
Mets).

To make the new form,start by tapping new, and be-
cause the new form will be mostly text, tap plain paper.
You can use the keyboard to type the information that’s
always the same. When you've entered that stuff, you
can spruce up the page a bit by making a boldface head-
line to draw attention to it. You've already seen how to
edit text: Slide across the sentence, which selects the
text and opensthetext selection window. Tap style, bold,
size 18, and then accept.

When you've finished designing the advertisement,
you're ready to make it into a form. Tap index to see a
miniature image of the page, and then slide it into the
tote bag. Go back to the notebook view by tapping the
step-back hand or Notebook in the upper-right corner.
Tap new to see the Select a new page window,and then
slide the miniature page out of the tote bag and into the
window. The new page popsinto place, and your newly
designed form is added to the choices for new pages.
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Asafinal touch, you can give your new form a descrip-

tive name. Option-tap the keyboard image to open the
keyboard with label maker. Type the new name (Tix for
sale), slide the label right onto the new form, and the
paper is renamed (see Figure 7-14). From now on, when-
ever you want to try to sell your tickets, you've already
got the right form in your notebook. Let’s hope they have
a great season!
 

sentra
ReteetetSEeeey
tix for sale

 

@ Disney stamps

Looney Tunes stamps 

 
 

FIGURE 7-14. Custom form added to notebook

  

Summary

The notebook is the place for writing and drawing
freehand,as well as typing notes that are not necessarily
going to be seen by anyone else. The notebook paper
doesn't try to interpret your handwriting, so you canjot
down notes or type them. You can use built-in writing
and drawingtools, like pencils and linesof different thick-
nesses and several different shapes.
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The notebook pages can be plain paper, lists, lined
paper, or graph paper, and you can easily extend any
kind to make longer pages. You can stamp any kind of
paper with anything you find in the stamp drawer. You
can add music, soundeffects, and animations to your
notes. There's an erase button that removes marks you've
made. There’s also an erasertool that you can use with
yourfingeror stylus that simulates rubbing with the eraser
at the end of a pencil.

You can use the keyboard to type anything on the
notebook paper, and you can even specify the kinds of
border (or no border) that encloses the text. There are
tools to arrange the items on your paper: stretch lets you
extend lines and shapes that have already been drawn,
copy lets you duplicate things for use on other pages Or
elsewhere in Magic Cap, and moveletsyouslide objects
around on the page.

There’s an index in the notebook that shows minia-
ture images of each page. You can move these miniature
images around to use elsewhere. You can slide one into
the tote bag, and thenslide it out onto an appointment in
your datebook.It remains an active, editable page, even
inside the datebook. You can also attach a notebook page
to a message that you wantto send.

Because you can always use mail andfax in the lamp,
you can touch mail when you're looking at a notebook
page andit will shrink and hop onto a postcard, ready for
you to address and send. You can also chooseto fax it,
with an option to add a cover pageorto turn it sideways.
To fully customize your notebook, you can design your
own kind of paper and then add this new form to the
choices that are available whenever you add a new page
to your notebook.
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Chapter

<> File Cabinet
 

Filing

I hateto file. Sure, I love to buyfiling parapherna-
lia—folders, color-codedlabels, storage boxes of all shapes
and sizes. I have every intention of being able to find all
the insurance records when I need them, keeping the
frequentflier mileage statements where they belong, and
knowing where to track down the Little League roster,
the third-grade class list, and every other phonelist I
have. You know what they say about good intentions and
a certain road, though.I hatetofile.

Machines do not hate tofile. In fact, that’s one of the
things they do best. People who in real life are allergic to
manila are often not very thorough aboutfiling things on
their computers, either. For them, filing meansselecting
an image and draggingit into another image. It’s hard to
find the timeto set up an efficient filing system, so every-
thing winds up in folders named Filed stuff #37 and so
on.

Magic Cap’s designers recognizedthatfiling shouldn't
have to take much time, thought, or effort. A good set of
filing features shouldbe flexible enough to accommodate
various stylesoffiling behavior, from those whojust want
to stash things quickly to folks who set up elaborate sys-
tems for putting everything away. Well-designed filing
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features should includebuilt-in shortcuts and commands

to file things automatically and have them end up where
users expect them.

In the File Cabinet

Tucked behind the desk on the right sideis thefile
cabinet. When you touchit, it opens to show you a drawer
inside, which you can see in Figure 8-1. The draweris
filled with neat rowsoffolders, with the folders’ left, right,
and center index tabs lining up perfectly, another one of
those things that never works out in the physical world.
Magic Cap'sfile cabinet guesses that mostof the things
you'll file will be electronic mail messages that you've
received or sent, so it has built in drawers for each of

those two categories.

py
@) File cabinet Thursday, January 6 5:24 pm. [= Desk
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You can also create whole new drawers for more spe-

cific subjects, and every drawer has 19 folders that you
can fill with information. Although you'll usually file mes-

_ sages here, you can actually use thefile cabinet to hold
onto several different kinds of items, including notebook

pages, name cards, and old appointments.
Drawersin real file cabinets usually have a small paper

label that shows what’s kept inside, just above each
drawerhandle (a legendary story says that author L. Frank
Baum spotted the bottom drawerof his file cabinet when
trying to decide what to call the fantasy city in his
children’s story, and the Land of Oz got its name). In the
Magic Capfile cabinet, that space also contains a choice
box that you can use to choose which drawer you want
to see.

The choice box has the familiar left and right arrows to

show you its choices. Touching the label itself opens up
a windowthatlists all the available drawers, and you can

open the desired drawerjust by touching any of the names
on thatlist. If you add more drawers, you can take advan-
tage of these consistent shortcuts: Option-touch the right
arrow to see the last choice, or option-touch the left ar-
row to see thefirst choice.

Building a New Drawer

Let's say you're a real estate agent, and you want a
drawer to keep notes about the different properties you
have listed. Each house could have its own folder, which

might contain some messages you sent to confirm some
details of the property, messages you received from pro-
spective buyers, and any notes you may have made about
the features of that house. You may even want to keep

copies of the name cards of prospective buyers in the
folders.
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If you needed more spacefora realfile cabinet in your
office, you’d go and buy a new one.It’s mucheasier to
add another drawer to the Magic Capfile cabinet—just
touch newin its familiar top spot on the right side of the
screen. The keyboard opens, along with a window where
you can type the namefor the new drawer, which we'll
call Properties (see Figure 8-2). Properties then popsin as
the drawer's name,andit’s also added to the choice box
as the last choice.

 

Ic Desk

 
abe[IM 123 1: space expand

FIGURE 8-2. Making new Properties drawer

If you find that you've made a mistake in typing the
nameof the drawer, or if you want to change the name
entirely, you can tap rename to get the keyboard and the
naming window again.If you decide you wantto get rid
of the whole drawer and anything you mayhavefiled
there, you can tap discard and the drawer will be gone.
You can get rid of any drawers you create, but the
Received mail and Sent mail drawersare bolted in there

permanently and can’t be removed.
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Once you've built the drawer, naming thefolders in-
sideit is also intuitively simple: You just touch the index
tab at the top of a folder. When you do, the folder opens,
the keyboard appears, and the typing pointis positioned
at the center of the index tab, as shown in Figure 8-3.
Folder namesare limited to the available width of a folder
tab (about 10 characters), so you might just use thestreet
nameof each house in the example.

 

@) Folder Thursday, January 6 5:25 pm. I File cabinet

| Fairlands|
What

 
Because you get to decide which folders to name, you

can put them in any order in the drawer. Once you've
namedthe folders, you can reposition them bysliding
them aroundin the drawer.If you've just recently created
a Fairlands folder namedafter a street, you May want to
move it so it’s alphabetically in front of the Hacienda
property folder, but behind the Capri townhouse folder.

Asyou're sliding Fairlands, you can see a ghostly out-
line of the folder and its label as it travels across the
drawer, and you can even see the other folders move out
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of the way as you slide past them. When you get to the
desired spot, you can stop sliding as it snaps into place.
Of course, you can put the folders in any order you're
comfortable with—alphabetically, chronologically in or-
der of when you listed the property, in order of asking
price, or anything else you want. An interesting enhance-
ment for a future version of Magic Cap would beto in-

clude a way to automatically alphabetize the folders.
Once you have items filed inside a folder, you can

move the filed items from one place to another just by
sliding them. Let's say that Mr. and Mrs. Rusanowsky

_ are prospective home buyers and you have a copy of
their name card in the Fairlandsfolder. If they’re unim-

pressed with that property, you'd like to move their name
card to another house you think they mightlike.

To move their name card, tap the folder tab to open
the folder, choose the item you want to move (the name
card) andslide it into the tote bag. Tap File cabinet to see
all the drawers again, and then slide the name card into
the folder for the house on anotherstreet, which should

be in the same drawer. You'll see the ghost and labelof
the Rusanowskys’ name card as you're movingit, and
you'll hear it get sucked into the folder where you now
want it. You could also slide it to the tote bag and then
moveit to a new drawer,or even slide it into the trash if
they’ve finally decided to leave town altogether.

File folders also give you a shortcut that lets you pull
items out without even opening the folders. While you're
looking at a file cabinet drawer, touch a folder tab and
slide; thefirst thing youfiled in the drawer pops out and
comes along wherever you drag it, and you see its image
and label as you drag. You can then drop it somewhere
else, such as in anotherfolder, the tote bag,or the trash.
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Moving Folders

You can move whole folders and their contents to
different drawers.If the real estate business is slow, you

might need to add a drawercalled Inactive, for properties
that haven’t sold in several months. For example, if the
folder for the Hacienda property is empty because you've
had no interest from anyone, you might want to moveit
to the Inactive drawer.

To movethe folder, start by sliding it into the tote bag,
openingthe other drawer, and then pulling the folder out
of the bag and into the new drawer. As you slide the
folder, you'll see the outline of the folder and its label
moving along the screen and into the tote bag; you'll
leave an empty, unnamedfolder behindin its place. Next,
use the choice box to open the Inactive drawer. Then you
can slide the folder back out of the tote bag into the new
drawer and dropit into whichever position you want.

If you're a successful real estate agent, you'll probably
want to add another new drawer called Sold. After the
Fairlands property sells, you may want to movethat folder
andits information to the new drawer. To move an empty
folder between drawers, you only needtoslide it in and
out of the tote bag. Magic Cap requires that you hold
downthe option key when there are things in the folder
so it can tell that you want to drag the whole folder and
not just somethinginside.

After you've got the folder in the tote bag, you can
switch to a different drawer or create a new one; then
you can slide the folder out of the tote bag and into the
Sold drawer, with all its contents intact. Magic Cap al-
ways shows you how many items are ina folder because
each time you add or remove something, a numberjust
to theleft of the folder name changesto reflect how many
itemsarefiled there.
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Sorting Incoming Mail

Because Magic Cap was designed around easy com-
munication, the file cabinet was built to automatically
file incoming and outgoing messages. In Chapter 2, we
discussed rules for the in box and out box aboutfiling

messages with certain text, senders, or even stamps. By
using these rules, you can have the in boxfile your in-
coming messagesin folders you specify before you even
read them.

If you’re an account executive for a sporting goods
company, you haveto sell lots of different items to vari-
ousretail stores. Because you’re on the roada lot, it makes
sense for your customers to send their orders to you via
electronic mail, rather than take their chances reaching
you by phone. Oneof your biggest customers, Barry B’s
Baseball World, is having a sale on catchers’ equipment,
so the managerneedsto addto his regular order. Soccer
Locker is running low on shin guards and will need more
before your nextvisit. In addition to those orders, you get
regular orders from Hockey Hut and What A Racket!, as
well as sales reports and messages from the main office.

You can set up a folder for each store in the drawer for
Received mail. Then, you can set rules for your in box to
look at the senders of each message you receive andfile
it in the appropriate folder before you even open the mes-
sages. If you makea folder for each store, then messages
from Barry B’s will be filed automatically in that store's
folder, and so on.

When you create folders for senders and direct your
inbound mail to go there by setting the appropriate in
box rules, your mail is presorted andit’s already catego-
rized when youreadit. If you don't specify whereto file
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the messages from other senders, they'll stay in the in
box until you read them orfile them another way. For
more information on using the in box rulesto file mes-
sages, take anotherlook at Chapter 2.

Filing Messages Manually

Some people feel a bit uneasy having their unread
mail shuffled off to a folder as soon as it arrives in the in
box. These folks like to work from the in box, knowing

that messagesgetfiled only after they’ve been read.Ifa
message must be forwarded,or if it needs a reply, or even
if it should be thrown away, they prefer to direct the
action themselves instead of having instructions that are

carried out by magic.

If you use your communicator to answer customerser-
vice questions, you might want to make sure that each
message gets personal attention. You can leave the in
box rules at their factory settings so that your messages
will stay in the in box rather than beingfiled automati-
cally before you open them. As you open a message and
read it, you can chooseto act on it then and there.

After you've handled the message by replying or for-
warding, you'll wanttofile it. For the greatest control
overfiling, touch thefile button on the right side of the
screen, as shown in Figure 8-4. The File window has
buttons that let you file a copy of the message or move
the message itself somewhere. By the way, this is the
same File window that appears when you tap thefile
button in the lamp; the in box gives you this more conve-
nient file button becausefiling is such a common opera-
tion in the in box.
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@) Card from Jane >

ee Q mi

Received mail

Personalype a
fife ae

we

FIGURE 8-4. Filing a message that’s in the in box

You can pick where you wantto file the message by
using a choice box that has the namesofthefile cabinet
drawers andtheir folders. The choice boxalsooffers to let

you file the card in packages in main Memory or on a
memory card if one is installed in your communicator.

By using file, you can read through your customers’
queries in whatever order you want, and then act on
each one after you've read it andfile it for future refer-
ence.If you use file the original, the message will vanish
from your in boxas it’s filed away. By using file a copy,
you can keep the messagein your in box while you make
a copy andfile it.

If you're looking at the in box index, you can quickly
file all the messages you see anywhere you choose, such
as in a file cabinet folder or on a memory card package.
To do this, tap the lamp to openit, and then tap the file
button inside. You'll get the usual File window, except
that the left side of the window, which tells you what

you're filing, will indicate that you're aboutto file every-
thing in the in box.
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e‘s> Humanizing the Interface. Filing the contents of the in
box demonstrates how hard Magic Cap tries to be
human and friendly. If there’s only one item in the in box,
the File window tells you the nameof the message's
sender.If there are three or moreitems, the window

says how manythere are, as in A// 5 messages. The most
conversational message appears when thereare two
items; in that case, the window saysthatit’s abouttofile

Both messages.(RAOETOETTNITEE

There’s another manual way to file messages in the
file cabinet. You can slide a message from the in box
index to the tote bag, open the appropriate drawerin the
file cabinet, and then slide the message out of the tote
bag and into a folder. This is great for beginners who
aren’t comfortable with the file button or for filing mes-

sages that you may haveleft sitting around on the desk
or somewhereelse. Don't be sloppy!

A Filing System for Incoming Mail

As you've probably noticed by now, Magic Cap tries
hard to be adaptable to several different ways of working.
In keeping with that theme, you can use yet another way
to file your mail. This technique lets you read your mes-
sages in the in box, and then file them automatically
according to specifications that you've set up.

There are two steps involved in using this technique.
First, you'll make the folders you want and teach those
folders what kind of messages they should attract. Then,
you can usethefile all button on the right side of the in
box index, just below the button for collecting mail. When
youtapfile all, you'll be taken back to your desk, a folder
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will pop out of the file cabinet, and your messages will
hop into the folders you set up.

Let's work through an example that uses this kind of
filing. As a customerservice representative for an office
equipmentretail store, you'll start by opening the drawer
for Received mail and creating four folders, one for each
line of products you support: copiers, fax machines, per-
sonal computers, and printers.

When you open a folder, the only button you'll see on
the right sideis labeled sorting (look back at Figure 8-3 to
see this button whenthefolder is open). This is the but-
ton you'll use to tell the folder what kind of messagesit
should file. When you touch sorting, you'll see the Sorting
criteria window (see Figure 8-5), which lets you set all
kinds of instructions about what should befiled in this

folder. The window has check boxesto turn each crite-

rion on oroff, as well as the appropriate choice boxes and
text fields for typing.

@ Copiers Thursday, January 6 5:33 p.m. I= File cabinet

[_] with this picture:

C] that were sent in: 
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You want to set up your new folders to hold messages
about each of the four product lines. Tap the Copiers
folder to open it, then tap sorting to set the criteria. You
want this folder to hold any messages about copiers, so
tap the check box that looks for particular words in the
message, and then type copier.

You can repeat this process for each of your four fold-
ers. When you’re done, the folders know how to accept
the right messages. From now on, when you're looking at
the in box index and youtap file all, any messages with
the words you specified will automatically wind up in
those folders without any further decisions by you. This
shows howa little planning and preparation can go a
long way!

If you want to set up a folder for messages from a
specific customer, you can check the to/from box. When
you do, the familiar name chooser will appear, and you
can pick the name of the customer you want. When you
get messages from that customer, tappingfile all will put
those messages in this folder.

Another sorting choicelets youfile messages accord-
ing to stamps that appear on them. You set this criterion
with the choice box labeled with this picture. You can
see the stamps by using the scroll arrows, or you can
choose them by name from a list by touching the center
of the choice box, as shown in Figure 8-6. Once you pick
a stamp, messages with that stamp will be filed in this
folder.
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confidential
star
draft
ASAP

thumbs up

[] includingthe text:||thumbs down
Smiley

[7 with this picture: Sorry

["] that weresent in: 
  soe

FIGURE 8-6. Choose a stamp by name

You can use the file-by-stamp feature to organize your

incoming messages by stamping them yourself. For ex-
ample, you might want to have a folder for mail you've
received about new product procedures. After you read
one of these messages, you can add an FYI stamp, even
though the sender of the message didn’t put that stamp
on it. Then, when you touch file ail, the FYI-stamped
messages will jump into the folder you set up to accept
messages with that stamp.

Thefinal sorting criterion is the month and year the
message was sent. You can use the check box's arrows
to move forward and backward in timeto pick the month
you want. After you set this criterion, messages that were
sent in the indicated monthwill be attracted to that folder

when you file all.

What happensif you turn on more than one check box
for a folder? The folder criteria work like this. If any of

them is true for a message that you file, the message
goesinto that folder. For example, if you set up a folder to
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accept messages with the RSVP stamp or with the text
your party, any messages with either that stamp or that
text (or both) will wind upin thefolder.

You can customize the set of stamps that’s used for
folder criteria. In thefile cabinet scene, tap stamps to see
the stamps that are available for folder criteria. You can
add any new onesif you want, or you can remove stamps
that you're sure you'll neveruseasfiling criteria.

Whatif more than one folder wants a message?If you
file a message that can matchthecriteria set up by more
than one folder, thefirst folder in order in the drawer that
wants it gets it. This lets you get really fancy and arrange
your folders in a sort of hierarchy, with the most impor-
tant ones getting first shot at messages.

If you haven't specified any rules when you tap file all,
or if you have messages that don't respond to the criteria
for any folders, your messages will be filed in a folder
called Other in the Received mail drawer. Once they're
there, you can move them into other folders whenever
you want.

If you have stray messages sitting around, you can
take advantageof the folder criteria you set up. Just slide
these lost messagesto thefile cabinet on the desk.If the
message was one you received,it'll go into the Received
mail drawer; otherwise, it’s filed in Sent mail. Inside the
appropriate drawer, the message is filed according to the
folder criteria you set up.

Filing Outgoing Mail

You can use the samefolder criteria technique to
file copies of your outgoing messages.For outgoing mail,
the folder criteria work together with the out boxrules.
The out box ruleslet you file messages containing a spe-
cific word or certain stamps (urgent, confidential, or low
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priority), and they also let you choosetofile into places
other than the Sent mail drawer, such as another drawer

or the tote bag. You can getfiling options by setting the
criteria for folders in the Sent mail drawer, but these out

box rules and thefolder criteria basically perform the same
function.

One important note: To make sure that copies of all
outgoing messagesgetfiled, the out box rule When any
other message is sent, file it in the file cabinet must be
turned on (it’s turned on at the factory). With this rule
turned on, copies of all outgoing messages will wind up
somewherein the Sent mail drawer.

Let’s say you want to order a jacket from Hendler’s
Emporium, a well-knownstore in downtown Magic Cap.
You go downtownandpick out just the item you want to
order. Hendler’s has an electronic order form that youfill

out and send directly to the store. You can order the
purple suede jacket in size 10, and then mail the mes-
sage to them. Because you have a folder set up for
Hendler's in the Sent mail drawer of your file cabinet,
you'll be able to keep a copy of your order, which in-
cludes the date and time stamped on the postmark.

Each time you send in an order, your copy of the order
form is filed automatically in the folder. If your jacket isn't
delivered in the promised two weeks, you have a copy of
the order to refer to. If you hadn't set up a folder just for
this store, a copy of the sent mail would have beenfiled
in the Otherfolder in the Sent mail drawer.

Although thefile folder criteria were created mainly
for filing messages, they actually work for other items
that you can file, including name cards and notebook
pages.If you slide name cards or notebook pages to the
file cabinet on the desk, they'll be filed in the Sent mail
drawer according to the folders’ criteria there.
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Thefile cabinet has just one rule—how long to keep
the items filed before trashing them. The rule is factory-
set to throw out items after one month, but you can change
the time setting. If you never want to throw anything
away, you can turn the ruleoff completely. After all, who
knows when you might need some note you wrote and
sent four years ago?

Keeping things forever would be nice, but your com-
municator has limited memory, so you'll probably want
to let the file cabinet throw things away after some time
has elapsed. For those essential items that you want to
be sure to keep around forever, you can mark with a Save
stamp. Items marked that way will never get tossed by
the file cabinet, even if their time has come.

Storeroom

Magic Cap includes a software version of extra closet
space. It’s called the storeroom, and you can find it by
going down thehall, third door on your left. As you might
expect from its name, the storeroom is the place where
you manage the memory and items in your communica-
tor. You can work with the communicator's main memory,
any memory cards that are inserted, or a personal com-
puter that’s connected.

When you touch the storeroom door, it opens to reveal
a directory, a personal computer set up on a table, anda
shelving unit filled with boxes, some open and some
closed, as you can see in Figure 8-7. The boxes on the
shelves represent software packages, which are collec-
tions of objects that work inside your communicator.
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FIGURE 8-7. The storeroom showssoftware packageson
shelves

The sign hanging in front of the shelves tells you what
those shelves represent: main memory, a memory card,
or a personal computer cabled to your communicator.
You'll also see that each package is labeled with its con-
tents andsize.

There is a package for appointments, which, as you
might guess, contains the contents of your datebook.
Any package can be opened by touching it, and it hops
off the shelf and opensto tell you what's inside. Like the

hallway and downtown,the storerocom is wide enough to
take up more than one screenful of information. You can
tap the arrow on the floor to see more shelves off to the

right, one for each memory card in the communicator.

The main memory shelves contain packages that rep-
resent important sets of information inside the commu-
nicator: appointments, note cards (pagesin the notebook),
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namecards, received mail, and sent mail. When you touch
a package,it jumpsoff the shelf, zooms open, and tells
youalittle bit aboutitself. Figure 8-8 ig an example, show-
ing you the inside of the appointments package.
 

System data Thursday, January 6 5:42 p.m.

Appointments
in main memory

There are 24 appointments
currentiy stored in internal
memory. They take up 8 kbytes, or
1.58 of the total memory.

Appointments 
EEE

e“> Please Touch. Magic Capusers get used to the idea
that they can touchitems to make something happen.To
support this, Magic Cap’s designers tried to be sure that
something happens (and something predictable) when
you touchfamiliar items. As an example, the datebook
that appears inside the appointments package isn’t just
an image,but the actual working model. \f you touch this
datebook,whichis inside a box in the storeroom down
the hall from your desk,!t opens your datebookjustasif
you had gonebackto the desk and touched the datebook
there.
ee
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The bottom main memory shelf has an open package
called Help Books. This package has the set of library
books that came from the factory: Getting Started, Se-
crets, Basics, and others. This package looks open to
show that it’s unpacked, that is, its contents are visible
and available for use. Magic Cap encourages you to sup-
port your local library, so you can check the books out at
the library, which is just down thehall.

You might notice that the image for the Help Books
packageis different from the others. That's because the
Appointments, Note Cards, Name Cards, Received Mail,

and Sent Mail are special—they’re system packagesthat
always represent their specific kind of information inside

the communicator. The Help Books and any packages
you buy from software companies appear as boxes that
can be open (unpacked and ready for use) or closed
(packed up). You can pack up a package to makeits
contents unavailable, which will free some memory in
the communicator, and then unpackit later when you
need it. You can also get rid of it completely bysliding it
to the trash, which will free a lot of memory, but you
won't have the package any more.

Opening Packages

Welooked at the inside of the appointments system
package; now we'll open a standard package. Touch the ©
Help Books package to openit (see Figure 8-9). This one
tells who madeit and when,and also provides some but-
tons along the right side. The first button, pack up, closes
the package and putsits contents away, as discussed
earlier. After you pack up the package, the button turns
into an unpack command.
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Help Books Friday, January 6 2:12 pm. [=> Library
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yersion 1.0

Publisher: General Magic
Author: General Magic
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FIGURE 8-9. Inside the Help Books package

Every packageinstalls its items in the appropriate place
in the Magic Cap world. Books are shelvedin the library,
gamesgo in the game room,stationery forms go into the
stationery drawer in the desk, and there are dozens of
other places that can hold itemsfrom packages. You can
tap go to if you wantto be transported to the scene that
holds the package’s contents; for example, tapping go to
from the Help Books takes youto thelibrary.

Many packages come with somekindofbuilt-in docu-
mentation. You can tap guide to see the documentation
for these packages. The people who provide your soft-
wate packages are interested in hearing from you, and
because this is a communicator, it’s easy to get in touch
with them. Many packagesinclude a respond button that
creates a new message addressed to the package’s pub-
lisher, giving you an easy way of registering for upgrades
or complaining about something.
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Memory Cards

Every Magic Cap communicatorlets you store pack-
ages on memory cards, which are credit card—size stor-
age devices that you can use to increase the amountof
stuff your communicator can work with. They're known
technically as PCMCIA cards, an acronym only a com-
puter could love.

When you insert a memory card, a new shelving unit
appears torepresent it. A sign hangsin front of the shelves
with the card’s name, as pictured in Figure 8-10. You can
use the shelves to move packages from main memoryto
the memory card, just like moving unused items into a
trunk in the attic. You can use this feature to archive old

appointments orlittle-used name cards by sliding the
appropriate box to the memorycard.

 
FIGURE 8-10. Shelves for memory card
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Items on the memory card are very muchalive and
accessible. When you insert a memory card, you can un-
pack its packages, whichinstalls the packages’ contents
in their proper places.So, if you have amemory card with
special name cards or old appointments, they'll appear in
the namefile or datebook when youinsert the card.

Extending Main Memory with a Memory Card
You can extend your communicator’s main memory

by setting up a memorycard asthe place whereall new
items go. Here’s a scenario: As an architect, you use the
notebook frequently for sketches, and you may have to
keep them for quite a while. It might be easiest to set up
a memory card for your notebook, so every time you add
another page, it automatically saves onto the memory
card.

To do this, tap the memory card's sign. It zooms open
to let you change its nameor check the new items box.
Tap the check boxto turn it on, and then close the win-
dow. The sign now says new items go here, and when-
ever you make a new page in the notebook, everything
will work as it usually does, except that the new pagewill
be stored on the memory card.

When you have a memory card that’s getting all the
new items,it will also store any new name cards or ap-
pointments that you make. As long as the memory card
is inserted, these items will act just as they wouldif they
were in main memory—notebook pages appear in the
notebook, appointments show upin the datebook, and so
on. But as soon as you removethe card, anything that's
stored on it will vanish.
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To help you remember what's on the memory card, a
tiny image of a memory card appears at the top left part
of the screen for any item that’s stored there. Figure 8-11
shows a notebook page from a memory card as an ex-
ample. If you decide that the item is too important to
keep on a memory card, you can tap the tiny memory
card and Magic Cap will copy the item into main memory.

 

 
  
 
  

FIGURE 8-11. Tiny image at top shows important notebook
page is on memorycard

The storeroom has a few other details to keep you up

to date on what’s happening inside your communicator.
There’s a directory on the wall that lists the shelves you
have. You'll also see a sign at the far right that shows you
how much of your communicator’s main memory is be-
ing used.
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Backing Up and Connecting to a Personal Computer

The storeroom includes buttons in the lamp for back-

ing up all your information to a memory card. Open the
lamp, and then tap back up to saveall your precious data.
Then,if disaster strikes, you can insert the memory card
that has your backup,and then tap restore in the lamp—
it will all come back to you.

Whenyou add an optional software package and cable,
Magic Cap can connect to a personal computer. With
this software installed on your personal computer, you
can tap the computerin the storeroom to connect. Once
you're connected, you can use the linked computer to
back up your packagesor as a sourcefor installing new
packages. You can also print using a printer connected
to the computer.

Summary

The Magic Capfile cabinet was designed to behave
just like file drawers in the physical world. There are stan-
dard drawers for Sent mail and Received mail, but you

can make new drawers at the touch of a button. There

are folders in each drawerthat you can easily name. You
can move folders around inside each drawer, and you

can also movea folder with its contents to another drawer.

You canfile items manually by sliding them into the tote
bag and then backoutinto a specified folder, or you can
use the file command available in the lamp. There are

also rules forfiling in both the in box and out box scenes.
Eachfolder can be set with a variety of sorting criteria,

which enablesit to collect messages automatically. You
can have incoming messages filed before you’ve read
them based on who sent them, or on a certain word or

stamp included in the message. You can file your mail
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according to when it was sent. You can also file the mes-
sages individually from the in box after you've read them.

The samesorting criteria can be used tofile mail you've
sent, too. Even if you don't specifically set a folder for
mail, if you keep the factory-set rule turned onforfiling all
outgoing messages, copies of them will wind up in your
file cabinet in a folder called Other. All folders tell the
numberof items inside them by showing a small number
next to the name.

The main storage space in Magic Cap is the store-
room.It is set up with shelves containing packages that
represent important items in your communicator. Each
package is an active representative of its contents; you
can open the Appointments package in the storeroom
and see information about the appointments in your
datebook. You can insert memory cards, which make
newshelves for packages, to store information. Memory
cards can also be used to extend your communicator’s
main memory. You can insert one andsetit to storeall
newly created items so that as long as it’s there, your
communicator has that much more memory. As soon as

you removethe card, though, that information is no longer
accessible.

The storeroom scene also includes buttons in the lamp

to back up your communicator’s information toa memory
card, or even to a personal computer if you have addi-
tional accessories.
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Chapter
“| Other Features 

Details and Loose Ends

WhenI’m working,thereare lotsoflittle things that
I need that aren't directly part of the work I’m doing.
Supplies and tools, like a dictionary and thesaurus, are
essential, plus somesticky notes and a pen. The environ-
ment is important, like having music to fill the back-
ground and having a glass of water or can of cream soda.
And a stapler. And maybe some paper clips, and the
three-hole punch. And my calendar. And the clock.
And...well, you get the idea.

I may not needto useall those things on any particular
day, but if I do, I don’t want to interrupt my work to go
dig them up someplace.I like to have easy access to the
things I might need right where I need them, even if I
never do need them. There are lots of these kinds of ac-

cessories designed into Magic Cap. There are also stor-
age spaces that stay empty until some farsighted soft-
ware developer creates a packageto fill a need, like an
accounting packagetolive in your desk draweror games
for the game room, or a whole travel agency downtown.

Someof these details are vital, like the control panels

and the library. There are others that you might never
use, such as the calculator. You might never notice the
clock after setting it once becauseit just blends into the
Magic Cap world. Depending on your interests, it’s
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possible that you could walk right past the game room in
the hallway without bothering to peek inside. Magic Cap’s
designers worked to makesure that these extra features
wait patiently until you need them.

Time and Date

A clockis typically an indispensable feature in al-
most any environment. Hanging prominently on the wall
behind your desk, the clock is a nice analog one that not
only shows the current time, but it also has controls to set
the time and date and even to show you different time
zones.

As you might guess, you can set the clock by touching
it. When you touch the clock, it zooms up close to show
you a calendar, a bigger analog clock with a digital time
display below it, and four buttons on the right edge to
show you other parts of the clock (see Figure 9-1). The
top button,display, is already highlighted to tell you that
this scene simply displays the current time and today’s
date. This sceneis strictly for looking; to set the clock,
you touch set time, and to change the date, you use set
date.

 

Upto date. For years, computer engineers have been
putting the time and date together.Afterall, they know
that the time and date are really the same thing math-
ematically—the time is just a way to talk about the date
in finer detail. But Magic Cap’s designers observed that
most people think of the time and date as two separate
things. To match this expectation, Magic Cap always
explicitly refers to the time and date separately, as in the
Getting Started lesson named Setthe time anddate. 
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Touch set time when you want to changethe time of
the clock inside your communicator.It will look like the
scenein Figure 9-2.
  

@ Clock Thursday, January 6 6:54 p.m. I= Desk
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FIGURE 9-2. Set the time and indicate your time zone
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The left side of the scene shows an analog clock. You

can just slide the hands of the clock to set the time. A
digital display above the analog clock has arrowsthat let
you change the hours and minutes with more precision.
Theright side of the scene has a button at the top that lets
you tell Magic Cap what time zone you're in by pickinga
city in your time zone.If you tap this button, you'll see a
list of prominent international cities. Pick your city, or if
the city you’re in isn’t listed, choose one that’s in your
time zone. You mayhaveto settle for anothercity in your
time zone instead of your exact location (sorry, Seattle).

Two check boxes on the right side of the scene com-
plete your time-keeping options. If your city is observing
Daylight Savings Time right now, tap the check box to
set it. There’s a check box you can use to always display
24-hour time in digital clocks and in text if that’s how
you want it. When you're done, tap accept, and the new
time is set and the scene switches back to the clock

display. In practice, you'll really have no need to set the
time unless your communicator is brand new orall your
batteries died and you need to start over again. However,
whenyou travel, you can use the set time feature to choose
the time zone you're in and the clock will change accord-
ingly.

The set date button displays the calendar for the month,
with today’s date highlighted, as shown in Figure 9-3.
This calendar looks just like the ones in other parts of
Magic Cap, with arrows at the top to set the month and
arrowsat the bottom to changethe year. To set the date,

just use the arrowsto pick the right month and year, then
touch today’s date on the calendar. Magic Cap knows
about the international date line, so setting your new
time zone whenyoutravel will also take care of changing
the date, if necessary. Unless you have fatal battery prob-
lems or a time machine, you won't need to reset the date.
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FIGURE 9-3. Setting today’s date

The fourth button in this sceneis the intriguing world,

and if you look very closely at Figure 9-1, you'll see that
the button has a picture of clock hands on a globe. This
button shows you Magic Cap’s world clock, which lets
you answer that age-old question, “If it’s 3:10 P.M. in
lowa, what timeis it in Tokyo?” (Give yourself 25 bonus
points if you knew that the answeris 6:10 A.M. thefol-
lowing day.)

The world clock, pictured in Figure 9-4, shows a map
of the world with time zones drawnin, along with panels
showing the time and day in four cities. The cities are
also highlighted by points on the mapitself. The world
clock lets you see what timeit is in four different places
at once.
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“Thursday 1:10pm. Thursday 4:10pm.
2 San Francisco _ New York

@) Clock Thursday, January 6 1:10 p.m.

FIGURE 9-4. World clock shows the time in four cities

If you're not fond of the cities shown in the world clock,
you can change them. Touch any of the time panels to
select a different city from Magic Cap’s list. It’s the same
list that you saw when choosing your time zone in the set
time screen. (This is one of the few lists in Magic Cap
that doesn’t allow you to add your own entries.)

The map includes a funky arrow pointing to the city
you chose for your time zone, kind of like those maps at
the mall with a reassuring “you are here.” If you set a
panel to show a different city, the time in that panel
changesto reflect the new city you chose. You can also
select a city by holding down the option key while you
touch a point on the map. The city nearest your touch
goes into oneof the panels.

Once you've selected a newcity from thelist, there’s a
check box you should set if that city is observing daylight
savings time. When you touch accept, the panel and time

are changed to that new location. By the way, you're not
going crazy if you thought you saw something swim-
ming in the wavesof the South Pacific.
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Desk Drawers and the Calculator

The desk includes two drawers for keeping impor-

tant items you may need. Theleft drawer holds your sta-
tionery, easy enough to get to, but stashed away out of
sight until you needit. The drawer on the right has room
for miscellaneous desk accessories, including the calcu-

lator that comes with every Magic Cap communicator.
The calculator is the only standard item that Magic Cap
puts in the desk accessories drawer, but you might imag-
ine this drawer also holding maps of major cities or sets
of incometax forms.

The calculator, like other Magic Cap tools, gives you
choices about how it can best meet your needs. Figure

9-5 shows you whatthe calculator looks like. With the
choice box set to Paper Tape, the calculator prints all its
work on a built-in paper tape. You can see your calcula-
tions as you enter them, whichis great if there arealotof
numbers,as the tape holds 100 lines of information.

 
FIGURE 9-5. Magic Cap’s calculator has a paper tape
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If you hold down the option key, you can tear the re-
sults off the tape as a text coupon and put them in the
tote bag. If you need to attach the calculations to a mes-
sage to your boss about project expenses, you could cre-
ate the new message andthenslide the tape outof the
tote bag to your message.

Whenyouslide the couponoutof the tote bag,it auto-
matically reproducesall the text from the tape, so your
boss can see exactly how you calculated the expenses.
You could also slide the paper tape out of the tote bag
and onto yournotesthat are attached to the budget meet-
ing scheduled in your datebook. You might also use the
numbers whenyouslide them out of the tote bag onto a
blank notebook page to include in your presentation at
the budget meeting. You get the idea.

 

e> Copycat. You might rememberthat Magic Cap often
uses option-slide to copy things, suchas itemsin the tote
bag, pages in the notebookindex, or addresses on a
namecard.It works here, too; option-slide moves a copy
of your calculations from the paper tapein the calcula-
tor. If you're going to use the same calculations in other
places, option-slide the couponoutof the tote bag to
move a copy ofthe tape.The original paper tape remains
in the calculator until you press the buttonto eraseit.aASs

If you don’t need the papertape, you can set the calcu-
lator to Basic, which replaces the paper tape with several
buttons. One particularly useful button on the basic cal-
culator helps youfigure tips. You'll find a place to set the
tip percentage. Touchtheplus sign to move upfrom 15%
if you're a big tipper, or the minus sign if the service
wasn't great. When the lunch bill comes, you can enter
the total bill, adjust the percentage, and then hit the tip
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button to quickly calculate the tip. Of course, you won’t
need this if there’s someoneat your table who can figure
percentages in his or her head, which happensoften in
Silicon Valley whereI live.

The third choice for the calculator is Scientific, which

provides keys that engineers and scientists would ex-
pect to find on a scientific calculator, hence the descrip-
tive name. For people who understand why there’s a
switch to choose between radians and degrees, along
with buttonsfor arc, sine, cosine, and tangent, no further
explanation is necessary about the power of the scien-
tific calculator. For the rest of us who don’t understand

those things, no further explanation is necessary, either.

The Hallway and Controls

When you're not working at the desk in your com-
municator, you’ll use the hallway as the corridor to get
you between your desk and other interesting places, in-
cluding downtown. Thehallway includes several useful
places behind its doors, as well as some whimsy. Magic
Cap’s designers obviously remember what was said about
all work and noplay.

Whenyou're at the desk, you can get to the hallway by
touching the step-back handin the upper-right corner of
the screen (see Figure 9-6). The directory on the wall
openswith a touch. The directory isn't just a map of the
rooms in your hallway—you can touch anything in the
list, and you'll zip down the hall and watch the door open
for you. You can get there in more leisurely fashion by
touching the arrows on the floor and tapping the door
yourself.
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FIGURE 9-6. The hallway shows howto get to other rooms

Going through the hallway’s first door takes you to
back to your desk; of course, you can always touch the
desk button at the lower-left corner of the screen to get to

the desk. Touch the step-back hand while in the hallway
to go directly downtown. Touchthe arrow on thefloor to
move farther along downthe hall so you can get to more
rooms.

Along with the doors, there’s a panel on the wall that
leads to Magic Cap’s controls. The control panel is the
place where you can set preferences for the way your
communicator behaves in certain situations. Inside the

control panel are buttons that open scenes containing
settings for different parts of your communicator, as you
can see in Figure 9-7. You can also hold down theoption
key and touch the lamp from any scene in Magic Cap as
ashortcut to the control panel. The control panel includes
buttons for several sets of controls, including general,

screen, sound, power, privacy, and signature.
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FIGURE 9-7. Buttonsthat lead to various control panels

The general panel includessettingsto display items at
the top of the screen in every scene. There's a check box
to display the battery level of your communicator. You'll
also find check boxesfor displaying today's date and the
current time at the top of the screen.

In addition to the three check boxesthat let you show

thingsat thetop of the screen, there are three more check
boxes for miscellaneous options. You can have your com-
municator ask for confirmation before you do permanent

or destructive things, such as discarding a name card or
setting the currentuser.If you are pretty sure about your
Magic Cap expertise, you might turn off the warnings
and take your chances. Of course, evenif you fail to heed
the warnings, you can usually pull recently discarded
items from the trash.

Another check box lets you hear the phonedialing
when you make a call. If you like to hear the number
being dialed and the modems screaming at each other
while the connection is being made, you can keep this
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option on. The third option you can set in the general
control panel is whether construction modeis turned on
or off. With construction mode turned on, you have ac-
cess to warehousesfull of fun stuff in the magic hat, and
you get the tinker tool for going behind the scenes and
changing the behavior of items. For lots more in-depth
information on Magic Cap’s version of home improve-
ment, you can peek ahead to Chapter 10.

The screen button only lets you adjust one thing—
your touch screen. When you usethis control panel, you'll
repeat the initial screen setup that asks you to touch a
target that hops aroundthe screen. Use this control panel
if your communicator seemsto be feeling your touches in

the wrong place.
Magic Cap uses sound effects as an integral part of the

user interface; the sound effects were designed to make
you feel more confident about the actions you're taking.
These sound effects, along with the ability to play digi-
tized songs, are why there’s a control panel dedicated to
sound. Some talented music-meisters worked on Magic

Cap’s sounds, including musician/composer/producer/
interactive artist Todd Rundgren.

Whenyou touch the sound button, which is decorated
by musical notes, you see a screenful of sound effects
along with the namesof the actions that play the sounds.
For example, there are sounds for a door opening and
closing, a window going away,or a switch flipping. You
can put other sounds here to change what you hear when
you use Magic Cap. There’s also a sliding volume control
that goes from silent to almost obnoxious.

The powercontrol panel gives you a graphic display of
how muchjuiceis left in your main and backupbatteries,
whichis why there’s an image of a battery on the button.
This is also where you instruct your communicator how
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long to wait before shutting off to save power. There's a
check box that lets you decide whether the communica-
tor should automatically shut off even if it’s plugged in.
Keeping this check box turned on will speed up the bat-
tery recharging time on some communicators.

The privacy button is aptly represented by a padlock.
This control panel lets you set a security password for
your communicator. You get to decide whether you need

-to protect your information from a nosy co-worker or a
fearless eight-year-old. If you decide to goforit, there’s a
button to set your secret password on a telephone-style
keypad. There’s also a choice boxthatlets you designate
how often you want your communicator to check secu-
rity. You can instructit to ask for a password every time it
turns on, once an hour, once a day, or never.

Thefinal control panel, signature, is certainly the most
personal. This button takes you to a scene that lets you
add your signature to Magic Cap (see Figure 9-8). Arrows
point out the signaturelines, onefor just your first name
and onefor your full name, and you also see a smaller box
that shows you a reduced view of your signature. Each
line has an erase button so you can keeptrying until you
get it the way you want. After you sign your name, you'll
find stamps available in the stamper with your personal
signatures, available for your use on messages or any-
whereelse.

The control panelis always just a few steps away from
your desk, and there will be times when you'll need to
change a setting. Mostof the time, the control panel will
be the kindof place that’s nice to visit, but you wouldn't
wantto haveto live there.
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@ Signatures Thursday, January 6 1:13pm. = ControlsweSe

First Name ererence 
FIGURE 9-8. Adding your signatures

Library

Somefuturists claim that computers and interac-
tive materials will render printed booksvirtually obsolete.
On the otherside of the argument,traditionalists say that
the powerful experience of reading a book can't easily be
replaced by new technology. Magic Captries to balance
these two views with the library, which you can visit by
going down the hallway (see Figure 9-9).

Thelibraryis filled with books that really look and act
like the books you're used to; it even has a card catalog
that maintains an inventory of the books there. Of course,
these are electronic replicas of books, with no paper to

tear and no jacketsto lose, only information-filled pages.
Magic Cap takes advantage of the fact that books pro-
vide a familiar way to browse information by having tips
for using your communicator written in volumes you can
read in thelibrary.
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FIGURE 9-9. Your own personal library has room for many
books

Back in Chapter 1 we looked at the Getting Started
lessonsthat help you navigate through Magic Cap’s setup
procedures. You canfindall those lessons in the Getting
Started book in the library. When you open that volume,
you see book pagesthat are not only literately written for
a beginning user, but also buttons on each page that
take you to the necessary place in Magic Cap and step
you through each action to set up and teach you about
your communicator.
ee

Synchronicity. If you’re more savvy and you prefer to
skip the lessons andset things up yourself, the Getting
Started book knows howto updateitself when you
complete an action. For example, if you bypass the
lessons and figure out that you can personalize your
communicator by making a new namecardfor yourself,
the corresponding pagein Getting Started now tells you
that your namecard has already beenset up,andit
removesthe step-by-step lesson button.

eensTRETTSTENTS
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Touching the folded-down corner at the top of a page
turns to the next or previous page of the book, and you
shortcut fans can hold down option while touching the

corner to moveto the book’sfirst or last page. Even if you
passed all the Getting Started lessons when you first
started using your communicator, the book stays on the
library shelf for future reference in case you need a re-
fresher course.

Books

Getting Started is not the only important reference
in your library. There’s a book called Basics that goes

over some of the general features of Magic Cap. Basics
provides a thorough introduction to your communicator’s
features, working together with the user manual to help
you get the mostout of your communicator (and depend-
ing on which model of communicator you have, the user
manual and Basics may even have been written by the
sameperson).

Each time you open a book in thelibrary, there are
three buttons that appear on the right side of the screen,
as you can see in the Basics screen shown in Figure 9-10.

Thefirst one is shelve, which puts the book away for you
when you're done. The second button, contents, turns
the pages to show you thetable of contents. As you might
expect, the contents page doesn’t just show you what

topics are in the book—it actually helps you get to them.
When you touch a chapter name or page number on the
contents page, the book flips directly to the page you
want.
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Thursday, January 6 1:14pm

AboutBasics
Places

Moving about
Desk

Shutting off
Trash

=

FIGURE 9-10. Basics book and its buttons on the right

The mark button, the third one down on theright,
shows an imageof a paperclip, and thattells you whatit
does:It clips a page for quick reference.It’s similar to the
physical world’s neon yellow highlight pen, marking a
page with a tiny paper clip on the page’s entry in the
table of contents and on the pageitself. Unlike the yelow
highlight marks, the paperclip markis easily removed by
touching the button again; it changes to unmark if the
page is already marked. Also, these marks don’t have
that funny marker smell.

Thelibrary also includes a book that contains helpful
tips on creating and editing messages. There’s another
book that includes some generic instructions on sending
messages. Secrets is a fun book that contains a few ex-
amples of the “power user” features of Magic Cap. You
don't need to know any of these tricks or shortcuts to
effectively and efficiently use your communicator, but
they're in there if you want to read about them.
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Word Lists

Theother standard reference in yourlibrary is Word
Lists. This volume contains all the words your communi-
cator uses for the automatic word-completion feature we
saw in Chapter 5. For example, this is where you'll find
thelist of first names that Magic Cap can guess from to
save you typing when you're entering a name card. There
are lists of cities, states, and countries that are also used

for auto-completing words.
The word lists can be built automatically or manually.

You'll typically add words automatically: When you add
new information to name cards, the words are added to

the proper word list. Because you entered your name
card, your last name was added to the Last Names word
list. When you enter a name card for a family member
with the same last name, the automatic completion fea-

ture will guess at the last name because you already
taughtit yours, as you may rememberfrom our examples
about Susan and Mark Anthony and their friend Hans
Anderson in Chapter5.

Kivery time you add a namecard,the entry you type for
first name,last name, company name, jobtitle, city, state,
and country will be added to the appropriate wordlist if

it’s not already there. This is how Magic Cap can remem-
ber a long name, like the law firm of Jacksons, Monk, and

Rowe, so you only have to type it in once even though
you'll enter several name cards for contacts you have
there. Magic Cap communicators really do learn from
you, and you don’t have to teach them the lessons over
and over again.

You can also add new words manually by opening the
Word Lists book and touching the add button that each
chapter includes. There’s also a change button to correct
spelling mistakes and a remove button to reclaim memory
by getting rid of entries that you won't use.
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Let’s say you’re a doctor and you need to use your
communicator to jot down some notes about a patient
when you're at home.Let's also say that you don't have
the best handwriting, so you might want to type the
note. Typing is tough on a communicator’s small on-
screen keyboard.

Oneof the tricks Magic Cap usesto reduce typing is a
system for automatically expanding abbreviations. You
can add abbreviations that you use often to the word
lists, and then after you've typed them, you can expand
them by touching the keyboard’s expand keyafter typ-
ing the abbreviation. If you have to write notes about
hospital patients, you might wantto add an abbreviation
to the wordlist. Adding abbreviationsis straightforward:
turn to the Abbreviations page, touch add, and then type
in the abbreviation followed by the wordsit represents.

You might enter MMCto stand for Mercy Medical Cen-
ter. Then, whether you're adding a name card for some-
one at the hospital or sending a message to another doctor
who will be seeing your patients today, you can type
mmc(upper- or lowercase are treated the same way),
then touch expand, and you've cut your keystrokes from
20 to 4. You can enter as many abbreviations as you want

to minimize your typing and take maximum advantage
of your communicator.

Play, Art, and Work

As you go downthe hallway, you probably noticed
the Game room doorwith a playing card on it. This room
was added to give you a break once in a while and pro-
vide a place for you to keep games. When you open the
game room door, you'll see shelves with space for games
and other fun packages. There’s also one of those cool
cat clocks on the wail that has the cat’s swingingtail as
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the pendulum, a subtle reminder of how much timeis
passing while you're playing games.

Magic Cap has a coin in the game room that you can
flip by touching. Heads is the General Magic bunny in
his hat, and tails is the rabbit’s rear end. You can look

forward to games from third-party developersto fill the
shelves of the game room, and it’ll be especially cool to
see interactive games that use beaming or other kinds of
communication so several people can play. Until then,
the game room's coin will be handy when you have to
choose whereto go for lunch.

There are a couple of other things you will see in the
hallway that aren’t really essential, but they are appeal-
ing and fun (see Figure 9-11). There’s a painting hanging
on the wall. By touching the painting, you can switch
between images, from Picasso to Matisse and back to
Picasso. If you hold down the option key and touch the
painting, you can have the nameof theartist displayed
below the painting for your less-cultured associates.

You can even have the picture change automatically
every day, or add your own imagesto the rotation. While
Magic Cap includesjust these two masterpieces, a savvy

developer could producecollections of image art for you
to hang on your wall, courtesy of a memory card or an
image gallery downtown.

Near the end of the hallway is a plaque that displays
the General Magic logo. When you touch the plaque,
you'll see a list of all the dedicated people who brought
you Magic Cap and Telescript, plus some required copy-
right and legal stuff. You might not ever touchthis sign,
but you can rememberthatit’s a credit to the people who
are proud of their work andare thrilled to put their names
on it.
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FIGURE 9-11. The hallway hasa painting and a credits
plaque

Summary

Magic Captries very hard to simulate a comfortable
working environment. Manyof the tools you'll use often
are placed in, on, and around your desk. You can walk
downthe hallway to find other useful places, including
rooms,control panels, and tables with drawers that open.
You can stroll downtown,visiting stores that offer mer-
chandise and services.

All of these places and lots of others have been de-
signed to accept additional packages and services from
third-party developers. For example, you might buy a
package of stamps with licensed logos of Major League
Baseball teams. When you install the package,it will au-
tomatically add another drawer to the stamper. You might
buy a memory card with a check-writing package that
knows how to move into your desk drawer when you
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unpackit, or you might receive an electronic signup form
for anewsinformation service that builds a building down-
town that you can visit to request new topics.

Every Magic Cap communicator includes a clock and

a calendar. You'll set them once when youfirst set up
your communicator, and you can reset them if you ever
need to. The clock also includes a scene that shows the

time in four international cities of your choice.
You can use the calculator in the desk drawer to per-

form simple computations, put numbers on a tape that
you can move into a message or elsewhere, or handle
scientific calculations.

The hallway has control panels that let you set prefer-
ences for how your communicator works. There are set-

tings that let you display the date, time, and battery
strength at the top of the screenall the time. Other con-
trols turn on construction mode, extra warnings, and
phone-dialing sounds. The control panels also help you
adjust the touch screen, choose soundeffects, determine

whether the communicator should shutoff automatically
when not in use, set a password, and sign your name.

Magic Cap has a library that holds books about how to
use the communicator. Some books have special features,
like built-in lessons or lists of words that affect typing.
Software developers can add more bookswith all kinds of
information.

For people who need a diversion close at hand, there’s
a game room with a flipping coin and spacefor other fun
packages.Finally, the hallway includes a magic painting
that changes its images and a plaquelisting the names
of the people who created Magic Cap and Telescript.
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Chapter 10
Le Construction
 

Get Your Hard Hat

I like Magic Cap just the way it is. What’s not to
like? The desk looks fine,I like the colors and sounds, and
the tools for drawing are OK with me. Magic Cap’s de-
signers worked hard to include everything they believed
would be useful to the average communicator owner,

maybe someonelike me. However, the designers wanted
Magic Cap to have the power of a higherlevel of
customization. While most of us would be horrified at
moving objects that aren’t supposed to move, some people
want to be able to redecorate their scenes. These people
like adding their own sounds to buttons, or putting to-
gether their own check boxes and buttons.

For these tinkerers who want to customize Magic Cap

using more than just stamps, there’s construction mode.
If you enjoy a little power-using once in a while, this
chapter may be helpful for you, especially if you figure
out how it can save you some time.

Construction Mode

You can start doing construction by flipping on the
construction mode check boxin the general control panel.
Turning on construction modeaffects what you see in
every scene. The first thing you'll notice is that the
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stamper image on the bottom of the screen changes into
an upside-downtop hat, reminiscentof the hats used by
magicians and their rabbits. When you tap the magic
hat, a window opens to show youall the categories of
stuff inside (see Figure 10-1).

@) Desk Thursday, January 6 1:15 pm. (= Hallway

COLORS 1 ~SDUNDS —~~~Dyeee71
L¢clank|

  
FIGURE 10-1.|The magic hat showsits categoriesof
items

Whenyoutap a category’s image, the screen changes
to show you moteof that category’s contents. As you can
see, stampsare just one category insidethe hat; the happy
face stamp represents the stamper andall its drawers,
and they're still available just as they were without con-
struction mode.

The second effect of construction mode is that you'll

get access to more tools in every scene. For example,
every scene gets to use the move, copy, and stretch tools,
which are normally available only in certain scenes, such
as the notebook, where you usually do lots of drawing.
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Whenyou're doing construction, you can use these tools
with many more items, which is whythey're available in
every scene.

The third effect of construction mode is to add com-
mands in the lamp. Various scenes will add their own
commandsto the lampin construction mode;for example,
because you can rearrange items on the desk in con-
struction mode,you'll also get a clean up command for
the desk. The only lamp commandthat’s added for every
scene is snap, which takes a magic snapshot of the cur-
rent scene. You can move a snapshot elsewhere and use
it to go back to the scene instantly, or slide things into
the snapshot to send them to the scene it pictures.

In addition to producing the magic hat and adding
tools and commands, scenes can be affected by con-
struction mode in various custom ways. For example,
whenyou're in construction mode the control panel adds
dialing controls that let you set fine details like whether
to speed up or slow down thedialing.

aE

Trying it Out. You can getapreview of construction
mode withoutactually flipping the switch. When you
open the stamper, hold downthe option key while you
touch the stamps window'stitle bar. The magic hat
window replaces the stamps window and you see what's
in Figure 10-1. The effect is only temporary, after you
make a selection and close the window,and then tap the
stamper again to openit, it will be just stamps again.If
you're going to use more than one effect from the magic
hat, you might as well turn on construction mode from
the control panel.
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Custom Forms

Let’s say it’s your turn to be in charge of ordering
lunch for the departmental staff meeting. Twelve people

in your department depend on their communicators be-
cause they’re out on the road quite a bit, so you know
that sending an electronic messageis the fastest way to

reach them. You also know, though, that just because
you send the message doesn’t mean they’ll take the time
to write a complete message in reply.

To makeit easier on them and you, you create a mes-
sage that includes choice boxes so they can select their
preferences for lunch and then easily send the message

back with those choices. Start by touching the postcard
on the desk and addressingit to the group The Depart-
ment, which you created earlier. You type the message
confirming the date, time, and location of the meeting,

and then you ask them to respond with their choices for
lunch.

Now for the fun part. With construction mode tumed
on, touch the magic hat to open it. In the magic hat,

touch components to see the parts inside. The drawers
are like those in the stamper; you want to open the one
labeled choices. You touch it and see the page of choice
boxes, meters, and sliding controls, as shown in Figure
10-2. Touch the choice box; by keeping your finger on it,

you can stamp one out andslideit right into the position
you want on the postcard.

If you option-touch the magic hat again, you get right
back to the same drawer, where you can add two more
choice boxes(this is a long meeting). Now you've got the
message written and three choice boxes with meaning-
less choices. The next step is to make the choices mean

something.
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To start doing this, option-touch the keyboard to get
to the label maker. Type sandwich, and then tear it off by
sliding it over to the top choice box and droppingit right
on the choice box’s label. You'll hear the slurping sound
that means the choice box has accepted the new cou-
pon. The choice box is now called sandwich.

Go backto the label maker (option-touch the keyboard)
to type the choices. Type these words and press return
between each choice: turkey, vegetarian, ham & Swiss.
Tear the couponoff, slide it over, and drop it right on the
middle of the choice box. With a slurp, the choice box
now has three new choices. Repeat the same steps for
the middle choice box for salad and the bottom choice
box for dessert. The result is shown in Figure 10-3.
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  @ Card to The Department Thu., Jan. 6 1:26 p.m.

| lunch by Tuesday, or you'll get|7”
nothing andlikeit!

[c= Desk

 Ao: The Department
| from: Curtis Sasaki
| about: staff meeting  

 
  

FIGURE 10-3. The message andits custom choice boxes

You've just custom-made three choice boxes that
Magic Cap’s designers couldn't possibly have pro-
grammedfor you, and you did it with a minimum amount
of work. Now you can send off the message and wait for
replies. Each recipient can make choices on the mes-
sage, and then touch forward to send it back to you.
(Remember that forwarded messages havetheoriginal
message attached.) Before the end of the day, you’ve
received all 12 lunch ordersfor the staff meeting, and you
didn’t even have to leave your communicator's desk.

A Magic Invitation

The components drawers in the magic hatare full of
lots of interesting things to play with besides choice
boxes. In the switches drawer, you can use various
switches and check boxes to make your messages more
interactive. Let’s try out a check box example.

Chapter 4 showed how you can get Magic Cap’s
datebook to automatically invite people to a meeting.
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This time, we'll make a party invitation, and then use
electronic mail to invite people manually.In this example,
you want to throw a surprise birthday party for your
spouse. Becauseit’s a surprise, you have to avoid having
people call your house with an RSVP. Here’s a perfect
way to use your communicator to not only send the invi-
tations, but also get back the responses. Notall of your
friends have Magic Cap communicators yet, so the check
box won't work for everyone, but for the ones who do,
responding to an invitation is a snap.

After you've designed the invitation, you can go to the
magic hat components and choose a check box. By touch-
ing it and notletting up on your touch, you can slide it
right onto the invitation. You option-touch the keyboard,
type I'll be there! on the label maker, tear it off, and then
slide it over and drop it on the check box to rename it.
The invitation is ready to sendoff to yourfriends.

Whenyourinvitation is received,all the guest will have
to do is touch the box to make the check mark,(or not
change it at all if the answeris no) and then forward it
back to you. The forwarded message has a copy of the
original message attached, so when you receive the mes-
sage back, you can see from the check box whether or
not the sender can come. Theparty is more likely to stay
a surprise because you are the only person receiving the
replies.

Customizing Sounds and Images

We've seen the kinds of things you can do with
items from the components drawers in the magic hat.
Now,let’s look at some of the other things construction
modecan help you do.

Back in Chapter 7, we saw howacreative kid could
make a birthday card with sound and animation. We
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stamped a cartoononto a notebook page, then got an-
other stamp that played a song, and dropped the song
stamp onto the animation, in effect adding a soundtrack
to the cartoon. In construction mode, we can expand on

the idea of adding sound effects to actions.
One of the sounds heard most often in Magic Capis

the click that’s made when you touch something to open
it or tap a button along the bottom of the screen, You’ve
decided you're getting a little bored with that sound and
you wantto take advantage of someof the other sounds
Magic Cap plays. The magic hat has a set of drawers
labeled sounds filled with sound coupons that you can

drop anywhereto replace the factory-set sounds.
Touch the magic hat to openit, and then touch sounds.

Inside is a drawer called instruments, which is where

you decide to begin your customizing. You touch the
clarinet stamp, and thenslideit off onto the desk button
in the lower-left corner. Every time you touch the desk
button from now on, you'll hear a quick blast on the clari-
net instead of the old click. Like a mad composer, you

continue on across the screen: the stamper gets a piano

note, the lamp plays like a guitar, the tote bag becomes a
trumpet, the tool holder soundslike the string section of
an orchestra, the keyboard gets the snare, and the trash
truck sounds like a crashing cymbal when you throw
something away. Talk about your personal communica-
tor.

There are other items in the magic hat that affect im-
ages. The couponsfor colors, borders, text styles, and
shadowsall change the way Magic Cap items look. You
can use these tools to vary the text styles that the key-
board types, change the coloring or shadowingof an ob-
ject, or choose different kinds of borders for the things
that use them.
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Magic Hat Extras

Thefinal category in the magic hatis called extras,
andit offers all the goodies that didn’t fit anywhere else,
which meansit includes someof the highest-level cus-
tomizing features in Magic Cap. When you touch extras,
you'll see drawers that let you change tools in the tool
holder. You can add various kindsofline styles or shape
types to the tool holder just by touching the appropriate
coupon andsliding it into the tote bag. Then, when you
open the specific set of tools in the tool holder, slide the
coupon into that window,it becomes a choice you can
select the next time you're using the tools.

Another interesting drawer in extras is the one called
properties. When you touchthis drawer to openit, you'll
see coupons that affect the way items appear on the
screen (see Figure 10-4). You can choose couponsto hide
items or show everything that’s been hidden. There are
couponsthatlayer objects by bringing them closer to the
screen or sending them to the back. Two opposing cou-
pons set an item so you can either throw it away or keep
it from being thrown away. Other couponsrotate objects
90 degreesor flip them 180 degrees.

The flip and rotate coupons work on shapes. You could
slide a rotate coupon into the tote bag, choose an arrow
tool, and draw an arrow ona blank notebook page. As we
saw in Chapter 7, you can draw an arrow pointing left or
tight, depending on which way you slide your finger as
you're drawing it. You can now take the rotate coupon
out of the tote bag, drop it onto your sidewaysarrow, and
suddenly it points up or down. This could be useful the
next time you draw a map.
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FIGURE 10-4. |The properties drawer in magic hat extras

Tinkering

Nowthat you've seen someof the uses for construc-
tion mode, let’s take a closer look at the ultimate con-
struction item, the tinker tool. This tool, which looks like

a wrench, appears in the authoring tool set along with
move, copy, and stretch. With construction mode turned
on, touch the tool holder, and then touch the wrench.It
hops into the tool holder and becomesthe activetool.

Tinkering lets you see inside objects and change things
that otherwise wouldn't be changeable. When you touch
an item with the wrench, you’ll see a window thattells
you something about that item in terms of coupons and
settings. Let’s go to the painting in the hallway and tinker
with it. Your goal is to take it off the wall in the hallway
and moveit behind the desk so you can see it moreoften.
This may take quite a few steps, but for a person who
likes to tinker, getting there is most of the fun.
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Thefirst thing to do is choose the movetool and try
sliding the paintinginto the tote bag.It doesn't work; the
factory setting for the painting prevents you from moving
it. Let's try tinkering withit to see what might be wrong.
With construction mode turned on, touchthetool holder,
go to the authoring tools, and then touch the wrench.It
hopsinto the tool holder, becoming the active tool.

Nowlet's open up the painting and look behind the
scenes. Touch the painting; instead of changingtheart,
as normally happens when you touch it, you see a win-
dow that shows someinteresting stuff about the paint-
ing, as shown in Figure 10-5. There are coupons for the
border and the sound; some controls for the painting’s
label; and check boxes that indicate whether it can be
moved, copied, or stretched.
 

(2) 28% to I= Downtown

[| can move
[] can copy
rl can stretch

Proneetnenn—l |! iLeencermene Label CJ show label
[Wftrame label

FIGURE 10-5. The painting’s tinkering windowtellsall
aboutit
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This is pretty interesting: The can move check box is
turnedoff. Could that be what's preventing us from mov-
ing the painting? Touch the can move box to checkit,
and then close the window. Go backto the tool holder to

get the move tool and try sliding the painting into the
tote bag. It works! Just like in a magic show, the whole
painting fits comfortably in thatlittle tote bag.

Now tap the desk button to go back to the desk. To
make room for rehanging the painting on the wall behind

the desk, you have to move the in box and the out box
over a bit so they don't cover up the image. You get to
tinker with two more things, using the move tool to move
them one at a time.

Whenthere’s enough room on the wall, you can schlepp
the painting out of the tote bag to its new home behind
your desk.Uh,oh.It’s too big, and it covers up half of your
notebook. Let's try using a coupon from the magic hat’s
extras to send it to the back so it gets tucked in behind
your desk. Open the magic hat, touch extras, and open
the properties drawer. Touch send to back, slide it onto

the painting, and—presto! The Picasso hangs behind your
desk. If you touchit, it switches to the Matisse, just as
when it was hanging in the hallway (see Figure 10-6).
Looks like you could use a smaller desk, though.
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FIGURE 10-6.|The painting has been rehung behindthe
desk

Another Tinkering Project

As long as we're redecorating, let’s change the im-
age on thelibrary door. You could try stamping a happy
face on the door, butif you did, the stamp would just end
up going inside the room. You need to get a couponthat
has the imageof the happy face stamp, and then replace
the image on the door with your custom-selected image.
Okay, tinkerers, start your wrenches.

Thefirst thing you do is get the stamp that has the
face image. As long as you're going to be changing the
library door, you might as well just put it on the floor in
the haliway (see Figure 10-7). Now,get the wrench from
the tool holder, and then touch the stamp again to see its
secrets. Slide the stamp’s image coupon outof the win-
dow and onto the library door.
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FIGURE 10-7. Tinkering with the happy face stamp

You'll hear the slurp sound,see the visual highlighting

effect, and the next thing you know,yourlibrary door has
astniling face. Because you should always clean up when
you're done, you can throw away the stamp you stole the
image coupon from. You're now ready for your next real

task, or even more tinkering, if you prefer.
You can look forward to bright third-party developers

using tinkering and construction to whip up some im-
pressive accessories and packages for your Magic Cap
communicator. Maybe you've even got some ideas of
your own about what you'd like to see. Until those acces-
sories are available, you can use construction tools your-
self to spruce up and personalize your communicator.
You've probably guessed by now that there’s no end to

the messing around you can do customizing your com-
municator with construction mode and tinkering.
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There's More to Life Than This. For serious package
developers, General Magic offers a powerful computer-
based developmentkit. This kit uses object-oriented
programming tools along with Magic Cap’s construction
features to help programmersbuild software packages. 

Summary

You turn construction mode on with a check box in

the general control panel, or temporarily by option-tap-
ping the stamp window’s title bar. When you're in con-
struction mode, the stamper image turns into a magic
hat and contains not only stamps, but also many other
pages of goodies that you can choose from to customize
Magic Cap. Construction mode affects what you see in
every scene: It adds more tools to the tool holder, more
commands to the lamp, and more controls to the control
panel. Construction mode lets you use the move, copy,
and stretch tools in every scene.

Construction mode gives you components to add to
your messages to make them moreuseful. You can add
choice boxes, check boxes, and switches, and you can
customize them. You can add custom soundsto any but-

ton or other item. You can get special coupons that rear-
range the order and features of items on the screen.

Anotherpart of construction is the tinker tool, a wrench
that’s one of the authoring tools when you're in construc-
tion mode. The wrenchlets you look inside items and see
their behavior and settings, including their image and
sound coupons and check boxes for allowing moving,
copying, and stretching.

You can make something movable by tinkering with
it, and then use the movetool to put it somewhereelse.
You can take a stamp’s image coupon and use it to
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customize some other item’s image. You can use the
construction and tinker tools to change factory settings

so that you can make your personal communicatorreally
personal.

Finally

Writing this book was both intriguing and intimi-
dating. The software was so deeply integrated that every
time I started an explanation, several other aspects also
had to be tied in. Did I mention something in a scenario

in Chapter 2 that I didn’t explain in depth until Chapter
9? How could I set up practical examples when thesoft-
ware wasstill changing? ;

As I used the many features and experimented wit
different examples so that I could write about them,I
found myself getting more and more excited about Magic
Cap and how useful it would be in real life. I actually
began thinking in terms of having a Magic Cap commu-
nicator with me all the time, and how I could use it

to schedule meetings, keep addresses handy, jot down
notes, and, most important, communicate with people
easily and conveniently. Writing this book reaffirmed for
me how Magic Cap will change mylife, and I tried to
share that sense of excitement as I wrote. Magic Cap

has great potential to expand and enrich the way people
communicate.
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book on creating and

editing, 227
choosing tools, 42-43
clearing, 52
creation, 25—26
customizing, 42-47
delivering, 36-41
faxes, 41
filing, 51-52, 195-200
filing rules, 49, 50
forwarding, 28-29, 54,

238

groups, 134-135
in box, 50-53
infrared beaming, 41
logging, 49
mailing, 27-28
manually filing, 193—

195
offers from

information

networks, 13—14
out box, 47-50
replying, 28-29
return to sender, 39
sending, 24-28
sending lesson, 16
signing, 27
sorting, 51, 196~200
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stationery, 42
summary, 52
typing, 26
what happensafter

they are sent, 49-50
whento send, 48-49
writing, 26

Movetool, 243~—244
Multiple-day events, 97-

101, 107

Namecard scene, 15
Namecards, 80, 113-

138

adding, 129-131
adding addresses and

telephone numbers,
120, 122-123

alphabetizing, 126
automatic completion

of words, 116-120
automatically dialing

phone, 148
certified slash, 130
changing, 123~124
commands, 123
communicating with,

114

companies, 131
current contact, 127—

129

customizing, 137-138
deleting, 125
dialing telephone, 137
duplicating, 124
entering, 115~123
first and last names,

121, 126~127
groups, 34, 133-137
locating, 125
log button, 125
moving aroundin, 137
new command, 123
notebook, 167
on-line services, 131—-

133

searching, 137
stamped groups, 135-—

137

storing information,
137-138
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tabs, 125-126
viewing, 125-126, 148

Name chooser window,
25, 62, 87, 146

tabs, 87
Navigation, 60-65
Notebook, 159-182

arranging items on
page, 165-166

attaching pages as
message enclosures,
171-172

birthday cards, 168—
170

custom forms, 180-
182

customizing text, 169
drawings, 161-163
duplicating items, 166
erasing, 163
faxes, 167—168
graphs, 173-175
index, 170-172
line tools, 163-164
lined paper, 173
lists, 175—180
namecards, 167
pencils, 160-161
reshaping items, 166
sending pages, 166-

168, 170
stationery, 162
text, 164~—165
writing, 160-161

On-line services
addresses, 131—133
gateways, 21
Internet, 133
namecards, 131-133
signing up, 22-23

On-screen keyboard, 8-9
capitalization, 10
changing from letters

to numbers, 73
extended, 73
lesson, 15
opening, 73
smart guesses, 10

Option key, 2, 35, 43-
47, 57, 67, 73-74,

80-81, 84, 88, 124—
125, 135, 137, 147,
163, 169, 172, 182,
187, 191, 216, 218,
220, 226, 230, 235—
237, 239, 247

buttons and, 74
Out box

filing messages from,
199-200

what happensafter
messagesare sent,
49-50

when to send

messages, 48-49

Packages, 202
closing, 204
documentation, 205
information about, 203
installing items from,

205

memorycards, 206-
208

opening, 204
Passwords, setting, 223
PCMCIAcards. See

memory cards
Personal Computer,

backing up data,
209

Personal letters, 45
PersonaLink,vii, 21

delivery choices, 39
electronic mail, 21-22
going through the

switchboard, 36
multiple message

matches, 39-40
paging you, 54-55
signing up for, 13

PersonaLink(trying
directory) stamp,
39-40

Phones, 16-17, 141-157
access codes for long

distance carrier, 156
adding stamps, 156
area codes, 154
automated response

systems, 152
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automatically dialing,
114, 142

billing information,
156

connected or not, 142
dialing, 137, 142-148
filing log entries, 150
hanging up, 144-145
hearing while dialing,

221-222

incoming calls, 150
keypad, 142-143
location, 155

_ logging calls, 149-150
manually dialing, 146
numbers,9, 17, 120,

122-123, 144
prefixes necessary,

155

services button, 152-
153

setting up, 153-157
speed-dial button,

146-147

stamps, 154
status window, 17, 145
telling communicator

where dialing from,
151

tone or pulse, 157
viewing call

description, 150
Postage stamp, 32, 36-

37
Postcards, 44

meetings, 89-90
urgent, 45
vs. letters, 33

Powerpanel, 222-223
Power-user features, 227
Print button, 71-72
Privacy panel, 223

Reminders in datebook,
104-106

Reply button, 28-29
Required setup

address, 9-10
dialing locations, 10-

11

name, 9

phone number, 9-10
Set up dialing, 10

Return to sender

message, 39
Revert button, 72

Save stamp, 201
Scenes, 15, 60-65

additional tools, 234—-
235

adjusting objects, 244
help with, 67
information about, 67
message, 62
moving objects

between, 72, 242—
244

name card, 15
postcard, 15
redecorating, 245-246
stepping back, 67

Screen

adjusting, 222
bottom, 14, 67-74
buttons, 68-74
changing appearance,

241
current scene, 15
date and time, 68
fine-tuning alignment,

3

information about, 5
top, 14, 67-68

Screen panel, 222
Shapes, flipping and

rotating, 241
Signature, 15-16

entering, 223
Signature panel, 223
Smart envelopes,xi
Smartintegration, 65
Smart messages, xi
Snapshots, 178-179
Software packages, 201
Sorting criteria window,

196

Sound, 4, 66-67
appointments, 109-110
customization, 222,

239-240

in-coming mail, 52~53

Stamped groups, 135-
137

Stamper, 10-11, 69
Stamps

electronic mail, 132
phones, 122
save, 201
signature, 16
urgent, 45

Stationery, 42, 44-45
customizing, 46-47
notebook, 162

Stationery drawer, 46
Status choice box, 106
Step-back hand, 219
Stepping back, 67
Storeroom, 201-209

connecting to personal
computer, 209

directory, 208
Help Books package,

204

packages, 202-208
software packages, 20!

Stylus, 4
Summarybutton, 52

Telephone. See phone
Telescript, xi—xiii, 20-2

engines, 22
smart messages, xi

Text

customizing, 169
notebook, 164-165

Text tools

alranging items on
page, 165-166

duplicating items, 166
Throwing away items,

73-74

Time, 68, 212-216
setting, 11-13

Tinker tool, 242-246
To dolists, 93-97

adding tasks, 94
deadlines for tasks, 94
finished tasks, 96
reminder notes, 95
task time-limit, 97

Toolholder, 72-73
changingtools, 241
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line tools, 163-164
shapes tools, 168-169
text tools, 164-165

Tools, customizing, 42—
43

Top of screen lesson, 14
Tote bag, 72
Touch, 2, 4

setting sensitivity, 3
stylus vs. fingers, 4

Typing messages, 26

Urgent stamp, 45
Visual effects, 66-67
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Windows, 15, 60-65
accept button, 64
addressing commands,

44

announcement, 62-63
closing, 64~65
confirmation

announcements,
63

fax, 41
file, 193
information about, 5
name chooser, 62
phonestatus, 17, 145

sorting criteria, 196
WordLists book, 117,

228-229

adding/removing
words, 228

automatically
expanding
abbreviations,
229

World Clock, 215-216
Writing

messages, 26
tools, 72—73
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General Computing

MAGIC CAP’
The newgeneration of personal intelligent communicators from
leading companies such as Sony and Motorola allow solemn)
communicate electronically with undreamed-of ease. At the heart of
these hand-held devices is Magic Cap”, General Magic’s
revolutionary software platform designed by a talented team
headed byBill Atkinson and AndyHertzfeld, the brains behind
Macintosh” systemsoftware.

Presenting Magic Capintroduces the capabilities of this innovative
system by stepping through Magic Cap’s screens, showing howit
works, and suggesting waystouseit.The book describes the fekenneys
of smart messaging to customize the way you handleelectronic
mail, a namecardfile that learns howto keeptrack of your
contacts, a datebook that performs likea faithful assistant, and
countless other abilities.

Magic Caphas the usefulness and simplicity to attract thetotal
novice, combined with the sophistication andintelligence to
enthuse even the most jaded computer professional. Presenting
Magic Cap shows howtotakefull advantageof the hidden power
of Magic Cap.

Barbara Knaster is a freelance writer who was oneof thefirst

testers of Magic Cap. Shelives in Campbell, California.
Coverdesign by Grand Design/Boston

‘ap logo is a trademark of General Magic

I
ISBN 0-201-40740-X

$16.95 USAddison-Wesley $21.95|CANADA
Publishing Company

 


